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ÀBSTRÀCT

currently, a Progranming systen is divided into two major subsystens:

one subsysten deaIs wíth device nenoríes (i.e. files on peripheral

devices), and the other subsyste¡n deals with naÍn ¡nemory (i..e.

prograrnning languages). Thís dichotony has resulted in separaÈe

development routes in both these areas, which in turn has resulted ín

problens of nainÈaíning typè consistency betr,¡een these tr¡o subsystens.

To achieve consistency throughout the entire systern, particularfy
between the interactive con¡nand language and program language nodufes.

it is necessary to have files as objects in the progran Language.

currentfy, progranning language constructs deaL !¡ith the nanipuJ-ation of

storage that is dírectly accessible ( i.e. in rnain rnernory ) ' However,

files are no! dirêctIy accessible aDd as a result constructs available
to define files and subsequentl-y to create and use then nust all reflect
this fact. Programning language construcÈs that provide these

facilities are defíned ând theír sèrnantic action is discussed.

À singte programrning language, containing file definition and

accessing features, is used to support both interactive progran

invocation and progra¡n dêfinition. Às wel-I, all progranning language

features traditionally found only in conventionaf prograrnming are

avaiJ"able ingeractively. Interactiveprogra¡n¡¡íng requires both an

existing data arêa to store instances of datâ items and a synbof table
containing infornation about these instances. An interactive data area

and synbol table are indivisibJ,e, and must be retained between user

Èerninal sessions. To support this capability a nen entity is
introduced into the system called an ênvirontnent.

HaÍntainíng systen Íride consistency also requires retention of the

synbol tables for aIt predefined prograns along i¡ith the synbol tables
for interactive data itens. The retention of symbol tables induces a

new style of programning in which al.f decl.arative statenents are nade

throuqh a sÞecial. editor- More inportantly, the editor aJ,so alLovts

nodifications to be nade to previousfy entered decLarations.

Consequêntly, the editor can detect changes that affeqt consistency and

thereby cause au!onatic reconpilation of affected prograns.

11¡



secondary

di scussed in

issues such ãs addressing, securityr and scheduling
this ner'r Progranning Systen framenork.
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ChapÈer I
INTRODUCTI ON

This is a sÈory of how a Baggins had an adventure,
and found hinsel-f doing and saying things altogether unexpected.

He rnay have lost the neighbours' respect, but he gained
- !¡eII, you r{i11 see nhether he gained anything ín the end,

- J. R. R. ToJ-kien, The Hobbit, Chapter I

This thesis presents a design for an integrated programming systen

which provides a coherent and productive progratn developnent

environment. It is expected thaÈ this systern wilJ. be used by

professionaf programmers to design and write Large scal-e applications
programs for boÈh professional and non-professional cotnputer users. I
feel t¡¡at there Ís a need for this type of devel-opnent system because¡

. Fer¡ of the existing devel-opment syste¡n6 provide thè tools that are

necessary Èo provide a truly coherent and productive progratn

development environnent. The types of tools that I feel. arê poorfy

implenented or J-acking in existing conventional systens (Mvs IrBM's
System 370 I'lultiple virtuaL Storage operating systenl. UNIX Ian

operating systen deveJ.oped at Be11 Laboratoriesl. MuJ-tics Ia

Honeyv¡e I J. operating systenl ) ares

- À command language for interacÈing irith the nachine l¡hich

includes nore than just simple control. structures, characÈer

string variables, and nacro substitutÍon.
- À variêty of file types and the faciLities to easiLy define or

customize my onn. This nust be acconpanied by the abÍIity to use

these nèn file types in the sarne iray as the ones suppfied with
Èhe syst en.

- À progranning language thaÈ supports abstraction and

encapsul-atíon facilities.
- À poHerful synbolic debugger that allons interaction in the

programmíng language.



A Progranming SYsLem

- À program nanagement subsystem that provides increnental program

deveJ.opmènt and maintains consistency anong constantLy changing

pro9rams.

whíle some of these facilitíes are present in conventional systens

f er4 have thern atl. and these facilities are not alltays as poiterfuL

as is necessary.

Different parts of a system may be poorl'y integrated witb one

another i in pârticularl

- Prograns written in one prograrnning Language cannot âlirays be

usèd by another progranming Ianguage, thereby causing duplication
of algorithns in several progranning 1ânguages. Particular areas

of incompatibiLity among different progranming languages are

types, procedure invocation and access Èo fites.
- The progranning languages and the interactive conmand Language

arè largefy non-conpatible. This is becâuse the interface
betweer¡ then is poor or i11 defíned.

- Files are often defined outside of any user accessibl-e

programming language or i.n assembly l-anguage. Às a result type

checkíng cannot be done properly for file references.

Às a result, progra¡n developnent on such systens takes far too l-ong

since loo nuch !inê and efforÈ is 6penÈ in re-inventing tools.

Thus, I seè a neeil for a ponerful integrated progranning systen that

forn the basis for r¡uch of the softitare that will be eritten in

future.

1 .1 THE: SYSTEI'

Traditional-fy' progrãrnning language and operating system developnènt

has proceeded along independent paths. Às prograrnming languages became

rnore co¡nplex, programrning environnents nere introduced to prrovide the

Decessary non-languaqe facilitiès thaÈ are needed to support program

deveJ-opment and naintenance of application software IuSDoD80a].

The progranning environnent, in Èurn, overlaps lhe conventional

dornain of the operating sysLe¡n, such as linkaqe editors or binders which

nust type check as r¡ell as bind progra¡ns together. Às welL, the

can



t ntroduct ion 3

prograrnning environnent ís required ro suppfy an interactíve con¡nan¿l

language, that is itself a sinple progranming Ianguage, to provÍde

dynanic interaction beteeen programner and the progranning language.

Is it possible to extend the originaÌ prograrnf¡ing Language out to the

user. so that the progranmíng environment ís provided by the progranning

Ianguage itself? By extênding the Language to províde the inceractÍve
interface between the user and the systern as well as conventionaL

prograrnning, the user is given a Þrodranrninq SISISJ! that is consisÈent

withín the progranning Language paradign. To support this concept

requires that certain functions conventionaf,Ìy associated Hith the

operating systèn be ínqorporated into the programning language ând vice
versa.

1.2 ltoBtvÀEtoN

I was notívated to work on an integrated prograrnning system out of
frustration lrhich occured during developnent of different programrning

tools on several existing systems. My frustràtion resulted fron having

to constantfy fight with thèsê systens to accomplish my goals. Even if
I was successfuL in developing a new tool , f found it wôs not supported

by any of the existing tool.s in the systen. Àlso, changês to the system

often rendered rny work useless because data structures and daga

organizations nould change. These systens did not provide enough

abstractions to shíeld ne against changes in the system.

1 . 3 ll'tlE PROGRAI¡i!,!Î NG LÀNGUAGE:

ultinatel-y, it will be necessary to define a prograrnrning }anguage to
support the progranning systen. Hoirever, the actual definition of the
programrníng Language is not an objective of this thesis. Yet, it is not
possible to discuss the progranning system r.ithout describing sone parts
of it r¡ith a progranning l-anguage. To this end, a progrannÍng l-anguage

that uses features fron nany of the new progra[ining languages (ÀDÀ

lusDoDS0bl, ÀLGoL68 [WrJNG77], CLU ILrSKO79], EUC¡,rD If,ÀMpS77], MESÀ

IMrrcH79]. MODULÀ [WrRTH?7]) vrill be used with only an infornal
def init ion.

::;
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1.3.1 ConÞilation

À Programminq System

In generãl-, the terrn compilation ís used Èo describe the translation
of a progranming Ianguage from the èxtêrnaÌ user forn ( S-a!-E-c-g l-anquaoe)

Ínto a forn (gÐi€gq q9!þ ) that j.s acceptabl-e to an interpreter which

executes the generated object code. The conpiLalion phase can be

Erivial, in whích case the interpreter executês thè source Ianguage

directly. Àlternatively, the conpilation phase cãn be extensive. in
i¡hich case the object code produced is interpreted (executed) by the

hardware. The traditional nanes for these tr¡o types of conpil-ation are

intêrÞreÈàtíon and comÞifâtÍon, respectiveÌy.

However, there is a spectrum of actions that can be perforned by Èhe

conpiler, in whÍch the conpiLation phase translates the source fanguage

into an internal form, but not ã forn thàt is directly executable by the
hardgrare without assistance by a software ínterpreter. This type of
conpilation is usualfy used in prograrnning languages nhere there is
líttIe or no typÍn9 of variablês. unfortunãteIy, this type of
compilation is usually not differentiâted from the traditíonal
c onpi l-at i on I Mr TCHT 0 ] .

The notivation for compiling å progrâm is to increase the efficiency
of the execution of the progran, The gain can be both in space and

tÍrne. Hoìrever, there is a trade of,f invotved ín doing this. First,
onLy pãrticular kinds of prograrnming Languages lend thensel.ves to
conpilation. These are progranming languages that are statically typed.
Secondly, the greater the transl-ated torn of the progranming l-anguage

differs fron the original, the rnore information ís fost about hor¡ the
executing object code reJ.ates to the origínal source language. To

achievè certain types of operations such âs synbol-ic debugging,

infornation about the translation nust be retained. Hence. Èhe type of
conpiÌation can greatly affect the operation and organization of the
progranming Eysten.

1.3.2 CharacteristicE of the PEoorarulino f,anquaqe

The progranming J-anguage that is used in this thesis is a general
purpose strongly-typed progrånning l-anguage íntended for conpiLation.
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The progranming languâge is divided into 2 partss declarations and

controJ- structures. The decl-aration of variables is as it is in ÀDÀ:

decfaraÈíons are restricted in nhere they can appear in Èhe source

Iangua9e pr ogra¡n.

Às rrel], the progranning language nust support a po!¡erful. set of
construcÈs for creating nen tools, Furthernore, these constructs nust

be designed to afl-olr encapsulation of data items and their assocj.ated

routines. Final-ly, these constructs nust be general-ízed so that they

can be used rrith nultipl-e types of data. Àfl of these requirernents rnust

be met within the restrictions imposed by strong type checking at all
t imes.

1.t oBitEcrrvEs

Fror¡ the onset of the design of lhe programrning systen,
object ives r¡ere J-aid out:

several

. To have a high-tevêl- progrannÍng languâge for use in interaction
nith the system, rather than the interpretive con¡nand languages

used oow. Às weII. thiÊ progranning Language nust be the sane

prograrnming language used to r¡rite all other programs in the
progranning 6ysten.

. To perforn type checking on aIl. interfaces beteeen user progra¡¡ìs

anil between the system and user programs.
. To insule that all operãtions perforned on objects are consistent

with the definition of the object, which night involve dynamically
checking consistency betneen an instance and its type definition.

. To unify files r,ith other data structures in the systen Eo that a1l
of the systen can be described by the progranmj.ng language (except

possible for a snaLl part of the operàting systern kerne] lrhich is
nachine dependent ) .

. To be able to conpíIe all entities in the progranming systen and to
aLlon geparate conpíJ,ation.

. To deal with the addressing of objects on storage devices, ând

all.olr the pagin9 of data betweèn storage devíces with different
access speeds.
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1 . 5 THE !¡]rESÌ S

À Proqranming Sy st en

The thesis of this dissertâtion is that the ideas introduced in
conventÍonal. progranning languãges and the ideas íntroduced in
conventíonaL operating systems can be amalgarnated to forn one integrated
progranming systen (rnterLisp ITErTE75]. Magpie IscHwÀ84], Mesa-Cèdar

IMrrcH79, TErrES4], SnaJ-l.ta1k IGOLDB83] ).

Part of the thesis introduces new prograrnníng language constructs and

features that are nee¿led to extènd the storage managernenÈ facilities
necessary to support the notion of files. Ànd a large part of the

thesis is the êngíneering of the systen using these ne$r programrning

language constructs. The engíneering aspect at¡enpts Èo demonstrate

that the ner¡ progranrning language facilities are pot¡erful and flexible
enough to achieve the objectives. Às lrel1, the engineering aspect

attempts to convincê the reader that such a syste¡n is inplementable.

Neither the progranming Ianguage constructs nor the engineering
design presentèd in the thesis have been inplenented. This is due to
the size of the problem addressèd by the thesis. Irnplernenting an entire
systen rrould require several programners rrorking for severaJ- years. But

even with these resources, aÈtemptiog that inp]ementation under exisÈing
systems rfoul-d be a very tedious procedure because they provide few or

none of the capabilities described in this thesis.

1.5.1 The TheBiB Oroanization

To denonstrate thÍs thesis the dissertation ad¿lrèsses four major
goals !

1. IncorÞoratino file definition inÈo the prodranmino lar)quaoê.

Chapter 2 shons thaÈ fiLe definition can be supported in the
programning l-anguage by íntroducing a snal1 number of new

progra¡nming language qonstructs. When file definitions are

incorporated into the prograrnrning language, files becone a

progranrning language type ând as a result spec iaI
staÈenents/constructs deaf,ing exclusively r¡ith files are not

needed.
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Providino an environment in which the Þrooranninq lanquaoe can be

used interactively. chapter 3 discusses the environnent

necessâry to al-fon progranning language statenents to be entered

by the user and èxecuted irnmediately. 9¡ith the inclusion of
files into the progranning language and the ability to use the

programning languâge ínteractively, the progra[ìning language can

replace the conventionaÌ interactÍve command language.

Maintaining this environrnent and aJ.l the progrâms in che system

1êads to a nev¡ methoil for enÈering programs.

Àddressino the addressino needs introduced Þy the svstem.

Cbapter 4 discusses some of the hardware and softwãre

requirenents for addressing data and prograrns in an integrated
sysÈen. Maintaining consistency arnong these addresses in a

dynanically changing sysÈem is also discussed.
Providino a Þrooranmino Ianquãoe facititv on r¡hich securitv and

arbítration cân be imÞfèmentêd. There exist natural functionaf
groupings inherent in encapsulated defínitions. These groupings

can be used to grant access to certâin functional cot[ponents of a

defínition, thus providing a security nechanism based on the

functions of the definition and not on sone arbicrary criterion.
Às nellr these groupings can provide access infornatioD that can

be used !o arbitrate user access to an instance. agãin based on

the functions of the definition. Both sêcurity and arbitration
are dÍscussed in Èhis nee context in chapter 5.

4.
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Chapter Il
FlDES

currently, f iJ-es and the f il-e syste¡n are considered to be in the

domain of the opera!ing system. Files are defined in assembly J-anguage

or a Lon-leve1 sysùen fanguage (BLISS IWULF71], C IKERNJ78], Mèsa

IMrrcH79] , IPL/S IrBM79b] ) i atlocated, manÍpulated and freed bv a

speciaf co¡nnand J.anguage (JcL IrBM79a], SHELL IBOURN78], TSO IIBM78])t

and file conÈents âre nanipulated by a host of general purpose

programr¡íng Ianguages. This organization of the fiÌe systen has severaf

di sadvan tage s :

1. No consistency checking is carried out rhen fifes arê accessed.

Except possibLy for verifying tbat the fength of records desired
by the user's prograrì is the same as that provided by the file,
no checks arè made that the fÍe1ds in the record are in any itay

related to tbose required by the userr s proqratn. Even new

languages l-ike Pascal. and Àda refy on the user to correctly
associate a f íJ-e from the operating syste¡n nith the correct type

of varíables in the progranning l-anguage' unJ-ess a progra¡nrning

environment which is progran l-anguage sensitive (such as ÀPsE

IusDoD8oa]) is provided, the compiler or run-tine routines do not

possess the infornation to perforn the type checking. Thís is a

fundamental flaw as type checking can onLy guarantee consistency
for data types if all data types are type checked.

2. since fil.e definitions are enbedded in the oÞèratinq svsten, Ít
is usuafly not possibl.e Èo inplenent nen file organizations. Fêw

prinitives and toofs exist to help design and implenent nêe file
organizations or aug[ìent existing ones, and those tools that do

exist require at least the knowf,edge of a systen progranner to be

uged. Even if nen fíle organizations could be defined. the

existing interface betneen contnand Language or programning

LanguaEe and f il.es is not flexibJ-e enough to all-or¡ integration of

a new f,ile interface into the systern. The existing com¡nand
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languages are not generalized; hènce they require nodification to
inplement any ner¡ fiLe definitlons that do not conform to tbe

existing interface. In programrnj.ng Languages ehich have

constructs that inpl.ement onl.y the f il-e organization that thè
operâting system already providès, nee fife intêrfaces cannot be

added,

3. Because operating systen and programming languâ9e developnent

occurred separately, t'he behaviour of f il-es is usuaLLy subtly
different from their descriptíon ín the programming language.

!esigners of operating systems and progranning languages have yet
to define a precise Ínterface. For example, the r¡ay prograrnming

languages deal with files depends on which operating system they
are runn in9 under.

4. There arè many âspects of the behaviour of f :l.es tbat aríse fron
the iray they are irnplenented in the operating system, but i¡hÍclr

are conpletefy irrel.evant to proper use by a progra¡n. Many

feâtures of the operating systèn nust be knoi¡n by a usèr i.n ordêr
to create or access files, and to understand failure and problems

Èhat arise during their oÞeration. ¡n sone syste¡ns, creating and

rnanipulating fiLes is such an art that only special usèrs ãrê

allowed to perforfn these operations. This conpounds the probLen,

as this often results i.n ínconsistences bet\{een Hhat a user vrants

and nhat is created for hin. These problens arise because there
is no singJ-e coriìplete interface to a file.

These problens can be alleviated by incorporating files fuIly into
the progranning language, that is to say, to allo!¡ definition as wel-l as

access of fifes in the progranming l,anguage. To acconpl-ish thís, the
prograrnming language rnust definê new prinitíve constructs to al,J-o!¡ file
definition. The conpiler can theD naintain infornation about tbe file
definitions, hence naking available the necessary inforrnation for the
conpiler to Èype check al.J- usages of the file. Àlso, a programning

langua9e which aJ-Ions file nanipulation greatly reduces the need for a

command languagei by using the progranming language as the co¡nnanil

1an9ua9e, new file organizations can be innediately incorpora¿ed into
aIl parts of the systen (i.e. comnand language and programning

lanquaqe ) .
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while íncorporating files into the programning language nay not be

the only r¡ay of sol-ving these probLems, it does provide a soLution that

is both elegant and conpfete. These propertíes nake this solutíon nost

desirable. why then have f if,es not been incorporâted into the

progranmíng languages afready? Bêcause there exists a great deal- of

conplexity and many conplications in providíng file definition
capãbilities in the programning language and of using the progranning

l-anguage as !he interactive cotnnand Ianguage' The remainder of this
thesis is devoted to solving the conpfex issues invol-ved in providing

file access and dêfinition i¡ithin the progranning language, and dealing

e,,ith the ranificåtions of this solution.

2.1 FIr,E CHARÀCEER¡ STI CS

2.'l .1 Easic characteEiatics

'fhe usuat concept of â f il-e ís a group of data records. However,

this only embodies part o! the notion of a file. À file is as nuch the

nethod' in !¡hich the records are managed and stored as the rêcorils

lhe¡nselves. It is not exact enough to taLk abouÈ a fife of recordsi to
be precise, it must be a sequential or indexed or direct access file of

records. ÀtI of these qualifier6 for a file define the nethod of

storage nanagement Èhat is used for the records, as well- as the nanner

in nhich records are extracted by the user.

storage nanagement is the process of nanaging the free and used areas

of a particuLar piece of storage. Às r¡el-I as nanaging this space,

storage managenent invol,ves â11or¡ing access to this space by an

application program. Here storage nanagenent must províde the ability
to obtain storâge for use and possibly to free storage that is no longer

needed. These requests for storãge can co¡ne fron application prograns

as welÌ as fron the compiler. Thus, storage nânage¡nent must be

integrated into the systen in such a way as to all-ot{ generaJ. access

through a standard set of routines.

The desire Èo expl-icitly define storage nanagement of files strongly
influences the nay in nhich files are ínplenented. Inplenenting files
using existing data structures (such as an array of records) is
precluded. '¡his approach does not naintain the storage nanagement
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property for the file, but instead forces the storage rnanagement to be

inpfemented inpficítly by the conpil.er. In general, the compiler cannot

hope to anticipate all possíbIe storage nanage¡rìent techniques.

The approach Èhat I have taken ís to maintaio storage r[anagement as

an integral- part of the definitioo of the file. This should not imply
that al.1 storage nanagenent properties necessariLy have to be apparent

to à user of the file; by using the absÈraction facilitíes that are

defined in the programming language, the detaiLs of storage managenen!

can be hidden from the user. The user sees only those details necessary

to access the records of the !iLe.

2.1.2 Conventional Charac t,eE i Bt ic 6

Àlthough conventional file systems have several disadvanlages. they

also have nany desirable charâcteristícs that shoul-d be preserve¿1. The

foltowing characteristics are considered fundamental for alL file
systems and have been retained in this sysÈern:

1.

2.

FiIes rnust be independently accessible and manageable, Àccèss to
the file must be done through an accessing technique peculiar to
that file's organization. The storage areå of thè f iJ-e must have

a storage ¡nanagenent technique peculiar to each file
or9ânization.
Tbe storage area for a file niIl be able to expand and possibly
contrac! dynarnically. The exact size of a f il-è is usually
unknovrn, and some capability for extênsion and reduction of
certain types of f il-es is necessary.

The accessing of the file is of a transient nature. À file need

only be accessible lrhil-e a prograrn is processing the infornation
in the f ile.
Concurrent access to the fiLe by multipJ-e users must be provided

for. This aJ-l.ows sharing of information nithin Iarge files by

nultiple use r s.
Sone files have to be p-elsjs!g-É, that is to say, exist
índependently of active prograns on the systen. This is to be

contrasted r¡ith entities like a progran stack and heap that are

6trictly under the systenrs controL. l¡hiIe the user nay specify

5.
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through declaratíons ehat is contained in a program stack and

heap, the user is not directly in controL of their creation or

deletion. The user can only control then indÍrectly via progran

invocation. Àl-l entities of this type are said to be !_Ee-!_Cj_e-É.

6. There must be a rneans of denying or restricting access to files.
7. À single file definitíon nust be able to accomnodate different

record types.

2.1 .3 Ner Requi rementa

rn addition to the above desirabl-e characteristics of conventional
files, severaJ- neie characteristics are neêdeil to êlininãte the

disadvantages stated earJ-ier.

t. The declaratíon and usage of the file in the programr¡ing l-anguage

nust be done in a type safe ¡nanner.

The definitíon of the fife must support explicit storage
management of the storage area. '¡his requires tbat the storage
area for the fí]e appear as a single con!Íguous stream of bytes.
À storage area such as this, which is independentLy addressable

and appears as a single contiguous sÈrean of bytes, iriLl. be

referred Èo as a neÌnory or an ê-d.d!gss. space (¡S).
The progranming Language must províde the necessary constructs to
allow files to be defined in the progranning language. The

syn¡ax and senantics of these constructs Írust be such that alL

the desirabl,e fíIe characteristics are maintained.

rn the following discussíon and exanples of files, f il-e definition
!¡ilL be based on nernory napping the storage for ã file. Menory napping

of storage r¡as chosen over the nore conventional reading and writing
!rith buffers bêcausê the storage nanagenent of the file i6 easier to
perform and far more fl-exible, This woul.d be particularly inportant in
conplex file organizations like an index-sequential file. This does not

preclude fÍLe definition using reading and rrriting r¡íth buffers.
Honever, because the former nethod is the nore conplex, the latter is
not dealt i¡ith in detail.
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coNsEottENcEs 9E REOUI RE!,IENTS

The nain consequence of trying to retain all the desirable
characteristics for f il-es is that sorne of the requírenenÈs fead to
conflicting objectives. Solutions to these conflicts cannot àlHays be

found without conpro¡nisín9 the desired characteristics. Hoirever, it is
possible to resolve nost of the confl.icts by dividing the definition of
a fíIe into tno level-s.

Storage nanagement is an integral part of the file definition.
However, storage nanagenent requires conputations on pointer variables.
which is a type-unsafe operation. Àlso, storage manage¡nent must deaL

with dètaiÌs of the f iJ-ers operation nhich are irrel-evant to a user

creating and accessing a fiIe. These consequènces conflict with the

characteristics to have type safety throughout the progranÍìin9 fanguage,

and Èhe dèsire to free the user from irrelevant dêtaiIs in usinq Èhe

fi1e.

The confficts are resolved by separaÈing the user aspects .nU an.
storage rnanagement aspect into tlro distinct levels. The user aspecÈs

are called the !S9! fglgl and the storage nanage¡nent aspects arê calfed
the gp¡ggg manaoement lêvel. Àt the user levef only those operãtions
for creating and accessing the file are avaiLable, and all operations
r¡í1.1 be such that the conpiJ.er can verify consistency of types. The

storage manâgement levef allotrs typè-unsafe operåtions irhich are

necessary to nanage the contiguous addressable strean of bytes that are

the èElEê gpegg (Ds) for the file. In other systems, such as uNrxl

IRrTcH74] or the Multica systen [oRGNr72] a Ds corresponds largely to a

file. The storage nanagemeDt Lèvel also contains aJ.l- the detail.s for
storage nanage¡nent. Thus, type-unsafe operaÈions and detail,s of storage
nìanagenent are confined to the 5lorage ¡nanage¡nent level.

is a Tràdênark of ÀT&T Bell Laborâtories.
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2.3 GENERÀEI ZÀTIONS

These ideas developed fron the desire to full.y define

prograr¡ìming l-anguage, but they can be applied to a nuch more generaJ-

situation. Àt the user LeveJ,, a proqramming ]anguage construct called
an 9.Þ¿Eç.! nilt be used to define all the operations permitÈed. Àt the

s¡orage management leveL, a prograÍnning language construct called a

UEYI9B! nill be used to define storagê nanage¡nent for a DS' These

consÈructs can be used to define other abstract entities that have

unusual storage rnanagenent requírenents, such as â variable 5tríng
package that inÞlements string variables thât can coneain character

strings of arbitrary size or a nulti-precise number Þackage that
inplements integer variables that can have an arbitrary nunber of

digits. Thus, these programning language constructs provide more than

just a sol.ution to the probl-em of defining fifes.

2.1 OBJECT

Àn OBJECT is the progranmíng fànguage construcÈ thãt inplenents the

user ]evel. Àn object is an instance of an oBJEcT. The oBJEcT

definition contains the routines and data itens (col.J-ectively called
conÞonents) to access and tnodify a tnenory area, via type-safe
operaÈions. The OBJECT definition defines a new absÈract type in Èhe

progranming language, and is sínilar to the SIMULA class IDÀHL72]. The

objêcÈ is not dírectÌy accessíblè, just as files are not directly
accessibl.e. rnstead, it must be nade accessible by an explicit
declaration and is only accessible for a restrícted period of gine.

ThÍs lack of accessibitity refLects the fact that an object is in a

nenory different than thè currènt progra¡¡ or daea menory. UsuaIIy, the

objecÈ creates â memory for each instance which contains its local
variabJ-es; however, Èhere nay be nultiple objects in a rnernory.

2.4.1 obl€cÈDefinltlon

To illustrate the definítion of an OBJECT' an exanpf,e definition for
a sequentiåI file wiLl be developed. À sequential file has the

properties that records can only be read sequeDtially fron first to
Last. and wrítten by adding new records to the end of al-l the existing
records. The basic definition of the sequential file begins:

t5

files in the

:..

::
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OBJECT seqfite(record-typè ! TyPE, initial_size ¡ ÀLENGTH <- 0)
VÀR first_record, last_record : REF record_type
first_rècord <- Iast_record <- NIL

END OBJECT

The OBJECT "seqfife" accêpts a paraneÈer that is the type of the records

that the f iJ-e cãn contain. This all-ons a singLe definiÈion of "seqfile"
to accomrnoilate different types of records. Às l¡e11, Èhe initía1 size of
thê file can be specified as â muftiple of the nunber of the records
contained in the file. If no value ís specífied the pararneter is
initiatized Èo zero. (To sirnplify rnost of the subsequent discussion the

default actíoD is used. )

The two poioter variables declarèd âre pointers to the first and last
reêords of "seqfíIe", respectively. Hence, these tero pointers are
pointers rel.ative to the DS for !he object. The "first_record" pointer
Ís usêd to focate the fírst record for starting a sequential read o! the

file. The "last_record" pointer is necessary tor detecting the end of
fiLe. These tr¡o pointers are loca1 varíables within the object.
Conventional-ly, infornation about Èhe síze and structure of the file
(catled controL infornation) has been separate fron the f il-e, and the

file contains onJ-y the data records. I do not distinguish thège two

types of data, and hence inforrnation sucb a6 "first-record" and

"Iast_record", r¡hích used to be considered "control infornation", is
part of the object data. LastIy, therê is the initiãlization of the

record pointers, "first-record" and "last-record", r¡hich occurs s¡hen an

instance of a "seqfi1e" is created.

2.1.2 Obiect I nÉÈant låÈ lon

À user declareE a sequential file in the foIloHÍng rnånner:

vÀR f: segfite(INT)

The variable "f" is an instânce of the oBJEcT definition "seqfiIe" that
can concãin records that are each a single integer value. lnstances of
an object, such as "f", behave like instances of other abstract types
in thè progranning language. This inplies Èhat the duration of the fiLe
depends on the duratíon of the block in whÍch the file is declared.
Thus, to have files pêrsist lor a particular period of tine, iÈ is
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necessary to decJ-are the f iJ-e in a neBory that wiIl persist for the

required tíme. How such nernories are created is discussed iD detail in

chapter 3. fn the follo!¡ing exa¡nples, files can be declared in any

scope in the prograntning Language, and used in that scope. Thus, to use

a tenporary fífe for a program the file is declared as â local variable

withín a procedure and used during the execution of thê procedure; it ís

autonaÈicalLy deleted at the end of the procedure as are other local

variables.

)-A OBJECT ACCESS

If an object r¡ere treated the sane as a cl-ass, the defínítion of

"seqfife" i¡ouJ-d incl-ude routines to manipufate the intêrnal dâta itens
(i.e. read and write records). This in turn irould inply that the file

ítself r¡ould always be accesSibIe becâuse statenents such a5¡

f.wrire(12)
i <- f.read()

could appear anynhere Èhat "f" r¡as visible. Hence, the file woula ¡¡ave

to be accessibfe throughout its entire scope because the execution of

accesses to the fite could not be anticípatèd from the static structure
of the progrãn. while this night bê acceptabl.e for tenporary files in
procedures, it is not acceptabl-e for files generall-y. one of the

objectives was to nake file access explicit and transient as it is in
other languageÊ using the equivalent of OPEN and CLOSE.

Àn alternative to !¡aving the file accessible contínuously is to have

each access make the f ife accessible ' and then màkè the f iIe
inaccessible. As ¡.t r¡i]I be shor¡n, naking a file accessible is a

conplex and relatively expensive operation. Hence, it is not practical
to have individuaJ- caLls such as "f.write" nake the object accessibJ-e

unless the hardHare provides sone support for this, such as in MUJ-Iics.

Even if the hardnare provides this assistance, ca115 such as this that
dírectty access tbe object are undesirable because of problens i¡ith
concurrent access.

Thus, to rnake access tranEient and of ã specified duration, the user

is required to expticitly state vrhen a file ís to be accessed. This ís

::

:':

..:-
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accomplished by dèfiníng a class internal- to the OBJECT definition, an

instance of nhiêh the user declares r¡hen he wishes to access the fiIe.
This internal class contains the access conponents for the fiIe, and

hence is caLled the âccess class. The scope of an access class instance
defines the duration that the object is accessible. Hence, the property
that nakes an access class different from an ordinary cIäss is that the
file renains accessible during the existence of the access class. Às a

resuJ-t, references to routines in an access cJ-ass do not have to nake

the f il-e accessible. T!¡e execution of the decl-âration and the inplícit
release of an instance of an access class corresponds to OPENing and

CLOSEing a file in other systems. However, Èhe class is more

restrictive, as the access cJ-ass is associãted r¡ith a particular scope

whereas OPEN and CLOSE neèd not bei but this is not a serious
restriction and, in facÈ, it is potentiaJ- a posítive feature.

2.5.1 ÀcceBB CIaBB for êq Obiec¿

The âccèss cfass is a class except for the inplicit results it causes
(i.e. naking an object accessible) nhen an instance of it is created.
The foll-owín9 is the basic definition of the accêss cLass definitíon for
"seqfile". (Thê vertical line on the Ìeft ¡nargin of this and fotlo!¡i.ng
examples indicates that new naterial. has been added to a previously
introduced exanpl.e. I hope that this rlilI allo!¡ the reader to save time
by skimming the non-marked portion and reading onJ,y the newly marked

port i on in detail. )

OBJECT seqfile(record_type 3 TYPE, initial-_size : AITENGTH <- O)
VÀR first_record, J-ast_record 3 REF record_type
ÀCCESS seqacc

VÀR current_record :
ESCÀPE e nd-o f-f i1e
PRoc reàd( ) RETURNS r

PROC reset ( )
3

REF r ec ord_type

3 REF r ec ord_t ypê

PROC write(r: r ec ord_type )

PROC update ( r : record_type)
PROC rec reate ( )

current_record <- NIL
END ACCESS

first_record <- last_record <- NIL
END OBJECT
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Àtf the conponents necessary to access a "seqfiIe" are placed in the

access class definition, This is necessary bècause these components are

usabfe only after the fiLe is made accessibl.e by insrantíatin9 "seqacc".
The pointer "current-record" is necessary to point at the current record

beíng rèad fron the file. when ã read is atternpted at the end of the

fiIe, the escape "end-of-file" is signaled.

To allow concurrent access, each accessor must have hís oçn variables
thaÈ contain inforrnation about the state of his âccess to the file. In
Èhe case of "seqfil-e" each user of a particular file tnust have his own

current record poinÈer, and his o$n end of file escape, This is
provÍded as each inscance of "seqacc" creates a ner¡ "current_record"
variable and "end-of-file" escãpe. Thus. the access class provides an

essential capabí1iÈy needed for concurrènt access; in addition'
serialization of access to routines of the object !¡il-l also be

necessary.

The access routines províde sequentiâf access to the records within
the fife. The fol-lowing is a description of the basic function of each:

2.

"read" - Reads one record starting at the first record of the

fil.e returning successive rêcords nith each invocaÈion. The

function !'read" returns a pointer to the records because thê

records are potentiall.y variabl.e size. Returning a daÈa iÈem of
unknonn size on the stack (i¡here nost procedure results are

returned) is difficult because the cal-l.er cannot al-l.ocate room on

the stack for the return value before the call.
"reEet" - Position "current-record¡ to the first record of the

fife to alLoe re-reading of the file.
"irrite" - write a record after the last record in the tiIe.
"update" - change the contents of an existing record. The record
Èo be updated nust be Èhe last recor¿l read. Às eèl-l, because

nenory i.s nanaged to ninic sequential f il-es as inpLemented on

conventional systerns, the new record nust be the Same size as the

record to be updated. This restriction is not fundarnental to
oBJEcT definitions but just to this particular exanple, À nore

complex storage managernent scheme could renove this restriction.

3.

4.
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5. "recreate" - DeIete all records f ro¡n Èhe fi1e, and reset
"fi¡'st_record" and "last_record" to NIL.

Låstl-y, "currènt_record" is initialized to NIL $'henever a "sèqacc', ís
created.

Since "seqacc" is defined in ,'seqf ile',, nornal static scope ruJ-es
perrnit the routines in ',seqacc', to refer to the variables "first_record"
and "l-ast_record" thãt are defined in tbe f j.Ie. Ànd since the dynanic
creation of an åccess class causes the file to becone accessible, the
vãriabJ.es in the file are dynamícal1y accessible.

2.5.2 ÀcceBs Claaa l natant iåt í on

When â block containíng tbe fol1or¡íng decJ,aration is entered:

VÀR pf 3 f . sêqacc

the sequêntial file'f" becones accêssible. Here the nane "f.seqacc" is
used to refer to a type in ,'f 's,' def iniÈion, not to access the object.
Hoirever, the creation of the instance of the subcJ-ass "seqacc" for "f"
rnust rnake rrf rr accêssibLe so that the conponen!s of "seqacc,, can access
the components of "seqfi]e".

The variable "pf" can now be usèd to access co¡nponents associated
r¡ith the access type. The scope of "pf" defines the portion of the
progra¡n over rrhich "f" is accessible. À user can noer code!

pf.r¡rite(12)
i <- pf.read()

to read or i¡rite records in sequènÈial fiIe.f". For exanple, the
following code shor¡s the declaration of a Iocal file variabJ-e and
subsequent usè of the f il.e3
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vÀR f : seqfife(rNT) C dèclare file
VÀR pf : f.seqacc C nakê file accessÍbl-e
VÀR i : INT

FoR i <- 1 To 100 ê wriÈe into the f il-e
LOOP

pf.r¡rÍre(i)
END LOOP

EXCEPT¡ON ç read the file
r,ooP

i <- pf.read() ç "read" signals escape 'rend-of-fi1e"
e process the value of "i"

END LOOP
ESCÀPE pf.end_of_fiIe

c end of f il-ê processing for "f"
END EXCEPTI ON

The EXCEPTION control structure is used to estabfish the êatchers for
signalfed êscapes. when escape "end-of-fi1e" is signalled in "pf.read",
it wilf be caught by the ESCAPE clause fâbelÌed "pf.end-of-fiIe". Then

its escape code is executed before the EXCEPTION control structure
terr¡inates. Thus, it is possible to associâte â caÈcher nith a

statenênt but not an indívidual component of an expression or a call.

cottpLETE DEFINÌTtON 9E nSEOFTEE'iI

Now that the skel-eton of "seqf iJ-e" has been given and discussed, iÈ

is possible to give the details thãt complete that definition. The

routines prefixêd by "sma" and "sm" deal with the storåge managenent

Ìevel, and are discussed shortly.

OBJECT seqfile(record-type : TyPE, initial-size ¡ ÀIJENGTH
VÀR first_record, last_record 3 REF record_type
ÀCCESS seqacc

VÀR current_record I REF record-type
EscÀPE end-o f-f i fe
PROC read( ) RETURNS r 3 REF record_type

fF current_record = last_record THEN
SIGNÀL end-o f-f i Ie

END IF
curreDt-record <- sna . next ( )
r <- current_record

END PROC

PRoc reset ( )
current_record <- NI !,
sna. re seÈ ( )

END PROC

PRoc nrite ( r : record-typè)
seqfile.write(r)

END PROC

PRoc updaÈe ( r 3 record-type)
sna.update(r)

END PROC
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PROC recreâte( )
current_record <- NIL
seq f ile.recreate( )

END PROC

curren!_record <- NIL
END ÀCCESS

PROC l¡rite(r : record_type)
last_record <- sn.write(r)
IF first_record = NI¡, THEN

f irst_rêcord <- l-a s t_rec ord
END IF'

END PRÕC

PROC recreate ( )
first_record <- Iast_record <- NIL
sm. r ec r eate ( )

END PROC

first_record <- Iast_record <- NIL
END OBJECT

It should be noÈed that i¡hile the access cLass defínitíon "seqacc"
refers to the variables in OBJECT definition "seqfiLe", 1t does not
nodify then. Àny modífication of an object variâb]e is done by caLlÍng
routines in the OBJBCT definition. This restrictÍon of not aI¡eríng the

object directly stens from the requirenent to alIoH concurrent access.

ClearJ-y, it is not possible to aJ-loi{ rnultipLe users of a file to make

simultaneous changes to the data itens in the object. À nethod of
serializing these changes ís necessary to provide data integrity nÍthin
the file. To provide such a facility the object is irnplemented as a

nonitor [HÀNSE?3, HOÀRE74]. Hence, afl changès to thê object are done

in a serial nanner. Notice that the nechanism for controlling this
serial access does not occur be!ween lhe user's prograrn and the object,
but between the access class (which the user nust create) and the

object. Thus, any object code to inplernent the serializãtion is noe

part ot evêry user's progra¡n but part of the object code in the access

cIass.

(WhiIe this feature is a fundanental aspect of concurrent access, it
does Dot provide the type of access that ís desired for a "seqfile". À

sequential fífe nay aJ-J.ow sinul-taneous access to the file for reading,
but only oDe user can bè accessing Èhe file for writing. Thís type of
access control nust be done through a differênt rnechanisn and wil-l be

discussed in chapter 5. )
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rn this exaÍìple it is appropriate not to directly update variables in

the nemory because it would present problens during concurreDt access'

however this is not alnays the case. If a f iJ-e !¡as designed to alLor¡

onfy one user at a time to access it then there would be no probletn if
changes nere nade to variabJ,es directly in the object. Thus, the

compiler does not restrict such changesi it is the responsibÍJ.ity of the

file wr i ter.

2.7 TYPE PÀRÀ!{ETERS 39 ÀN OEJECÌ

In order to nake storage rnanagement possible for type parameters, the

following resÈriction is inposed: typê parameters cannot be used to
create instances of variabJ.eS. Hence, a type paraneter cannot bè used

to declare variabl-es, or results of procedures ì{ithin the OBJECT

defínition or in its component6. Ho!¡ever, pointers of the type

paraneter nay be declared and this gives the user almost as tnuch

flexibility as being âble to create instances of it. This sinplifies
storage manage¡nent as it is not necessary to dynamically create an

instance of a type para¡neter.

Type checking is still. possible both within the oBJEcT dêfinition and

for ínstances of the object. 9lithin the oBJEc'r definítion onLy pointers
to the type are al,Iolred, and consequently the operatÍons that can be

performeél using the pointer are reference and assígnment. Às long as

these operations occur betlreen the sane type parameters the operation is
consistent. ÀIl usages of the f iJ-e can be type checked because the type

of thê access variable "pf" includes this ínfornationi it is
r'6eqfile(INT).seqaccrr. Hence, caIls such as3

Í <- pf. read( )

can infer the result from "read" indirectJ-y through the type parameter

to "seqfíle". The cornpiJ.er knoi¡s routine "read" rêturns a pointer to
type "record-type", that type "record-type" is thê first paraneter of

"seqfiLe", and that the first argunent of "seqfile" in the type of "pf"
is "IN'¡". ¡.tithout the type pararneter, the conpiler could not make these

inferences. and hence could not verify type consistency. The

restriction on the type paraneter alloers the compiJ-er to verify type

sons i stency statical.Iy.
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Z.S OBJECT ÀS ÀN ARGT'I.IENT TO À ÞROCEIDI'RE

Traditionatly files are passed from operating systen to progranning

Ianguage using nany unusuaÌ techniques, fen of which rese¡nble the nornal

nethod of passing information fron one prograrn to another in a

progranning language. l'lhen files are embedded in the prograrnning

language, they nust be conmunicated to appropriate routines either by

passing then via the a rgumen t -pa ra¡net er nechanism supported by the

progranning langua9e, or through the block structure as a global

variàble. Thus, passing f iJ-es as argunents to procedures is one

inportant way of using fites in the progranminq sysÈen.

2.9.1 Formal DeclaraÈion of gq Obiect Þaratneter

Normally, the forrnâ1 declaration of an object parãmeter nust include

af1 of the type parameters in the object paraneter list. For fif,es,
this corresponds to specifying both the type of the object that defines

the file and the typê of the recor¿ls contained in the object. For

example, to pass the sequentiaf file "f" defined eâr1ier to a procedure'

the pararneter declaration nould be:

PRoc p( g 3 seqf i Ie ( rN'r) )

Às a furÈher exCension of Èhis syntax' a type such as INT above, could

be declared generically by naking it a subparaneter, as in:

PRoc p(9 3 seqfile(record-type : TYPE) )

This v¡ouJ-d al-1ovJ routine "p" to accept any "seqfile" as a paratneter'

while it is possible to have ã type subparaneter as part of the

object paraneter decl,aration. onf,y pointers to this subparameter can be

declared. This restricts the type of operatíons aIloned, but still-

allows sone simple generic fiLe routines to be written. For example'

tbe fol-Iowing progran r¡ifI take any "seqfile" containing records of type
.record-type" and copy them to another "seqfíIe" containing records of

Èype "record-type".
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PROC copy(g ¡ seqfil.e(record_type : TYPE), f : seqfile(record_type) )
vÀR pg r 9.seqacc, pf 3 f.seqacc
VÀRr3REFrecord_type
pf . recreaÈe ( )
EXCEPTION

LOOP
r <- p9, read
pf.r¡rite(r)

END LOOP
ESCÀPE p9. end_o f_f i 1e
END EXCEPTI ON

END PROC

The syntax of the paraneter declaration indicates tbat the type of Èhe

rècords of "9" is the one used to indicate the type paraneter of the

other parameters. In genera1, this forces the conpiler to perforn extra
work at the call site to check Íf the argu¡nents are of the sane type.
The operation is more compfex as the cornpil-er Í¡ìust use the type
para¡neÈer to check the argument types.

2.9 ÀccEss cr,Àss Àg ÀN ARGÌ',iENT l¡o À ÞRocEpttRE

Once an access variabl.e is declared lor a file, it can be used to
access the file's contents in any block where the access variable is
visible, or it can be passed as an argunent to another routine. Thís
routine can then use the access paraneter to access its associat.ed

object without having to perforn any further decJ-arations.

2.9.1 Fornal DecLarãtLon of t[ ÀsceBB ClåsE Parameter

The definition of an access class paraneter nust incl.ude not only the

type of the access class but thê type of the objèct, too. The type of
access is directly dependent on the object which is âccessed, and so the
type of the access variable nust incJ-ude the type of the object. For

èxanple, to pâss thè accêss class "pf" defined earl-ier to a procedure,

the paraneter decLaration irould be3

PROC p(gf 3 seqfile(INT).seqacc)

Here the type of "gt" defines not only the access cLass "seqacc[ but Èhe

type of the object which it accesses, incJ-uding any type paraneters.
Note the prefíxing of èhe access cJ-ass definition nane by an oBJEcT

definition nane and not by an object instance naÍìe. This is allowed
becâuse it is specifying the type of a formaL paranet.êr for which no

instance is created.
I
a

7
'*

i¿

I
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2..1O PROTOTSPES

À Programning Sy st er¡

lfithin any strongLy typed progranning languagê, there is a problem of
having ti4o sirnil.ar types; and yet having to nrite two compl-eteIy

separate routines to handle each type, repêating even the routines that
are in connon. What is needed is a way to factor out these sinifaritíes
into a p!9!9!J!e that can be used to define the routines that deaJ. r¡ith
those parts of the types that are the same. Atong lrith these routines
each individuaf type can have its own routines to deaf nith the

differences. This is Iike cl-ass concatenation in Simul-a IDÀHL72], FORM

extention in ÀLPHÀRD ISHÀw81], and cfãss inplementations in Èhe ADÀ

extentions of [ ÀPPEÎ,84 ] .

2.1O.1 Definino g 8r.9.!.gg-rEe

The prototype then defines a formal description of all the co¡nponents

that rnake up a subset of the conponents for an actuâl- type. For

exanpl.e, Èhe foIIoHing prototype represents the prototype for "seqfÍLe"3

OBJECT PROTOTYPE seqfiletype(record-type ! TYPE, initial._size ¡ ÀLENGTH)
ÀCCESS PROTOTYPE seqacc

EscÀPE end_of_f i fe
PRoC PROTOTYPE read() RETURNS r : record-type
PROC PROTOTYPE Teset O
PROC PROTOTYPE r¡rite(r 3 record_tyÞe)
PROC PROTOTyPE update(r : record_type)
PROC PROTOTYPE recreate( )

END ÀCCESS
END OBJECT

This protolype defines the fundamenÈaJ. external. view thãt a user of

"sègfíle" can see and what â file writer must provide in his definition
of the file so that the file behaves Iike a sequentiaf fíle. Notice
that the paraneter variabl-e nanes are specified and the same nanes nust

be used in thê acÈual dêfínition.

The prototype can include more than just fornâJ, specÍficatíons Èhat

¡nust be conforned to. The prototype can contain actuaJ- variable
declarations and routine definition6 (i.e. executablè statêrnents). '¡his
is done by using a normaf PRoc or variabJ,e declaration (i.e. \rithout the

keyrrord PRoToTYPE). These actuâI definitions ãre then automatically
entered inÈo any oBJEcT definition that is defined using the prototype
and Èhey cannot be changed. This aLlows the prototype to requíre
íncJ-usion of critical- variables and routines in an oBJEcT definition.
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For exanple, the above prototype requires all. objects based on

"seqfiletype" to have routines "read", "reset", etc. Às i.elI, the

ESCÀPE in "seqacc" is forced into all OBJECT definitions based on

"seqfiletype" and cannot be changed. Thus. the prototype provides great

flexibilíty in structuring an actuaf type definition.

The prototype can noir be used to define nultiple OBJECT defínítions
to have tbe sane fundamental Èype but nith different internal structure
and possibly externaL structure. This is different f rorn the Àdã

package, first because this ís a description for a type not an instance
of a typè, and secondly because an Ada package only alLor¡s one package

body for eacb packâge specification.

2.1O.2 Às8ociåtLnq E ProtoÈvpe rith a TeÞe

The association of a prototype and an actual type is done using the
nornal decLãration syntax, as in:

OBJECT seqfile( ... ) : seqfil-etype

This syntax inplies that OBJECT definition "seqfite" has fornal
prototype "seqfilêtype". It is then required to conform to Èhe

prototype definition, and hence, all.or¡s "seqfite" to be used in any

conÈext that al-lons a "seqfiletype". (This is done by copying the
symbol table structure provided by Èhe prototype to the symbol tabl-e for
the OBJECT definition, and thêse synboJ. tabl-e entries are rnarked as

unchangeable.) This a1loÌrs "seqfi1e" Èo be used in any con!ext t'hat
aL l.on s a "seqfiletype".

The user is Èhen al.lorred to augment any part of the definition, but
not to chanqê any of the co¡nponent infornation defined in thè prototype.
In this exa¡nple, the user can add declarations and initialization code

to the OBJECT definition, and to the access class definition, and its
routines. The user nay also add nen routines in either contexts. For

example, an index-sequential f il,e can be defined in the fol1or¡ing way¡

OBJECT indexseq( ... ) ¡ seqfiletypet;
F

ã
\_

F

in order to be able to
I nternâ1ly, " i ndex seq "

conponents along nith the

be used wherever "seqfile" is aJ,J.oeed.

nust provide the necessary "seqfil.etype"
conìponênts for índexed acces6.
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Às rrell, a prototype can be associated t'ith another prototype. Thís

allons prototypes to act as the generic interface for actual types and

alloi¡s these generic interfaces to be built up to form a hierarchical
relationship of the function they perform. For example' a prototype nay

be defined for index-sequential file and thís prototype r¡i11 depend on

that for a sequentiaJ. f iJ-e, as in:

oBJEcT PRoToTyPE indexseqtype( ... ) : seqfiletype

Here all rhe the component inÊornation f rotn "seqfiletype" forns the

basis of prototype "indexseqtype" and this cotnponent infornation can be

auqmented in Þrototype " indexseqtyÞe".

2.1O,3 Usinq the PEoÈoteÞe

Àlong i¡íth the ability to provide a formal type for type defínitions,
the prototype can also be used in a fornal declaration context. For

example, the "copy" routine defined earLier coufd be defined as:

PRoc copy(g:seqfiLetype(record-type:TYPE), f3seqfiletype(record-type))

Thís a1lo!¡s any oBJEcT definition of prototype "seqfiletype" to be

passed to this routine (eg. cwo index-sequential files). The compil-er

ensules that onl-y the components defined in "seqfiletype" can be used in
conjunction r¡ith pararnete"" "9" and "f".

2.10. ¿ ImþlenenÈation ConBiderat íong

tn inpfenent ing prototypês,
considered:

the fol-J-owing situation rnust be

PROC p(f : seqfitetype( ... ))
vÀR pf : f. seqacc

In this exampl-e, many different types of "seqfiJ.es" can be passed Èo

routíne 'rpr'. since each of tbese types can have their or¡n superset

versions of "seqacc", the decl.aration of pf requires special
consideration. Here the type of rrpf rr depends on a PRoToTYPE, and as a

resuLt. the conpiler cannot determine staticã1ly hoi¡ much space to
aflocate for "pf". Thus, the conpiler nust take this declaration
situation into consideration when generating object code that is
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dependent on a prototype. Norrnally, the object code to àllocate an

entity is conpiLed ãs part of the entry code to the bJ-ock that contains
t'he decfaration, ClearJ-y, this cannot occur in this situatíon.

To properly handl.e thís decl-aration situation, the conpiler must

generate object code for entitÍes dependent on ã prototype so that
storage aJ-location for Iocal data itens is performed ât the beginning of
the initialization code. In this r¡ay a type definition can be al-Located

in a bl.ock where the size of the type is not knor¡n.

For the type to perforf¡ its oen storâge allocation for its locâJ- data
ítens, ít must aJ-Locate the storage on the heap. The stack cãnnot be

easily used for aJ-l.ocating ínstances of unknown size, because the return
address and the caJ-Ierrs registers nould already appear àt the top of
the stack. Thus, the conpiler nust al-Iocate all of the entities that
are baseil on proÈotypes on the heap even if the size of the type can be

deternined, sÍnce the object code generated for an object ¡nay depend on

lrhêther it is allocated on the stack or the heap.

Às vrell, in this situâtion there is the probl-êm of accessing the
object code for the particular type that is associated nith the instance
that is passed to "p". The conpiler does not knovr r¡here tbe object code

for "f" and rrpf rr r¡iLI be during conpil.ation of ,'p". Às a resuLt, an

ímpl.icit pointer to the object code nust be passed along nitb the
poínter to the instânce. The cal1s to the routines in "pf" are then
nade through thi s pointer.

2.11 r,tEr,roRY

À !,IEMORY provides the descríption of the storage nanage¡nent level for
an object. This iÊ done by providing the conponents to nanage the
contiguous addressabJ-e string of bytês that form the underJ,ying storage
for an object or group of objects. It is through these conponents that
the transition frofiì the type "record_tyÞe" to the internal forn of the
reqord occurs for "seqfiIe". Àt Èhis leve1, the MEMORY definition
wríter is allovred to manage the DS to provide the necessary high-fevel
fíIe operations specified in the object. Depending on the cornplexity of
the file, storage nanagement of the nenory night bê simple (as in the
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câse of a sequential f il.e) or it rnight be cornplex (as in the cEIse of an

index-sequential file). tf records can be insèrted or deIêted anynhere

in the fiIe, it is the responsibility of Èhe rnemory writer to al-locate

the neces6ary spâce to store the records that change size and are

del-eted. ¡n the case of Èhe index-sequential file both the index and

the data records couLd be J-ocated together in the same memory' or chey

couLd be focâted in separatè mernories and nanaged separåteLy. The

choice ís up to the fífe designer'

To perfor¡n storage management the nenory r¡ritêr must decfare and

manipulate pointèr variabLes that point nithin the tnetnory. Hence'

expticit operations on pointer values are requiredi these operations are

type*unsafe operations. Às in the câse of the objèct, variables
declared in the MEMoRY definition are allocated in the mernory by the

cornpiler. Thus, the variablês in a nenory night be J-aid out in the

following way I

nenory (Às)

I
lme¡norv I

I tr¡e oÉject I

@r"o rn II the ôbiect I

-l- ,rr"
I object

since the nemory writer is allorred to arbitrarily al-ter pointers, he has

access to a1l- portions of the Íìetnory, incl.uding those all-ocated by Èhe

compiler. So, it is his responsibility not to alter the areas

containing the variables for the rnernory and the f il'e object.

These pointers are rel.aÈive to the mernory. This notion of a pointer
being refative to a particular memory is an inportant point when there

are nultiple nemories accessible. within the object/rnenory the DS is
accessible, and a1I poínters could be assuned to be rel-ative to the DS.

Hor¡ever, Èhis nould prevent pointers Èo items in the stack and/or heap.

Thus. it is necessary as part of tbe declaration of a pointer to specify
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syntax for thiswhich me¡nory the pointer i s

spec i f ication is Èhe folLoiring:

REF (nemory ) type

Pointers to the heap wiLl usua]ly be the nost con¡non, and hence a REF

without a rnenory specification is assurned to refêr to the heap.

2.11 ,1 Relaxation of TeÞê Consistenca Rules

It is necessary during storage nanagenent to perform adilress

calcuJ,ations on virtuaL addresses. To do this requires a iray of
ãccessing the virtual address pointer underlying a typed REF. This

address val-ue is obtained by the attribute 'VALUE r¡hich de-references â

typed pointer to it underlying address. In this nay, cal-culations can

be perforned on virtual addresses using arithmetic operations, and

'VÀ!.,UE can be used to assign !he result to a poínter variabJ-e.

conparison operâtions can also be used. It is clear that in ãlfoning
any of these operations, tbere is the underlying assunption of a

contiguously àddressable ne¡nory.

Às a consequence of aÌLorring unrestricted pointèr nanipulaÈíon with
all its associated consequences, the potential exists to generate a

pointer value that does not point at the type of data iten its
decl-aration indicates. Hoirever, any vírtuaI address, incf,uding invaLid
ones, can only be used to access the rnèmory to which it is relative, and

hence, cannot affect or be used to access any other ¡ne¡nory. Àt this
l-eve1. the progranner nust share the responsibifity that ilata values

agree eith their declared types. Type safety is possibl-e through the
joint actíon of both the conpiler and the nenory !¡riter. Hence. onJ.y

systern progranmers wiLl likely be wrÍting such code.

2.11 .2 tlemore DeflnlÈion

Àn exanple definiÈion of a nenory r¡ilL be given that nanages the Ds

for a "seqfíIe" oBJEcT definition. The routine prefixed by "dc" deals
nith the next level of storage managêment and is discussed shortly. The

basic definition of the nenory begins:
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MEMORY seqmen(record-type : TYPE,
TYPE encoded-address = 0..1
RECORD internal-record

fength : POS I NT,
data 3 rêc o rd_type

END RECORD

VÀR initial_address, end_aaldre s s
vÀR extend_address : ÀDDRESS
ESCÀPE ¡nemory_ove r f I ort

ÀCCESS seqmemacc

Systen

in it ial_size 3 ÀLENGTH)

: REF(seqnem) i n Èe rna t_rec ord

PROC allocate(s : POSINT) RETURNS a ! encoiled âddress

PRoc free(p: e nc oded-addre s s )

initiaf_addressrVÀIJUE <- end_address'VÀLUE <- seqmenrSlZE
extênd_address <- dc.lastbyte ( )

END MEMORY

The MEMORY dèfinition accepts a type paraneber that is the type of the

records that the file can contain. Às in an OBJECT defínition, the type

"rêcord-type" can only be used to declare pointers to records of Èhat

type withÍn the MEMORY definition. Thus, a single definition of a

sequential ¡ne¡nory can acconnodâte dífferent types of rècords. Às rrel.l-,

the initiâl síze for thè memory is passed doen, but in this case it is
specified as the nunber of bytes of storage to be all-ocated not as a

nu¡ìber of logical records.

The type "encoded_address" is used in addressing the object in the

nenory. The specification of this type, r¡hich represents addresses

Hithin thè mênory, is discussed in chapter 4. The structure
"inÈernal._record" describes Èhe internal structure o! each record for
the "seqfiIe". In this exanpfe, the records are stored as varying
Length entiÈíes. rrith the length at the beginning of the recorcl daca

structure. Other Èechniques, such as having a singf,e length field and

all records having the sane length. or J-inking the recorils together
could also be used. This lattêr technique couLd al-low facil-ities at the
user l-eveI not normâI1y associated r¡ith a sequentiaL file, such as

updating a record wíth one of differing size or inserting and deleting
records anywhere in the file, but this irould conpl.icate the exampLe

needl-ess1y.

In the user's prograrn, where the type of the record is knor¡n, so is
the J-ength of the record. Hoþever, at the storage nanagenent level the
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fype of Èhe record is unknonn and the length of a record ¡nust be

naintained explicitJ-y. Àt the storage managêment leveJ-, the onl-y

operations on a variable nhose type is a paramèter is requesting its
tengÈh and assigning it to anoÈher instance of that type, and this
incidentally requires the length of the value. To aLlow these

operations, the J-ength of the instance must be passed to/from the

routines in the object. '¡hís J-ength is included with each pararneter

whose type is a paraneter as r¡ell as !¡ith each REF Èo a type paraneter.

Thi6 inplicit length pararneter is accessibl-e via the attribute 'SIZE.
Inside the nemory, the length of each record can be stored expliqitly at
the beginning of each record I'internaL_record" in variable "length".
The data portion of "internat_recordrr contains the Logical record.

The poínters "inítial_address" and "end_address" arè like
"first_record" and "last*record'' as they contain pointers that delimit
the records in the file, and are J-ocal variables Hithin the memory and

hence are part of the Local data of the menory. The Þointer
"initial_address" conÈains the virtual address of the first record of
the file. 'fhe pointer "end_address" points at the first avail-abte byte

âfter the J-ast record in the file.

The pointer "extend_address" points at the physical end of the
nernory. This address is not necessarily tt¡e sane as "end_address"
because space for the nenory is allocated in fíxed sized blocks as r¡i]l
be seen later. Àdding nèw records to the file advances "end_addre6s"
until it exceeds "extend_address". ãt r¡hicb point the nenory nust be

extended. Since it is not within the aLl-ocated Þart of the nenory,

" ext ènd-addres s " is never used to refer to data within the nernory.

Thus, the type of " ext end_address " is ÀDDRESS, r{here ADDRESS is a

buil-tin type that describes an untyped vircual menory address (Í.e. a

16, or 24, or 32 bit address).

The access class defínition "seqmenacc" defines the components that
alloç access to Èhe records in the menory. À detailed description of
"seqnenacc" irilL be presented in a fol-loiring section. FinaLly, the
pointers "initial._address" and "end_address'r are initialized to the
first avail-able byÈe in the nenory after the storage lor the loca]
variables in "seqnen" (ínitiaJ-_address, end_addresE, extend_address).

!-.l:

1,,:
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This dispJ-acenent f ro¡n the beginnÍnq of the nemory can be caLculated at
compile tine, and is obtãined by using the SIZE attribute for "seqnem".

The procedure definitions "aflocate" and "free" rnust be provided for
aIl nenories. Procedure "al.locate" a1]ocates storage for each object
within a rnenory and procedure "frèe" deaflocatès storage for each object
within a nenory. In the case of â sequential f íl-e there $ri1l be only
one object "seqfil.e" Ín each "seqmem". Hot'ever, in nore complex

siÈua!íons there tnây be nultiple objects in a single rnemory. The

conpiler cãn cal-culâte the sÍze of each object allocated in a nenory at
compil-e tirne or at execution tine and nake the appropriate cal-f to

"al-locate" to create the storâge for the object. For èxar¡ple, a memory

for the stack and the heap have routines "al-Iocate" and "free" to
allocate and free space for variables. (However, because of the
incimate relationship betsreen the stãck and the heap !¡iÈh the compiler
and because of the desire for efficiency, particuLar properties of the

stack and the heap rnay be "hard-coded" into the compifer itsetf.)
Final.ly, the poin!er "extend_address" is initialized to point at the
byte al-Iocated after the last byte in the menory, by calling a routine
at Èhe next level in Èhe storage definitíon.

2.11.3 l.fenore I nstantiation

À file designer will likely Hish to hãve the memory for â "seqfil,e"
invisible to the actual user. while å "seqfile" nust be created in a

memory. the user should not be concerned with this detaiÌ of storage
¡nanagenenÈ if it is not necessary. If the definition of "seqfil-e" eere

nested inside that o! "seqnen", this nested structure nould force â user

to first create an instance of the nenory to conÈain the file, as in3

VÀR men ¡ seqnem

and then create an instance of "seqfi]e" within "seqnem", as in:

vÀR f 3 nen. seqf ile ( INT)

This is undesirable for several reasons. Fírst, the user should not

have to be ar¡are of nor have access to irrelevant details about storage
managenent such as the creatÍon of the containing rnenory since there is
only one "seqfiIe" per "seqnen". Secondly, "seqnen" is not defíned so
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that the memory can contâin nultiple sequential. files, and yet there is
noÈhinq to preclude the user fron entering another decLaration, such as:

vÀR f2 3 nem. seqf i Ie ( rNT)

Lastly, there is a probLen of passing the type of the records ånd the

initial sizê of the fife fron the file to Èhe nemory.

2,11.4 CREÀTES Clause

To circumvent these problens a nee progranning language clause is
introduced, The CREÀTES cl.ause alfons the specification of dependencè

without requiring static nesting. For examp]e,

oBJEcT seqfife(record-Èype : TYPE, inÍtiaf-size : ÀLENGTH <- 0)
CREÀTES srn ; sãqmàn ( r ec ord-type, record-ÈypersrzE * initial-size)

states that the creåtion (declaration) of a "seqfiIe" inplicitly creates
a "seqnen" fírst to contain it. Thus, "seqfiIe" is not sgatically
nested insíde "seqrnen". There are two points to note here. First, the

¡nemory. which concains the object, must be created first. Secondly, it
is here that the "initiaL_size" request is translãted tron a number of
records to a nunber of bytes.

Thus. å userrs deêlaration of a "seqfile" does not contain irrelevant
details about storage manage¡nent. Since the user does not creale the

nenory explicitf,y, it is anonymous to the user, and bence it is not
possible to allocate nultiple objecta in a ¡ìe¡¡ory. The actual
instantiation for a "seqfiIe" 3

vÀR f: seqfile(INT)

occurs in the fô1Iôvring ¡nanner. First, there is allocetiôn ôf a

"seqnem" ¡nenory to contain the sequential file "f". This creates space

for the LocaL variables in the nenory, and initializations are perforned

on these variabLes. only then qan an instance of "seqfile" be al.J.ocated

!rithin "seqmem". This is done by câI1ing the ner¡ory routine "alJ,ocate"
requesting the necessary storage for a "seqfi1e". After this a]location
in the nenory, inítial.ization of the object variables can be perforned.
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while t.hè narne of the containing mernory is anonynous to the user, it
must be accessible inside the "seqfiIe". Since "seqfi1e" is not nested

ín "seqnen", the scope rules cannot be used to ãl1ow unqualified access.

Hence, quaJ-ifícation rnust be used in accessing routines in the MEMoRY

def init i on.

The CREÀTES clause causes storage allocation to be done in the sane

way as for class concatenation in Sinula, hoeever, ín Simufa the
subcl-ass can access al-1 the variables ín the cootaíning class Hithout
qualification. This is not true for an object that CREÀTES â menory,

becãuse the OBJECT definition is not contained inside the MEMORY

definition.

Since thè mernory in irhich "seqfil-e" nas al.Iocated r¡as not prèviously
specified in its definition, none of the REF variables in it could
spècify a nenìory (as they should have). Now the nane "sn" can be used

for this purpose. Since "first_record", "Iast_record", and

"current-record" are a1l relative Èo "sn", they nould be declared !¡ith
type "REF(sn) record_type".

2.12 MEr4oRr ÀCCESS

Like an object, a ¡¡enory is not directly accessiblè. À nenory is
only accessíble for the duraÈion of an ínstance of iÈs access class.
This is done Èo make access to the nemory transient and of a specífied
duration. Às irell, the access class is desirable from a programmatic

standpoint as it allows a memory nríter to knos, and take any appropriate
action for each access to the nenory. (Tbis is particul-arly usefuL nhen

there are nultiple objects in a rnenory.)

2.12.1 Àcceaa CIaBB for E Mernorv

Àn eaanpJ-e access cJ-ass definition for MEMORY definition "seqmem" is:

MEMORY seqmem ( rec ord_type 3 TYPE, ínitia]._size ! Àf,ENcTH )
TYPE encoded_address = 0..1
RECORD internal_record :

l-enqth i POSINT
data: r ec ord_type

END RECORD

VÀR initial.-address, end_address : REF(seqmen) internal_record
VÀR exÈend_address : ÀDDRESS
ESCÀPE nemory_ove r f loir
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ACCESS seqmemacc
vÀR current-address 3 REF(seqmen) internal-record
ESCAPE upda t e_1en gt h_e r ror
PRoc update ( r 3 record-type)
PROC next() RETURNS n ¡ REF(seqnen) record-type
PROC reset ( )

PROC recreate ( )

current_address <- NIL
TERMI NÀTE

f r ee_rec ord ( end_addre ss )
END ACCESS

PRoc write(r r record_type) RETURNS r,r : REF(seqnen) record-type
PROC update(c I REF(segmen) internal-record, r : record-type)
PROC recreate( )

PRoc allocate_record(s ! PoSINT) RETURNS â : ÀDDREss

PROC free-record(p: ÀDDRESS )

PROC allocate(s : POSINT) RETURNS a 3 encoded-address

PRoc free (p : enc oded-addr es s )

initial.-address'VÀLUE <- end-addre s s I VÀLUE <- seq¡nenr sIzE
extend-address <- dc .lastbyte ( )

END MEMORY

ÀIf, thê cornponents necessary to access the menory are pl-aced in the

access cLass definition. These routines perform onl-y read access to the

records that are stored in the menory. This is the sâme sicuation as

for an object, that is to say, the access cl"ass doês not as6ign directl-y
into the entity it is accessing. Àf,I the coÌnponents necessary to tnodify

the memory are lgcated in the MEMORY definítion. The memory behaves as

a rnonitor as does the object. Thus, caLls to these routines fron tbe

¡nenory access cl.ass eil.f be handled as nooitor caJ-Is. Ho$eve!. sone of
these cornponents (as will be seen for "allocate-record" ) are not called
fron the access class. Ànd, since "seqmem" is not directly accessible
by the user, its conponents cannot be called by hin. Thus, the compiler

cãn deter¡niDe that a call to "a1l-ocate-record" fron, say, "nrite" nêed

not be a nonitor call.

The pointer "current-address" points at the internaL record being

read from the file. The exception "updaÈe-length-errorri is signalled if
a user atter¡pts to update a non-existent record or replace a record nith
one that is longer than the one in the file.

t:".
I
l.
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À description of the routines ín the access class definition arel

1. "update" - Àssigns the new version of à record to the ol.d onè by

catling a rnernory routine to change the record. À check is
perforrned to see if the nelr record has tbe same Length as the

oId, This check is perforned at the storà9e ¡nanage¡nenÈ J-evel

because it depends on storage size.
2. "next" - This routine advances the "current-address" pointer by

addíng the tength of the current record to the virlual âddress in

the pointer "current-address". The address of the data portion
of the internal record is returned.

3. "reset" - This routine resets "current-address" pointer to the

beginning of the file.
4. "recreate" - The records âre logicalty deleted by callÍng a

memory routine to set "end-address" to "initial-address". The

physícaf space for the records is not rel.eased untif thè access

is terninated. Thus, íf nevr rècords are þritten into the file
after a "recreate"' net' storage may not hâve Èo allocated until
the old storage is re-used. ff all the storage is not re-used

any excess wiLl be refeased at access ternination.

A description of the additional routínes in the MEMoRY defÍnítion are:

'1 . "l¡rite" - ÀIlocates space at the end of the nenory for the nei¡

record, and copies in the nee record and its J-êngth. write
rêturns the address of the data portion of the nevly created

record.
2. "update" - Replaces an ol-d record itith a record of thê sane size.
3. "recreate" - Resets the end of record pointer to the beginning of

the f ile.
4. "al-locate-record" - Àllocates space for the records in the fife.

f.¡hile this routiDe al-locates space in the nenory Iike "affocâte",
it is calfed only by the abovê routines and not by inpficit calls
generaÈed for declarations. Two al.location routines are

necessary because they return different types of results and

perf orrn somewhat different storage tnanagement operatíons (i.e.

one deals i¡ith objects, the other deaLs idith records).
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5. "free_record" - Frees space for tbe records in the f iJ-e. This

routíne ís different from "freeu f.or the same reasons that
"â11-ocaÈe_record" is diffêrent fron "allocate".

FinaIl-y, r,'ben the ¡nernory access cfass ís created, "current-addressrr is
initial-ized to NIL.

ÀIso, notice lhat some of the routines in the nemory are called
dirèctly fron the object circunventing the memory access class' This

direct access is necessary because cal-Is rnust be nade fron the object

routines to Èhe memory routines, but lhese ca1ls cannot 90 through the

nemory access class because there are potentially mul-tiple acce6s

classes. This direct access from object to nenory is not a probJ-eûl

because the nenory behâves as a nonitor and hence seriafizes all
accesses to itself. Thus, even if there are nultipLe users accèssing an

object and nultipLe objects ín a nernory, alI nodificâtions to the nenory

are serialized.

In the case of "seqfile" the objèct creâtes a nen anonynous menory

vrhich is not accessed except by "seqfiIe". This is knoetn by the

compiler because the CREÀTES clause is useil to establish the

reÌationship between the object and the nemory. rn this situation it is
unnecessary to have both the ¡nenory and the object behave as nonitors.
It is Fufficient for the object to perforrn thê serialization to ensurè

that concurrent access is perforned properly.

2.12.2 ÀcceBa clasB I natant iat ion

À ¡neÍìory access class is created inplicitly through the CREATES

clause, as in:

ÀCCESS seqacc CREÀTES slÌlâ ! sn.seqtnenacc

This forn for creaÈíng an accèss class must be used r¡hen an object uses

the cREÀTEs clause to specify its containing Ìnenory' This causes chê

access class for the memory to be created before "seqacc".
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2 .'13

À Programning Systen

COMPT,EîE DEFINI?ION OF IISEIOUE}III

The follonin9 is a conpfete definition of "seqnen".

HEMORY seqmem ( r ec ord_type 3 TYPE, initia]_size : ÀIJENGTH )
TYPE encodêd_address = 0. .1

RECÕRD i n te rnâ f_r ec ord
fength 3 POSI NT,
data : r ec ord_type

END RECORD

vÀR initial_address, enil_address : REF(seqmen) internal-_record
vÀR extend_address : ÀÐDRESS
ESCAPE nenory_ove r f Iow

ACCESS seqnernac c
VÀR current_address : REF(seqnen) internal_record
ESCÀPE upda t e_Ien 9t h_e r r or
PROC update ( r I record_type)

IF current_address = NIL OR current_address.length r= TTSIZE THEN
SIGNÀL upda t e_l en gth_e r r or

END IF
updat e (current_addres5, r )

END PROC

PROC nexÈ() RETURNS n : REF(seqnern) record_type
IF current_address = NIL THEN

current_address <- initial_address
ELSE

curren¿_âddress I VÀLUE +<- current_address.Iength +
inÈernaL_record' SI zE

END IF
n <- REF rec ord-t ype ( c ur ren t_add r e s s .l- en gth,

current_address.data )
END PROC

PROC rêset ( )
current_address <- iniCial_address

END PROC

PROC recreate ( )
current_address <- i n i. t. i aJ._addre s s
recreaÈe( )

END PROC

current_address <- NI IJ
TERMI NÀTE

f r ee-r èc ord ( e nd-addre ss )
END ÀCCESS

PROC write(r : record_type) RETURNS !, 3 REF(seqnen) record_type
vAR t : REF(seqmen) internal--record
t <- aJ-Iocate-record(rrSfZE + internal_recordrSIZE)
t.Iength <- r I sI zE
t. data <- r
w <- REF record_type(t.length, t.data)

END PROC

PROC update(c 3 REF(seqmen) internaf_record, r i record_type)
c.data <- r

END PROC

PROC recreate( )
end_address <- initial_address

END PROC
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PRoC allocate-record(s ! POSINT) RETURNS a r ADDRESS
IF end_address'VÀLUE + s > extend_address'VAIUE THEN

exteñd-address I VÀLUE <- dc.exteñd(end-addressrVÀLUE +
fF extend_addressrVÀLUE > addressrMÀx THEN

SIGNÀL menory_overf Lon
END IF

END IF
a <- end_âddrêssrVÀLUE
end-address'vÀ!,UE +<- s

END PROC

PROC free_rêqord(p: ÀDDRESS )
extend_address <- dc. reduce ( p)

END PROC

PRoc all-ocâte(s I POSINT) RETURNS à ¡ encoded-address
IF end_addressrVÀLUE + s > extend_address'VALUE THEN

extênd-address I VÀLUE <- dc,extend(end-address'VALUE +
END IF
a<-1
end-address'VALUE +<- s

END PROC

PROC free (p 3 e nc oded_addre ss )
END PROC

s)

s)

ínitial-åddress'VÀLUE <- end_add r ess ' VÀLUE <- seq¡ne¡n'StZE
extend-address <- dc. Lastbyte ( )

END MEMORY

It is possible to treât eíther the first or last record as a special
case for "current-address". If the Ìast record ís treated as the

special case then "current_address" woufd not start at NrL but at

"initíaJ.-address", and it would al-r¡âys point at thê nexÈ record to be

read. Holrever, this presents a problen in updating records as

"current_address" v¡ould not be pointing at the record just read. For

this reason, the first record is handled as Èhe special case.

2.1T INTER-I'EMORY REFERENCES

Routines that return pointer values fron the object/nemory introduces
another Level of complexity. outside the menory, a poinler cannot be

used on its ol¡n. Notice for example, that "read" ín "seqfiLe" does not

return a record buÈ a pointer to the record. usually this pointer is
de-referenced inmediatefy to copy the record into one of the userrs
variabJ,es. Here, the compiler can infer the nenory that the pointer
fron "read" is relative to, and copy the data fron that nemory into the

variable in the user's program (i.e. in another rnernory). This inference
is possible because "read" is qualified by the access variable whose

type specifies the nenory "f".

Ufi"1ifivu;;; 
^I *'-..- - \,
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Honever. if Èhe user eished to retain the pointer for subsequent

references to the recoril in the memory, thên the menory must be

specified al-ong rrith the poinÈer so that Hhèn it is used the cornpiler

knows r¡hich nenory the pointer is relative to. rn Èhis nay' the correct

object code can be genêrâte¿l to access ehe necessary data in a different
¡nemory. This specification is nade usíng the access class for the

object/nemory, as follows¡

VÀR pf : f . seqâcc
p ¡ REF ( pf ^sm) rNT

p <- pf.read()

The notation "pf^srn", used in the declaraÈion, índícates thât it is

dectared to be relatíve to the menory for sequential- file "f" through

the access class "pf". outside of the nernory for "f". the nenory is

only accessíbIe indirectly bhrough the access cl-ass for the object.

Because of the scope rules, a pointer such as "p" may only be declarêd

i¡ithin a block containing "pf", and hence i5 guaranteed to have shorter

duration than "pf"i thus no dangJ-ing pointers can occur.

when "p" is de-referenced, as in:

Í<-p

the conpiler wiIf, have to gênerate object coile to access the ne¡nory for

"f" via "pf" and copy the Decessary data f rorn "f". To do this the

compiler uses class "pf" to get access Èo the nenory of the objecc.

2.15 BÀCKING-SBORE

while "seqmen" perforrns storage management for "seqfil'e", it does so

based on the fact that there is sone underlying storage that inpl,enents

the contiguousÌy addressable memory. Ultitnately the underlying nemory

nust be an actual (physicat) nemory (i.e. disk pack, tape reef, etc'),

and this actual r¡¡enory is call. the Þe.ç-E-!"!S:S-!-9f-g. Nornally, the user is

not (and should not have to be) concerned with Èhe backing-stores anà/ot

their configuration and properties. Tt¡e user only deals t ith nenories

that contain information Èhat he created or íntênds to use. These

nenorieE that contain user objects are called volumes. In thiÊ systen,

the mernories that contain the user's infornation and their conEiguration
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do not have to correspond directly rrith the backing-store configuration

as is done in conventional operatiDg syste¡ns. À volume may correspond

irith a backÍng-store menory or it nay be only part of such a tne¡nory or

it nay be co¡nposed of severaJ. such nemories. Às weÌI, a volune does not

have to store object rnernories Ín a contiguous ¡nanner. It need onLy give

tbe imprèssion to the storage user that the object' s metnory is
contiguous. This is done by napping the addresses fron the overLying

nenory to the non-contÍguous volurne,

MaintaiDing the object nenory in a non-contiguous tnanner is desirabfe

because it allo!'s the greatest flexi.bility in nanagíng storage.

Àttenpting to naintain contiguous arêas for enÈiÈies that can

dynanicatly expand and reduce in size is very difficuft. Às was

discovered eith real menory storage nanagenent, dynâmic allocation of

non-coDtíguous pieces of menory and napping thetn together to form a

r¡hofe alLons the greatest ease and fl.exibiLity for nanaging storage.

À vol.ume j.s concêptuaIly ã nemory for storíng entities like "seqnem",

which in turn are nenories for storing records. Thus, there is a

nesting of one nenory wíthin another rnemory. This lattêr menory can be

further nestèd in another menory and so ôn¡ doÍrn to the actual
backing-store. Àny internediate nenory, while not essenÈiaf, provides a

means of logicaJ-Iy subdividing and controlling Etoragê of the actuaf
backing-store.

2.16 cAPSlrf,E

For each user object alLocated in a voJ-ume (eg. a "seqfile" on a

disk), an entity nust be created to ¡nanage the non-contiguous pieces

that forn the object's ¡nenory. This entity is called a g9!El¿19 and is
sinply an object aJ.l.ocated in a me¡nory associated r¡ith the volu¡ne.

However, in this case there will usualfy be nultiple objects allocated
in this nenory, in contrast to "seqmen"' ehich contains only one objeet.

2.16,1 CapsuleDefinition

The folloning is an êxample definition for a capsule that alf,ocates

storaqe on a voJ-ume nith direct accesE properties' for exanple, a disk.
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oBJEcT dírcap( initial-size 3 ÀLENGTH)
CONST secondary_proportion ! REÀL <- 0.2

VÀR extent_size : ADDRESS é current size of the file
VÀR secondary : ALENGTH C size of secondary ex!ènt
VÀR noext ! 1..16 e nunber of extents
vÀR extent : f15l REcoRD C èxtent table for managÍn9 file pieces

extent_J-engÈh : ALENGTH, Ç Iength of the êxtent
extent_address : DISKÀDR C disk address of the extent

END RECORD
EscÀPE in i t ia ]-a1l.ocat i on-error, extent i on-oeer f low

ÀCCESS di racc

PROC lasrbyre RETURNS 1: ÀDDRESS

PRoc extend(end_âddress r ÀDDRESS) RETURNS e ! ÀDDRESS

PROC rèduce(end-address ¡ ÀDDRESS) RETURNS r : ÀDDRESS
:

noext <- 1

secondary <- lNT(cE¡L( in i t ia1-size * sec onda ry-pr opor t ion / pagesíze)')* pagesize

4 a 1J-oca t e primary space

wITH extent[.1 ] DO(extent-J-ength,extent-address)<-vtocmem.allocate-b1ock(MÀX(pagesize,
in itial_síze ) )

IF extent_Iength < initiaL_size THEN
SIGNÀL in it iaI_âl-J-ocat ion_error

END IF
extent_sÍze'VÀLUE <- extent_length - 1

END WI TH
TERMI NATE

ê release all space before capsul.e is terninated
FOR i <- 1TO noext
¡,ooP

vtoc. f ree_bLoc k ( extent I i ] . e x ten t_addr es s )
END !,OÕP

END OBJECT

This object nanages Èhe fragmenÈs of the overlying ¡nenory as 16

separate areas or extènts. The first extent is affocatèd on the basis
of the initial síze specificâtion and the remaining extents are

al.located based on a percentage of Èhe initial request or a minimum

amount reJ,ated to the type of volune. This nethod of nãnaging the space

is done to illustrate that fhe object-menory rnechanisn is general enough

to ninic the storage nanagement of dish space done in the I'ÍVS operating
systen by IBM IIBM81l. Many other Èechniques couLd be used to ¡nanage

the space, linited only by the operations ãvailable on the backíng-store
underlying the volune.

The volune in which the capsule aLJ-ocates storage is assurned to be

divided into discrete blocks of size "pagèsize". À rDrSKÀDR¡ is the
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âddress of one of these blocks. These addresses are used by the vol-ume

level routines to access thê vofume and are not altered by the capsule.

Thè routines prefixed by "vtocnen" refer to the underlying tnemory which

contains the c apsul e.

2.15.2 Capsule ¡ nstant iat ion

while a capsule could be created expLicitly it t¡i11 usually be

created inplícÍtly by the cREÀTEs clause on the definition of a ¡nemory.

This is because the câpsul-e is strictly a storâge management phenonenon

and not rèIevant to the user. For exanple,

MEMORY seqnen ( r ec ord-type : TYPE, initial-size ¡ À!-ENGTH )
cREÀTEs dc l diicap( initial-size + seqnen'sr zE)

causes creation of â nel' capsule to nanage thè space for "seqnern". The

initial size of the space is specified as the sun of the user requested

space plus the anount of space required for "seqmem". The initial
amount nust be available or else the capsul-e signal-s an excepÈion. This

is because space for Èhe local variables of "seqmem" must be obcained so

that they can be initiatized. HoHever, while thís mininun must be

achieved, nore space nay bê allocated because all-ocation is done as an

integraf number of blocks. since the voJ-une is subdivided into fixed
size blocks, al-location is done to the nearest bl.ock. The exact anount

allocated initialfy is returned by the function "Iastbyte". This amount

is specified as the address of the last byte aëtual-l.y al,Iocated by the

capsule.

2.17 CÀPSr,EE ÀCCESS

The capsule is just an object in a rnenory and hence is not directly
accessible all of the tinei tbus, it too nust have an access cLass.

2.17.1 Àcce8s claaa foE E capsule

An exanple aqcess class definition tor the above capsule is¡

AccESS di racc
ESCÀPE readerr, irriterr
PROC read(adr : ÀDDRESS, size
PRoc write(adr 3 ADDRESS, size

END ÀCCESS

¡ ÀLENGTH, vnadr 3 ÀDDRESS)

: ÀIJENGTH, VNAdT ! ADDRESS )
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The access class definition for capsule "dircap" provides the two

routines i'read't and "write". These routines trânsfer information

betr¡een the voJ,ume and "seqmer¡'5" ¡nèmory and are not caIIed in

"seqnenacc" ( "seqnern's" access class) because "seqnen" í5 read and

irritten by paging. Honever they are needed in general., and could be

used by "seqnernacc" if â different storage nanage¡nent lechnique ltere

used in " seqnem" .

Both routines are passed the starting address of the data to be

read/wrítten, the nunber of bytes to be transferred, and the Location

rhere the data is to be placed in "seqmem's" menory. The routines
transLate the starting address into a vofume address vía the extent

table. This disk address is then used to perforn the desired transfer
of datâ.

2.17.2 Àcceea CIaEB I nBtant iat i on

when a capsul-e is createil inplicítty by a cREÀTEs clause its ÀccEss

clãss eril-L usually be created by a CREÀTES clause too. when the capsule

access class is specified in a CREÀTES clause, the access cLass for the

capsule is created autonâtica11y as part of the accessing of the nenory

that the capsule is backing. This is accomplished by using a cREÀTEs

clause on the access class for the menory, as inl

ÀccEss seqnenacc CREÀTES dca : dc.diracc

The variable "dca" is theD qreated during the access of the overJ.ying

menory.

2.18 COMPEETE DEFINIEION OF À CÀPSUT,E

The foltowing is a compÌete definition of "dircap". Routines

prefixed by "vtocã" and "vtoënen" deal eith the nenory that contains the

capsul.e and are discussed in the next section.

oBJEcT dircap( initiaL-sÍze ¡ ÀLENGTH)
CONST sec onda ryiroport i on I REÀL <- 0.2

vÀR extent-size r ÀDDRESS ê current size of the tile
VÀR secondary : ÀLENGTH C size of secondary êxtênt
vÀR noext : 1..16 C nunber of exÈents
vÀR extent : [16] REcoRD Ç extent cable for ¡nanaging fife pieces

extent-Iength r ÀLENGTH. C length of the extènt
extent_address 3 DISKÀDR C disk âddress of the extent

END RECORD
ESCÀPE i n i t iat-aIf ocat i on-error r extent i on-over f low
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ACCESS diracc CREÀTES vtocã : vtocnemacc
ESCÀPE readerr, i¡r i terr
PROC read(adr : ÀDDRESS, size ! ALENGTH. vmadr : ÀDDRESS)

vÀR vadr : ÀDDRESS

c look up "adr" in extent table
vadrrVÀLUE <- extent [ 1 ].extent-fength - 1

FoR i <- 1 To noext FrNI SIGNÀL readerr
LOOP
UNTTL adT > vadT EXIT

vadrrVÀtUE +<- extèntIi].extent-Iength
END LOOP

vtoca.read(extentIi ].extent-address, size, vnadr)
END PROC

PROC write(adr ! ÀDDRESS, size 3 ÀLENGTH, vnadr 3 ADDRESS)
VÀR vadr 3 ÀDDRESS

c J-ook up "adr" in extent tablê
vadr'vÀl,UE <- extent[1].extent-tength - 1

FoR i <- 1 TO noext FrNf srGNÀL nriÈerr
LOOP
UNTII- adr > vadr ExrT

vadr'VÀLUE +<- extenttil.extent-length
END LOOP

vtoca.i¡riÈe(extentI i ].êxtent-address, size, vmadr)
END PROC

END ÀCCESS

PROC read(adr 3 ÀDDRESS, size ! ÀLENGTH, rnadr : RMÀDDR )
vÀR vadr ! ÀDDRESS

ê look up "adr" ín extent table

vadr'VÀLUE <- extent [-1 ] . extent_J.ength - 1

FOR i <- 1 ?O noext FINI SIGNÀL readerr
LOOP
UNTIL adT > vàdlr EXIT

vadrrVÀIJUE +<- extentIi].extent-Iength
END I,OOP

vÈocnem.read(extentIi].extent-address, aize, rnadr)
END PROC

PROC write(adr : ÀDDRESS, size 3 À!,ENGTH. rmadr 3 RMÀDDR)
vÀR vadr : ÀDDRESS

ç look up "adr" in extent table
vadr'VÀLUE <- exÈent[1].extent-Iength -'1
FOR i <- 1 To noext FINr STGNAL vtriterr
r,ooP
UNTIL adT > vàdT EXIT

vadr'vÀÎ,UE +<- extentIi].extent-length
TND LOOP

vtocnen.wrÍte(extentIi].extent-address, size, rnadr)
END PROC

PROC lastbyte RETURNS 1! ÀDDRESS
1<- extent-size

END PROC
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PROC extend(end_address : ADDRESS) RETURNS e : ÀDDRESS

C âdd storãge up to the specified vírtua1 address

IF end_addrèss > extent_size THEN
LOOP
UNTIL ènd_address < extent_size EXIT

IF noèxt = 16 THEN SIGNÀL extenÈion overflow END IF
noext +<- 1 -
WITH extent I noext I DO(extent_length, extent_aildress) <- vtocnem.all-ocate block(

secãndary )
extenÈ_sizerVÀLUE +<- extent_Iength

END WI TH
END LOOP
e <- extent-size

ELSE
SIGNAL extent ion_overf tor¡

END IF
END PROC

PROC reduce(end_address 3 ADDRESS) RETURNS r 3 ÀDDRESS

Ç release storage untiJ. storage that contaÍns
ç data for specified vírÈual address
VÀR vadr : ÀDDRESS

vadrrVÀLUE <- extent_size - 1

FOR i <- noext DOwNTo 2 ê cannot release EXTENTI1] as it
LOOP ê contains sÈorage for Local variabl-es

vadrrVÀLUE -<- excentIi].èxtent_l.ength
UNTIL end_addr e ss I VÀLUE > vadrrVALUE EXIT

vtocnem. f reê_bJ-ock (extent I i ] . extent_address )
END LOOP
r <- vadr

END PROC

noext <- 1

secondary <- INT(CEIL( initial_size ,. secondary_proportion / pagesíze\),. pagêsize

ê aJ-Iocate prinary space

wrTH extent [ 1 ] DO(extent_Len9Èh,extent_address)<-vtocrnern.all-ocate_block(VeX(pagesize,
initial size) )

IF extent_l-ength < initial_size THEN
SIcNÀf, initiaJ._allocat ion_error

END IF
extent_size'VÀLUE <- ex¡ent_length - 1

END W¡ TH
TER}.tf NÀTE

C release al.J- space before capsule is telninaÈed
FOR i <- l TO noext
t ooP

vtocmen. f ree-block (extent I i ]. extent_address)
END T,OOP

END OBJECT

The two routines "read" and "irrite" in the body of "dircap" are siniJ.ar
to the routines "reail" and "wríte" in the access class. Holrever, the
two routines in "dircap" lril.L be used to transfer infornation betÍeen
the volune and real nernory as a opposed to the overlying rnenory. These

Èwo routines will be used by the Þaginq routines.
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2.19 VOT,UHE EÀBËE gE CONTENTS

Currentfy, à voJ-une usuall.y contains norê ¡ne¡nory than can be

addressed by the nachine hardware. This neans that the entire volume

can never bê made Èo fook like a single contiguous rnernory via the paging

rnechanisrn, as is done for nost files allocated on the vol-ume. (This

rroul-d afso be true for files that are larger than the addressing

capabilitiês of the nãchine.) This probfen affects the addressing of
the data ior the capsule and the storage for the memory napped by the

capsule.

rf a capsule is written like "seqfi1e" so that the local varíables
and the storage Eot its overLying nenory are assuned to be ín a

contiguousfy addressabl-e nenory, then it !¡ould be nêcessary to bè âb1e

to address the entire volume because the capsule data could be alLocated
anywhere on the vol.ume. Thís cannot be done because the size of a

menory addressable by the instructions of the nachine wil.l usual-Ìy be

nuch fess than the size of a diski in generaf, one cannot/ assur¡ê that i.t
r¡i11 be possible in the future for such rnemoriea to address the largest
possible voJ. une.

To c Írcunvent this problen,

used !

the follor¡ing tr¡o techniques couLd be

Thè capsule can assune that none of its data is directly
addres6abl.e. Hence, the capsule nould have to use reads and

writes on the volune to access its focaf, varíables as Ì¡ef I as the

bl-ocks of Èhe overlying nemory.

The capsule can assune that its data is directly addressable bu!

not the blocks of the overlying ¡nemory. Sincê the anount of data

is snall., it coufd be addressed directly via pagÍng; the farger
overJ-ying rnenory couf,d be accessed by issuing reads and eritês to
the volune.

The nôio dífference betireen these tr¡o approaches is that if the data is
paged it is easier to nrite the code for the capsule. rn any case. only

one instance of the capsuJ.e data is used for access.

1.
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Rather than page each capsule separatel.y, all the capsules can be

al.located together into one memory on the voluner and this memory is

Èhen paged. This rnenory is called the ygþEe tâble of contents (vToc).

VOLUMET-------------;-;il;;----- ----------l
I vToc MEMORY 

I

r-
llcÀPsuLEsllt-l
L____ ___, __ _ __ __ ______________l

Hence, e¡hen it is necessary to aJ-Locate a neH capsule, it is al.Iocated

in the VTOC r¡emory by a cal,l- to "vToc.allocate". Since a capsul.ers datâ

is usually snal-1, mãny hundreds of capsuLes can be all.ocated within the

paged VTOC. Thus, lrhen a capsul-e is being used, its data is directly

accessible vía the vTOc Þage tâbJ-es. This alfons the object code for

the càpsule to directLy refer to the local variables of the capsule.

The storage for the overJ,ying nernory is stiIl maintained in the

vol-une outside thê VTOC.

VOLUME

VTOC MEMORY

Each fragnent of the overlyÍng mernory is in a portion of the volune that
is noÈ paged and hence Íìust be accessed by reads and i¡rites.

This same organization of storage could bè used to consÈruct a

sequential file type that could store ¡nore datà than is directly
accessible by the machine hardware. Instead of maintaining the records

and their length together in the directfy addressable "seqrnem", "seqnen"
wouLd naintain only the lengths and addresses of the recordsi the

records thenseJ.ves would be stored outside Èhe directly addressable

"seqnem" in the voLune, and accessed by reads ar¡d Hrites on the capsuLe.
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Às long âs the control information did
addressable "seqnen", the data portion of

as the vol-ume.

not exceed the size of the

the f il-e could grow as Large

since a volume has alt the infornation needed to nanage its space, it
might be a separate process operating concurrently !tith other processes

in the systen. For exanple, if it eere located on a disk drive that had

it's or¡n processor this disk processor could perforn storage rnânagenent

operations independentfy fron Èhe nain processor (í.e. fike â file
sèrver). The disk procèssor coufd be garbage col-lècting free space in
the vToc or in the bl-ock space and/or reorganizing blocks to atnalga¡nate

the blocks of a f il-e as cLose together as possibLe to reduce access

tine. These operãtions are only possible if the vol.une has all the

necèssary infornation avaifabÌe to perfortn these operations.

To ímplenent so¡ne of these ideas night require that each capsule

provide routines that the disk processor could cafl to access

information stored in the capsule, the amount of free space, or address

of blocks alfocated to the capsule, etc. These routines can be forced

to appear in al-l capsule definitions viâ a prototype that aII capsul.e

def inítions must conforn to.

2.19.'l VTOC Me¡lorv Deflnitlon

The folloering is an outline of a MEMORY definition for a vToC.

Routines prefixed by "vol" and "voLa" deal. ttith the volune IeveI and are

di scussed shortly.

MEMORY vtocrnern(initial-size : ÀLENGTH)
CONST MÀXCÀPS 3 INT <- 1000

vÀR vrocdir I [MÀxcÀPs] REcoRD
staÈus: ( ex i sts, deleted)
crdate: daÈe
length r POS I NT
adr : ÀDDRESS

END RECORD

vÀR initial-address, end-address, extend-address :

ÀCCESS vtocmenacc
PROC read(adr 3 DISKÀDR. size: ÀI,ENGTH, vmadr :

vola. read (adr, sÍze, vnadr)
END

PROC write(adr : DTSKADR, size : ÀLENGTH, vnadr
vola.lrr íte (adr, size, vnadr)

END PROC
END ÀCCESS

ÀDDRESS

ÀDDRESS )

3 ADDRESS )
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PROC read(adr : DISKÀDR, size 3 ÀÍJENGTH, rnadr : RMÀDDR)
vol. read (adr. size, rmãdr)

END PROC

PROC write(adr : DISKÀDR, size r ALENGTH, rmadr I R.t'lÀDDR )
vol. write (adr, size, rnadr)

END PROC

PROC alLocate-block(s ¡ POSINT) RETURNS ]ength 3 POSINTT adr : DISKÀDR
C renove contiguous blocks fron free Iist,
C and ínitialize blocks to zeros

END PROC

PROC free_block ( s 3 DISKÀDR)
C keep track of contiguous free blocks

END PROC

PROC allocate(s : POSINT) RETURNS a : 1..MÀXCÀPS
IF end_address'VÀIJUE + s > extend_âddress THEN

garbage ( )
END IF
FOR i <- 1 TO MÀXCÀPS FINI
L,OOP
UNTIL vtocdirIi ].status =
END I,OOP

9rI TH vtocdirlil DO
status <- exists
crdate <- currentdate ( )
Iength <- s
adr <- end_addre s s

END WI TH

end_addre s s ' VALUE +<- s
a<-í

END PROC

PROC free ( i ! 1,.¡4ÀxCÀPs)
WITH vtocdirlil DO

sÈatus <- de let ed
crdate <- currentdate ( )

END WI TH
END PROC

PROC aarbage4 nove the capsules up in Èhe vtoc,
ê and adjust the vtoc directory pointêrs

END PROC

C initialize the VTOC memory directory
FOR i <- 1 TO MÀXCÀPS
LOOP

wITH vtocdirIi] DO
staÈus <- deleted
crdate <- date(0)

END WI TH
END ¡,OOP

inítial_address'VÀLUE <- end_addr e ss I VÀLUE <- vtocnen'SIZE
ext end-ãddre ss I VÀLUE <- vol.fastbyte ( )

END MEMORY

The variabJ-e "vtocdir" is an array whose elenents contain status
infornation about capsules and the pointers to them. When a capsule is
aJ-l.ocated, a search is made of the array to locate a frêe entry, and

SIGNÀL vtocdirovfl
deleted EXI T
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Èhat entry is usêd along with the allocation of the space for the

capsufe's data itens. When a capsufe entry is freed, the tabl-e entry is
marked as deleted and can subsequently be reused; the space for the

capsulêr s da¡a itens is then eJ-í9ibl-e for garbage colfection. The

variables "initíaI-address'i and "end-addtess" point ar the beginning and

end of the area from which capsules are allocated. respectívelyi whif,e

"extend-address" points at the last byte al-l.ocated in the nemory (i.e.

the menory size). Like the access cl-ass definitíon for "dircap", the

accèss class definition for nenory "vtocmen" provides the two rouÈines

"read" and "writeu. These routinês transfer information to and from the

volune to the capsul-e's overlyíng ne¡nory. Honever, the address of the

bl-ock to be read or wrilten is given as the address of a volurne block
(!¡hich iras transJ-ated via the extent table).

fhe routines in "vtocnem" are sirnil-ar to those in "seqnen", but the

space managed by "alLocate-block" and "free-bl-ock" lies outside

"vtocnem", nhereas. "allocate" and "free" aflocâte space inside

"vtocnetn". The two routines "read" and "write" transfer information to
and from the volume to real rne¡nory. Thè routine "garbage" i6 called
i¡hen the VTOC nemory f ifl.s up in order to recl-ain space fron del,eted

capsul-es. (This routine is not defÍned in detail as it is not important

to the definition of the fi1e. )

2.19.2 VTOC l,{emorv lnstantistíon

The VTOC mernory is allocated explicitl-y by a decl-aration such as the

folloeinq entered by thè systen administrator:

vÀR vtoc 1 r vtoqnen(500K)

Thus, "vtoc1" is the actual rîemory for aJ-l capsul-es allocated on a

part icuÌar volune.

2.19.3 \¡fOC Àccess ClaeE InatênÈlation

The vToc nemory access class iroul-d probãbly be ëreated explicitly by

tbe operating system as part of its start up process. (This rrould be

done for all vToc rnemories on the systen.) Hence, there r¡ouJ-d be only

one access cl-ass for the VTOC menory even Èhough there will be mul-tiple
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accessors. This is in contrast to access to "seqfile" r¡here èach

accessor creates three access cLasseS, one for each of "seqfí1e",
"seqnern", and "dircap". The access classes are only necessary if
information peculiar to each userrs access nust be created. In thís
vToc menory definition no such infornation is required.

2,20 voLU}rE

conceptuaffy a volune is a ne¡nory inplenented by so¡ne physical
backing-sÈore (but his need not be so). when a memory sucb as the VTOC

is àl-located on the volume, a data sÈructure sinilar to a capsule is
created for it, as is done nhen a "seqmen" is allocated ín the VTOC.

Honever, unl.ike a normal ne¡nory, the volume nemory is never directl-y
addressabfe because of its sÍze. Hence, therè will not be a MEMORY

definition for the volume as there is for other nernories. Therefore,
the voLune capsule that nust be created for the VTOC on thè volune ís
realLy the lonest-level programrning language nãnifestation of the

volune. Thís volune capsule Èhen deals directly with the backing-store
device to perforn I/o operations.

Hence, the volune capsule provides the trånsitíon point f rorn a volune

address (eg. the 24 bit address of a 4R bLock) into a Þhysical dísk
addrèss (eg. a cytinder #, Èrack #, record #). Thus, this operation is
iEoLaÈed in one routine. This r¡ould allow the volune capsul-e to
physicafJ-y position the vTOc in the niddle of the disk (to opl.imize

access), sirnply by napping of the logical âddress into the proper
physical address.

2.2O.1 volutrle CaþBuIe l natan! iat i on

À volu¡ne capsule is created nhen a vToc nenory is declared. This is
specified in the definition of the VTOC nenory by neans of a CREÀTES

cJ-ause, as in I

MEMORY vtocnen(initiat_size ! ÀLENGTH ) CREÀTES vol r voLcap

This ínpl-icitly declares an instance of a "volcap" for each instaoce of

a "vtocnen", as in:

VÀR vtoc 1 : vtocmern(500X)
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Here, since the volune capsule is anonynous, the vToc is Èhe only access

to the volume. Às ee1l, in this case the access class for Èhe volurne is

defined by rneans of â CREÀTES clause, as in3

ÀCCESS vtocmenacc CREATES voLa : vol.volacc

In the case of a disk, the data for the "volcap" insèance may be

alLocated at the beginning of tbe dísk. Às well, Èhe initialization

code for the "volcap" rnay initialize the remainder of the vol.une. The

data for a "volcâp" object ís not paged and hence is onJ.y accèssible by

direct read and write operations. This data contair¡s the information

about the focâtion of the VTOC nenory for the volume.

I f an installaÈion r¡ished to divíde the dÍsk into teo logical

volumes, each with its oen vToc tnemory, this could be done but ít would

be necessary to change the definition slightÌy. To handLe this, a

volurne object woul-d be created er.p1icit1y. as in:

vÀR vol01 : vol-cap

and each VTOC would have to be declared within the volume, as in3

vÀR vtoc l 3 vol0l.vtocrnen(250K),
vtoc2 . voJ.0l.vtocnen(250K)

Each decLaration i¡ouLd affocate another voLume capsule at the beginning

of thê disk nhich irould point to the new v'roc nenory. The definitional.
structure !o support this ltould require the vToc definition to appear in

the vofume dèfinition, as in!

OB.IECT volcap ...

MEMORY vtocnen ...

2 .21 DEV¡CES

The backing-store nust ultinateJ-y be mounted on a particular devíce,

such as a disk drivê or spindle. wben requests are naile Èo åccess daÈa

on the volune, lhese requests are ultinately passed to the device ehich

perforns the operations. Each type of device wiIl have an OAJECT

definition and each actuaÌ device will be decLared, as in¡

vÀR spindleol 3 di sk3350
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To mount a volume on a device it is necessary to associate the two.

In pãrticul-ar, this association must be nade at the tine the VTOC memory

is decl.ared so that tbe volune can be ínitiaJ-ized. This association can

be done ín tno ways:

1. The vol.une definition coufd appear inside of the device
detíniÈion, This neans that Èhe defínition of "disk3350" nusÈ

contain a definition of "vtocnem". This vrouLd nake the voLume

declarat ion Look like:

VÀR vtocl : spindleol.vtocmem(500K)

2.

This forn of thê decJ-aration impl-Íes that
mounted on "spindlèo1", nhich may be

volumes.

The vol,une could be passed as a paraneter
in:

lrhích causes the vol-une "vtoc1" to
device to device "spindleo2". The

physical disnount and mount of the
call-s a routine in "vtocnen" to update

the address of the device on nhich the

the volumè ís a lways

f íne for unnountabl.e

to the "vtocmen", as

be noved fron its current
rout i ne "mount" causes the
desi red volumes, and then

the variable tha! conta i ns

volume is môunted -

vÀR vtoc 1 | vtocrnen(spindle01)

This forn of the dêclaration ållows the association between

voLune and device, ând yet does not pernanentty bind the tiJo

together. '!he address of the device would be stored in a

variable in the volume. Mounts and alismounts rnust stilt bê done

by a progrån that exists outside the Ívtocnem", and this night be

done as:

nount (vtoc1, spindle02 )

2.22 STRUCTPITRE OF !ÀCKING-SÎIORE

Since the VTOC is created independently of the objects aLlocated
r,rithin it, it nust be al-Located first. Às irel]., there !¡i11 be multipJ.e
objects allocated in the VTOC. Hence, the basic definition of the VTOC
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definitions of the overlying ne¡nories and their

For exampfe, a general prototype for a VTOC nay

MEMORY PROTOTYPE di rmemtypè
OBJECT PROTOTYPE capsul e 1

OBJECT PROTOTYPE cãpsu1 e 2

nhere the objects "capsule1 , capsulè2, ..." are the capsuLes for Èhe

different types of overl-yin9 objects stored in the vToc nenory.

This structure requires the definitions of the overl-ying objects to
be defined in "dirmentype" so that they can refer to the appropriate
câpsule def in it ion, aÊ in3

MEMÕRY PROTOTYPE di rmentype
OBJECT PROTOTYPE dircap( ... ) ...
MEMORY seqnen ... CREÀTES dircap...

:
oBJECT seqfile ... CREÀTES seqmetn ...
other f ile types

This altor¡s different irnpLenentations of "dircap" on different voJ-unesi

thus, different backing-stores (l-ike a tape mernory) can all-ow the

defÍnition of "seqfiLe" provided an appropriaÈe "dircap" ís defined. À

MEMoRY definition for this prototype must supply the necessary capsul-e

definition(s) and the appropriaÈe storage nanagenent to support the

capsulê(s) in the nernory. Thus, the defínition of rrvtocnen" is of type

"di rmemtype". as in3

MEMoRY vtocnen(initial-size r ÀLENGTH) : dirnentype
OBJECT dircap( ... ) ...

This MEMoRy defÍnition automatícaÌly inherits the definitions of aJ-I

objects in "dirnenrype" (eq. "seqfi1e". "indexseq", etc.).

since the overlying ne¡noryr such as "seqnen". no longer deternines
the specífic underl-ying vol.une to be used, it is now necessary for the

user to Epecify the volume (possibl-e through the vToc ) that is to
contain the "seqfiIe". Thus, a decLaration such as:

vÀR f : seqfile(INT)
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is really incompletè, as there is no indÍcation of the underlying volume

in which the file is to be created, and hence Fhich capsuJ-e definition
níLl be used. À compLete declaration nust nake iÈ possible for the
systen to determine the memory ín which al-location is to take pLace; a

user night specify this expticitly, as inl

VÀR f : vtocl.seqfiJ-e(tNT)

Here "vtoc1" ís the nane of a VTOC memory of type "vtocmem,' that witl
contain the fÍte. Since "seqfite" indirectty creates a "dircâp',, the
the capsule naned "dircap" fron the type I'vtocnem" Ì¡i1l be used. In
chapter 3 it rrill be seen that there are situations nhere the underl-yin9
volume in r¡hich the f il-e is to be crêâted can be inferred and hence no

explicít volune need be specified,

The capsul-e specified in the VTOC ¡ne¡nory can then accept the calts
from "seqnen" and perform the appropriaÈe actíons to irnplement then in
the particular volu¡ne where the capsule is defined. For exampte, in the
decl-aratíons!

vÀR f1 : disk0l.seqfife,
f2 : drumo1.seqfi1e,
f3 : tape 0.1 .seqfile

thè appropriate capsule definítion in each typé of volune r¡ould be used.
Each of these capsuJ,es nanages the discontiguous space for "seqf il_e,' in
a nanner appropriate to the particular backing-store.

À nore detãíl-ed description of the proÈotype "dircap" as gíven in
"di rmentype" is3

OAJECT ÞROTOTYPE dircap(initia]_size : ÀLENGTH)
ÀCCESS PROTOTYPE di racc

ESCÀPE readerr, writerr
PROC PROTOTYPE read(adr 3 ÀDDRESS, size: ÀLENGTH, vnadr : ÀDÐRESS )
PROC PROTOTYPE erite(adr 3 ÀDDRESS, size : ÀITENGTH, vnadr : ÀDDRESS)

END ÀCCESS

PROC PROTOTYPE Tead(adr : ÀDDRESS, size 3 ÀIENGTH, rmadr ¡ RMÀDDR)
PROC PROTOTYPE nrite(adr : ÀDDRESS, size ! ÀLENGTH, rnadr I RMÀDDR)
PROC PROTOTYPE lastbyte RETURNS I 3 ADDRESS
PROC PROTOTYPE extend(end_address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS e : ÀDDRESS
PRoc PROTOTYPE reduce(end_address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS r : ÀDDRESS

END OBJECT
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Thís prototype nìust specify all the routines that are needed by "seqnem"

( i.e. "fastbyte", "extend" and "reduce" ) .

2.23 USER lilEti{ORY

The current description of the systen has each user's fíÌes allocated
throughout the systen on any of the availâble volunes. 'fhis creates tr¡o

problems. First, the user nust be aÌtare of these volutnes ithich is
really an irrelevant storage rnanagernent detail. Secondly, this creates

a rnanagenent problen as it is dífficult to restrict the anount of space

a user ís al]owed to acquirè. This is because it would be dÍfficult to
keep a record of which capsules belong to irhich user. To solve these

problerns an intermediate storage LeveJ. can be introducèd between the

vol.ume and the user created objects.

Each user nould be al-located one of these íntermediâte menories

calJ-ed a "user-volurne", in which the user's files Hould be all-ocaÈed.

The intermediate nenory r¡ouJ-d be sí¡nilar to the VTOC menory' but eould

make it possible to restrict the anount of space a user could use. À

restriction could be impLemented because alI the user's capsules woufd

be allocated in hÍs nemory. To aJ,Iocate entities in a "user-volume",
the "user-voJ.une" nane irould be used as a prefix in a dêclaration
instead of sone irrelevant VTOC name, for exarnpÌè3

vÀR f 3 buhr. seqf i Le

which aJ-Iocates the sequential file "f" in user memory "buhr". Às nifl
be seen in chapter 3, the user volurne nane !'buhr" rnay be inferred in
sone si tuat íons.

From a storage management sÈandpoint' the intermediate metnories are

really superfluous. However, f rorn the user'5 standÞoint it rernoves

irrelevant storage ¡nanage¡nent details and fron the systen administration
standpoint it aJ-Io!¡s better contrql of the storage resources on the

machinè.
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2.24 REPRESENTÀTI!'E:

À Pr 09 rarnni ng Systen

The storage that conprises an insÈânce of "seqfife" on the voJ-une is
not dj.rectly addressable. Thus, when dãta in "seqmen" is accessed by

the hardirare, these referencès do not ãccess the data on the volune

directly. while "dircap" manages the space for the fiLe on â volune, it
does not support hardlrare-instruction references to transfer daÈa to and

from the voluf¡e into ¡nernory. This real me¡nory address to vofune address

translation is nornaLly referred to as pggi_Dll and is perforned by an

êntity caJ-Ied a pê9-9.!. To all,on the data in a file to be addressed

directty by thè hardwarê, it is necessary to create an entity that is
prepared to nake "seqrnem" ãccessible to the hardware.

Às r¡eII, to support the type of concurrent access reguired by â fiÌe
(such âs rnultiple readers but only one eríter as for "seqfil-e"), it is
necessary to províde an entity that is prepared to ¡nanage this
concurrent access. This support of concurrent access is discussed in
deta i I in châpter 5.

1n both these siLuations the entíty that is going to provide eiÈhèr
paging or concurrent access must havê the fol-loiring properties:

1. The entity nust be uníque for an object and it nust persist as

1on9 as the object is being accessed no matter hotr many users

ãccess the object during the access period. In the case of the
pager, this means Èhat one pager wilf be created for all
accessors to the file. This is ímportanÈ as it prevenÈs creation
of nultiple page tabl-es for an object which in turn precludes

multiple copies of a page of a f iJ-e. In the case of concurrent
accêss. the èntity cof,Iects together infornation about all Èhe

accessors to an object. This is necessary to properly share the
object.
The entity's data nust be transignt and separate from the object.
tf infornation about how an objest is being accessed is stored in
the object, then there is the probl-en of deal.ing níth this
information in the event of a systen crash, when the systen
restarts, it nay be difficul.t to knon wbich f iJ-es nere being

âccessed before the crash and henëe which nust have oId access
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infornation del-eted fron then. rf the data ís transient and

separate, then its loss after a crash does not affect the object.

To provide these properties â new entity is introduced caJ-fed a

reÞresencative. À representative's purpose ís to contain volatile data

assocíated nith accessing an object. À represenÈative Ís only needed

for an object. À representative is not needed for a nenory because any

representative inforrnation for a nernory can be associa¡ed r¡ith its
underfying capsule.

The represenLative is specified on an oBJEcT definition by the

REPRESENTÀT]VE cf,âuse, as in:

oBJEcT seqfí1e(...) cREÀTEs sn ! seqnen(...) REPRESENTÀTrVE arb I sèqrep

and

oBJEcT dircap( ... ) REPRESENTÀTrVE pt : seqpager

The representatíve for "seqfi1e" wiI] be discussed in chapter 5' The

representative for "dírcap" wiJ-l provide the necèssary facil-ities to
nake the overlying "seqmen" addressable by the hardware. The variable

"pt" contains all the routines that manage the page tabfe and handle

page faults from the hardware and page-outs fron the operating system.

2.21"1 ReÞleBentatlve ¡nsÈantlation

The operating systen creãtes a represenÈatíve ithenever an object is
accessed eÍthêr inplÍcitLy during decl.aration or explicitLy by a direct
refêrence or by creation of an access variable. when a memory is
accessed, a representative r¡i11 also be created for its underlying
capsule which is al,so accessed. The operating systen eil-1 guarantee

that onfy one represencatlve is created during access to a particul-ar

object. ÀIl other concurrent accesses that occur during an access vtiIl
use the unique representative created during the first access.

Representatives are aLlocated in systern ¡nemory and theír creation is
discussed in detail in chaÞter 4.
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2.24.2 Tepe of the ReÞresentative

For the operating syste¡n to interface i¡íth the representative for
paging, the representative must conforn to a fixed prototype for a

pager. Only then can the operating syste¡n ensure that alL the proper

routines are present that nay be caJ-Led by the operating systen and

hardware during pagíng. As has been nentioned, not alJ- represêntatives
are pagers. For exarnpJ-e, "segf ¡.1-e'5" representative does not perforn
pagingi it only deaLs witb concurrènt access íssues. The pager for
"seqfiIe" is part of the representative for the capsule that underl-ies

"seqrnern". This is because a "seqfil-e" object is only addressabJ-e via
the underl.yÍn9 memory. This is expressed syntactical-ly through the

CREÀTES cLause on I'seqnemr'. À cREÀTEs clause on a MEMORY definition
inplies that the underlying capsul-e is managing its space in another

¡ne¡nory and that the capsul.e representative rnanages its pages in real
nenory during access. Hence, it is possíble for Èhe conpiler to discern
which representatives must conform to the pager prototype.

2.21.2.1 Pager Prototype

The paqer protorype that is defined in the system nust be consistent
r¡ith what is required by the hardware. In fact, thè pagêr prototype ís
derived fron the definition of the machine.

For the conpilêr to gênerated proper objèct code j.t rnust be aware of
the particulår hardnare for lrhich it wiIl be generating code. one

inportant aspect of the hardeare wi1J, be its use of page tables for
perforning dynanic address transl,ation. Traditionalty thís page Èabl,e

is a daÈa structure pointed to by an operating systen data structure, or
by a special hardware register. This page tsabfe is nanipulated by

routines in the operating systen.

In an object-oriented system, thê hardvrare pãge-tâbte pointer nill
point at more than just the data structure for a page Èable. It nil}
point at a representative, which defines not only the page table but the

routines that nanipulate the page table and other data itens necessary

in t¡åndling the paging process. The paging prototype then is the

fundanental prototype for any object that can be referred to by thê

hardware page-table pointer. Thus, the definition of the hardi¡are that
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is assurned by Èhe conpiler r¡ould contain the pager prototype defÍnition.
aLong r¡ith other definitions. This definition r¡oul-d be sinifar to the

foltotring3

OBJECT PRoToTYPE pagetabtype
ÀCCESS PROTOTYPE pageacc

PRoc PRoToTYPE pagefauJ-t(adr : ÀDDREss)
PROC PROTOTYPE pageout(ptno ¡ Pageno)

END ÀCCESS

PROC PROTOTYPE extend(end_address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS e 3 ÀDDRESS
PRoc PRoToTYPE rèduce(ènd_address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS r: ÀDDRESS
PRoc PRoToTYPE pagefault(adr : ÀDDREss)
PROC PROToTYPE pageout(ptno : Pageno)
PROC PROTOTYPE pa 9e f lush

END OBJECT

The "pâgeout" routine in the access class would be called by the

operating 6ysten to cause a page Èo be !¡ritten back ínto the file. The

"pagefault" routine iroul-d be câIled by the hardHare to handle a page

fault fron a data reference ín a progran.

2.2A.3 Referencino lhg Representat,ive from an Obiect

Procedure and cl-ass definitions in tfr. OA¡ECT definition can refer to
the representative by the nane specified in the REPRESENTÀTfVE cfause.

The representative contains volâtile ínfornation about the object
necèssary for accessing the object. Sone o! this information ¡nust be

derived fron the object itself. clearIy, this cannot be done if the

object does not yet exist. Hence, the represenÈative must be created

after the objeqt is created during an object declaration.

This implíes that no references can be nade to the representative
during the initíafization of the object because the representatíve does

not yet exist. Hosreverr the definition o! an object, such as:

oBJEcT seqfite(...) cREÀTEs sm ¡ seqnen(...) REPRESENTÀTrVE arb : seqrep

makes it appear that the representative should be able to be referred
to. Às weLJ-, it is difficult to detect such references at compile tine
because the intialization code couLd call a procedure ttrat refers to the

representative. Hence, thís situation nust bê handled as a dynamic

check. and can be handled by setting the represêntative pointer to nuJ-I

before beginning the initialization code.
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¡. sinilar argunent can be nade about referring to the representative
in the terrnination code for aD OBJECT definition. f.¡hen this code is
executed, the object is beíng deleted and hence wil-l no Ìonger be

accessed. Hence, a represêntative ís no longer needed and could províde

no logical. function. Às â rèsu1t, the representative cannot be referred
to during the ternination code.

2.24.4 Referencino the Oblect fron the ReÞEesentative

Whil-e the object rnay refer to the representative, so too might the
representative refer to the object. For the representative to call
routines in the object it must have a rneans of refering to the object.
If â representative needs to refer to the object ít represents, the
object address can be passed as a pararneter to the representative, as

inl

OBJECT dircap( ... ) REPRESENTÀTIVE pt : seqpagêr(SELF)

r¡here "SELF" is a builtin keyeord denoting the current object.

2.25 PÀGER

The foJ-1or¡ing is an outline for a representative for "dircap". Routines
prefíxed by "systenem" deal with the nemory in nhich a representative is
a1l-ocated.

OBJECT seqpager(cap : dircap) : pagetabtype
vÀR pages : IMÀXPÀGES] RECORD

status : (Ìoaded, unloaded), ê the structure of thís table
rnadr ! REF page C is dictated by the hardr¡arê

END RECORD

ÀCCESS pageacc
+ these teo routines nust be in the access cLass so that
C nultipLe asynchronous pagefaults to the same object wiJ-I
C all go through thê nonitor nechanism provided by the
ç acce6s cIass, as irel-Ì, any special pagÍn9 optinizations
C úould be placed in these routines.
PROC pâ9èfãult (adr : ÀDDRESS)

seqpâger.pagefault ( adr )
END PROC

PROC pageout (ptno ¡ Pageno)
seqpã ge r . pa geout ( pt no )

END PROC
END ÀCCESS
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4 these routínes rnust be in the object because severaJ- users
C may be usíng the sar¡ìe page table to access an object, and
C only one at a tine nay access tbese routines.

PROC extend(end-address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS e ¡ ÀDDRESS
C the page table is expanded Èo the closest nu]tiple of the
C 6pecified address

END PROC

PROC reduce(end_address : ÀDDRESS) RETURNS r: ÀDDRESS
Ç the page tabLe is reduced to the closest nu]tiple of the
ê specifíed address

END PROC

PROC pagefault (adr 3 ÀDDRESS)
WITH pages Iadr'VALUE >> pagêbitlength]

IF slatus -= loaded THEN
rnìadr <- systenern.allocâte-page(adr'VÀLUE >> pagebitlength,

PÀGES I ZE)
cap. rêad ( adr, PÀGESIZE, rmadr)
status <- l- oaded

END IF
END WI TH

END PROC

PROC pageout (ptno : Pageno)
cap. i¡r i te (ptno. PÀGESIZE, pagesIptno].rnadr)
syst er¡e¡n. f r ee-pâ ge ( page s I ptno ] , rnadr )
pagesIptno].status <- unl.oaded

END PROC

PROC pageflush
VAR vadr ¡ Pageno
VAR i : 1..MÀXPAGES

vadr <- ÀDDRESS ( 0 )
for i <- 1 TO MÀXPÀGES
LOOP

IF pages[ í ].status = loaded THEN
cap.i¡rite(ÀDDREss(vadr), pÀcEsrzE, pagesli J.rmadr)

END IF
vadr'VÀLUE +<- PÀGESI ZE

END LOOP
END PROC

C initialize the page table and expand it to the current
C size of the object.
FOR i <- 1 TO MÀXPÀGES
LOOP

pagesIi ].status <- unl-oaded
END LOOP
extend(cap. fastbyte( ) )

TERMI NÀTE
pageflush( )

ENÐ OBJECT

Notíce that there are routines "pagefault" and "pageout" in both the
access class definition and the oBJEcT definition. This is sirnpLy a

result of al-loning concurrent access Èo Èhe sane pager. Each user wiLl
have his or¡n access class for a paqer, and it is through this access

class tbat the operating system and the hardnare refer to the pager for
that user!s "pagefauLt'r and "pageout" routines. Since both these

operations affect the page tabLe, the operations must be serialized and

this ís accompl.ished by the corresponding routines in the objecÈ.
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"Segpagèr" is one of a srnall set of pagíng objects provided by the

syste¡n. These pagíng objects are probably part of the nuclêus. Other
paging objects are provided to take advantage of inherent properties of
other storâ9e nânage¡nent techniques used by other f il-e types. Nornafly,
the user and the systen prograrnmer will not be t¡riting their o!¡n paging

objects, because any error would have catastrophic effects on the

systern, Holrèver, nêw paging schenes are not precluded, and if nritten,
wouLd probâbLy require reconpifation of the nucl-eus to insert thern.

2.25.1 OÞtimizationB via Representativeg

Because each capsule can specify its own rèpresentatíve. a

representative mây be nritten in such a nay as to optimize the paging of
a file based on some knonl-edge of the way the file is accessed. It is
through the pager access c1âsses, thât are created for each userrs
ôccessr that optinizatíons can be performed. For example, due to the

sequential nanner in Hhich â sêquential f iJ-e is accessed, it is probable
that pâges nore than t!¡o before the current page (i.e. the page that was

just paged in) i{i1J- not be referenced (unLess the file contains a vèry
large record). These pâges couJ,d be paged out to free up real- memory.

ThÍs could be acconplished by having eacb pâger access class have a

queue of the last teo pãges referenced and explicitl.y call "pâgeout" in
the pager object for pages no Longer needed, (¡n general, it Ís
necessary to naínÈain usage counts on pages so that, duri.ng concurrent
access, pages that are in use by another user will not be paged out.)
This is just the o1d concept of buffering done at the paging level.
sinilar types of optinizations can be done for other fiLe typès.

Hore than one access class detinition may be defined for an object.
Each access cl,ass definition can provide ã different type of access to
the object. For example, in the case of an index-sequential f iJ-e, it
nay be desirable to have an access cLass definition for indexed
accessing aDd an access cÌass definition for sequential accessing. Each

access class definition provides only the neceEsáry co¡nponents for Èhat

parÈicul-ar type of access. These two access class definitions can

appear ín both the ne¡nory, capsule and representative for the f il.et
hence, it is possible to associaÈe different page table access cLass

definitions with each. In this way a different type of access cJ-ass can
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be provided by the page table routines to opcinize the particular type

ôf access to the file.

Ànother forn of, optimization that could be applied duriDg access to a

sequential f il-e is predictive pa9in9. Because of the sequentíal. access

of a sequential file it is alnost aJ-eays true that the next page fault
eí11 occur in the page after the curren! page. Thus, the pager couLd

initiate a read for the next page before returning fron processing the

current page fault. when the next pagê fãult occurs, èhe pager can test
the status of the faulÈed page, which is one of3

1. unloaded : l¡hich neans that the prediction nas incorrectr and the

fault occured on a different page. Thus, a read r¡i11 be íssued

for this page ând Èhe pager t/¡aits for the read to conpl-etè.

2. rèading 3 whict! means that the faulted page is still being read

in and the pager must wâit.
3. loaded : which means that the faul-ted page has been read in while

process ing the previous page.

Clearly, this predictÍve paging algoríthn requires not onLy extra coile

in the pager, but the ability for the pager to function asynchronousl.y

of the capsule.

2.26 I¡IOC R.EPRESE}¡TÀTIVE:

The representative for a "seqmern",/"dircap" is created t'henever it is
Decessary to directJ-y addrêss an overlyíng nenory that is nanaged by a

capsule. This sanê notion aJ-so hoJ,ds between the vToc nemory and the

volune capsule. Here a representative e¡i1l be created to al-lor¡ direct
addressíng of the VTOC netnory that is nanàgèd by the volume capsule.

Thus, the VTOC representative provides paging of the VTOC nenory so that
it can be accessed directly by the code for the VTOC, and so tbat the

capsuLe's data can be addressed directly by the code for the capsule

def i ned i.n the vToc.

The code for the vToc representative is basícall-y the sãme as for

"dircap" r¡íth t!¡e possible variation Èbat the pager night fix pages in

real ne¡nory. Thís is desirable because the capsulers data items

contained in a page nay be accêssed frequently when the capsuLe's

overlyíng mernory is being accessed. Clear1y. there wouLd be one VTOC
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representative allocated for each volume in the systen to aLlon direct

access to ghe VTOC(s) on each device'

2.27 ÀSTNCHRONOUS PROCESSES

To have â prograÌnming systefn' it is necessary to support nultiple

asynchronous processes. This rêquires progranminq language features to

fàcil.itate the different types of âsynchronous processing' It is not

part of this thesis to investigate in detail the Þrogratnrnínq l-anguage

mechânístns to support how asynct¡ronous processes conmunicate' Howeverl

sonè thought has been given to the najor progralnning language constructs

usedtoidentifyr,hatentitíescanbeseparateprocesses.These
prograntning language features are rnentioned only briefly to a1J-ow this

and othêr exanples requiring asynchronous processes to be understood'

2.27.1 Proceas ÀttribuÈe

Currently, several dífferent type constructors (CLÀSS' ÀCCESS'

OBJECT, MEMORY ) have been introduced' Their nain difference has to do

rrith the menory in nhích instances of the type definitíon are allocated'

These differences wiII be essential for processes' as well' It is

desírable then to augnent the exisEing type constructor to specify

asynchronous processing and retain the different nefnory all"ocation

features. This tnight be done by adding the PROCESS attribute to a type

constructor I as in!

OB¡'ECT PROCESS di rcap ...

InstancesofsuchobjectsareseparateprocessesIandchesubsequent
access of the entity either directly or through an accegs class invokes

the task. In chis exanple, "dircap" eoulil execute in parallel fJith

other Processes, Such as the user'

It would be naive to think that tÌle only change necessary to change

f rorn a seríal entity to an asynchronous entity is to add thê attribute

PRocEss.Theentirea]-gorithmforthetypenayhavetoberedesignedto
achieve the paralf,ellsn desired' This nilf require additional

prograrnrning Ianguåge feaÈures that allow the process to connunicate with

other processes and to proceed after connunication or to wait [ÀNDRE83]'
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The folloning is å brj.ef suÍìnary of the definitional structure of the

sysÈefn:

MEMORY systemen
ë consÈant decl-aratioñs for the systern

oBJECT d i rpage r

OBJECT seqpa ge r
OBJECT seqrep

MEMORY PROTOTYPE di rmemtype
oBJECT PROTOTYPE dircap(...) CREÀTES ... REPRESENTÀTM pt3seqpager

MEMoRY seqmen( ... ) cREÀTEs ...
oBJEcT seqf iJ-e( ... ) cREÀTEs ... REPRESENTÀTIvE arb : seqrep

oBJEcT disk3350
¡ | for each Èype of device.)

OajeCt volcap REPRESENTATIVE pt : dirpager l: J for each type of volume

MEMORY vtocmen ... I
OBJECT dircap ... I for each type of VTOC.)

PROC ål-Locate-pa9e ( ... )

PROC f ree-page ( ... )

PROC alfocate ( ... )

PROC free ( ... )

vÀR spínd1e01 : disk3350 .l

: l- for êach devíce.t
vÀR vtocl l vtocmen( ... ) -l

3 I for each vofune.l
END MEMORY

vÀR sys ¡ systerìen <- rnagic decl-arâtion (i.e. rnust be nade
before the systen can exist)

"systenen" is the definition of the systen memory. This menory will
contain data items for declarations such as ilevíces, volunes, and user

nenories, etc. when nei¡ devíces or volunes or users are added to the

systen, it is this rnenory that is augnented to contain the neir data

iten. Às a result, this mênory ¡nust persisÈ, and be Loaded into real
menory when the system is initially Loaded. The systen then uses the

renaining portion of real- nênory to alLocate pages and represent.ative

objects.
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The programning l-anguage constructs OBJECT, MEMORY, and ÀCCESS class
in conjuction with the CREÀTES clause provide a poperful facility for
defining files. Tbe oBJECT provides a type-safe interface beteeên the

user and the f il-e. The MEHORY provides a general facility to inplenent
any storage ¡nanagement scheme required to support the high level
functions of the object. The ÀCCESS class defínes the operations needed

to access the object. Its duraÈion determines the duration of access to
Èhe fiIe. These programmín9 language constructs can be used not only to
define files that Èhe end user eil.l see, but alsô the underlying
structure that supports f i Ies,

while the examplè "seqfile" nay not demonstrate completely the poner

of these constructs, I havè tried to indicate how more pov¡erfuL

operations couJ-d be perfor¡ned (eg. index-sequentíal f iJ-e). Ho\dever, the

nain poínt here is not the detail of the file definition but that the

file can be defined eithin the programning language. "SeqfiLe" and

"seqnen" are defined ín two to three pages of source l-anguage. They are
avaiJ-able anyHhere that they are visibÌe and each usage can be

statically type checked by the conpiJ,er. The code for the underLying

capsule, represenèative and volune wiII usually exist already, and hence

can be used by any file designer, thus. even further sirnplifyinq this
task. Thus, the main goal of incorporatín9 file defínition into the
progra¡nming J-anguage has been achieved.
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statement execution ¡node (sEM) is the ¡node in whích prograrnming

Ianguage statements are entered and are executed innediately. This is
in contrast to p.Egg.!êE defínition rnode (PDM) where staternents are

entered to be expJ-icitly invoked aÈ a later titne. The cornrnands Èhat a

user use6 in SEM ãre defined via an interactive language. The

objectives of interactive languages vary greâtly, hence the cornnands

they provide are peculiar to the applications the interactive language

is supporting. The applications of interactive languages genèraI1y fall.
into Èr¡o groups! those thât deal nainty !¡íth access to filès (cal-Ìed

comnand languages), and those that deaf with conventional dala types
(calJ-ed interactive prograrnning languages),

Traditional.J-y, nost conmand languages (Tso IIBM78], Shell IBOURN78] )

support onl.y a fen data types other Èhàn files, principafJ-y those

necessary for conditional. control, and only a fee conÈrol structures,
princípally prograrn invocation. Because of the simple design of the

command l-anguâges, lhey are usual.l.y not used for defining programs.

Instead, the connand Languâge acts as an interface betr¡een general

purpose progranning l-anguages. vrhich are defined onLy in PDM, and f il-es.
This interfacè between general purpose prograrnrning languages and command

languagês is undesirabl.e as it forces the user to learn another

programníng Language, the co¡nnand language, and the inter-Ianguage
interface is error prone ås there is usuall-y LiÈt1e or no type checking

betrreen the file and its use in the programninq language. This paradign

is forced on a user on the one hand as a result of the lack of file
definitions in the general- purpose programming language, and on Èhe

other hand as a result of the lack of other datâ types ånd controL

structures in comnand Language' s.

¡n ínteractive progra¡ìning Languages (ÀPL IrvERs62] ' LrsP IMccÀR62],

snalltalk IGoLDB83]) the progranning language staternents are used as the

interactive co¡n¡¡ìands, in theory alfowing the interactive prograrnming

J-anguaEe to be the sane as the PDM language. ¡n practice, hoi¡ever.
71
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there are usual-ly differences between the interactive programming

ranguage and the PDM language. For example, in ÀpL it is not possible
to use the transfer operation to transfer to another interactive
statement. Às weII, ÀPL supports files and their manipulation only by

using extra programming language commands. such as )¡.o¡o, )sÀvE, etc.i
these extra programming language commands can be termed a command

language. This interface between interactive programming language and

command language is undesirable for the same reasons that it is
undesirabLe between general purpose progranming languages and command

languages, and again is a resul-t of l-ack of file definition capabilíty
in the interactive programming language

r feel- it is important that the programming language used in sEM be

tt¡e same as the programmi.ng language used to defíne programs in pDM

lwncsRzl, wEcBR74, HÀNSE76, MÀSHE76, JoNEs77, BEECH79, FRÀsEg3l. Thus,
the full programming language must be'avaifabJ.e for use as " command

language. Às we11, the programming language constructs discussed in
chapter 2 already accommodates the definition and access of fites.
Together these two ideas, that is, ful1 file definition capabilities and

full inÈeractive programming language, form the basis of the proposed

interactíve system.

There are several substantial advantages to adopÈing Èhis scheme.

First, the user does not have to learn another language to communica¡e

directly with the sysLem. secondly, the system has the potentiar to
guarantee consistency between interacÈive statements and pDM. This is
true not only for files but also for simple variables which novr are
availabl-e in sEM. tastly, . new file types or other type/data ítems
defined in the programming language become immediately accessible in
SEM.

currently, implementors of command languages and interactive
programming languages have recognized these desirable features and have
attempted to augment their systems to incompass them. New command

languages are introducing control structures, simpre procedures, and

more data types IaOuRHZ8, IBM78]. These additions point to the desire
to have a complete programming ranguage for interactive use. In
interactive programming languages, there ià a trend !oward augmenting
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Èhe programming language to provide a more consisÈent and thorough

approach to manipulating files IwHEEL81]. Àgain, these programming

J-anguage additions are introduced so that Èhe interactive programming

J-anguage contains files. Thus, command languages and interactive
programming languages appear to be converging towards the common

objective of a singJ.e programming language for SEM and PDM. However,

these additions in both command Ianguages añd interactive programming

languages become simply cosmetic if the fundamental issue of fite
definition is not addressed

However, this scheme has some minor disadvantages. Specialized
command language features may not be able to be retained as they may not
fit into the programning language satisfac.torily. For example, in the
UNIX2 Shell, pattern matching is allowed on fife names that are passed

as arguments to Shell routines. But in a strongl-y-typed programming

language, it may not be possible to mimic this facility. Hovrever,

having a complete programmi.ng language that functions Ídentically to the
programming language in PDM, will more than conipensated for these types
of deficiencies.

3. 1 COI.IPIIJEÀBLE INTERÀCTIVE PROGRÀMMING LÀNGUÀGE

Most command languages and interactive programming Ìanguages do not
have declarations for variables and procedures, and thus are not able Èo

be compiled (at Least in the convenÈionaÌ sense)i hence Èhey are

interpreted. TÌ¡e programming language presented in chapter 2 can be

compil-ed and there is no reason why this cannot also be done in SEM.

This decision to compile the programming language in both modes stems

from the desire to have both modes appear not only functionally
equivalent to the user but al-so functionally equivalent vrithin the

system. That is to sây. the system should not be impJ-enented as two

disÈinct subsystemp: one subsystem Èo handle SEM and another totally
separate subsysÈem to handle PDM. The same compiLer used in PDM should

be abLe to be used in SEM. This does not preclude the use of software
interpreters in SEM; for example, to provide facilities over and above

tt¡e hardware interpreter for debugging purposes ITEITE84].

2 UNIX is a Trademark of ÀT&T BelL Laboratories.
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In SEM all the programming language constructs are available; hence

afl executable statements are useabfe. These executable statements

refer to entities, such as procedures and variabfes, definable by

programming l-anguage decfarations that are made in SEM. Thus, all

variables and consequently atI data types declarable in the programming

language must be avail-abIe in SEM.

To make possible compil-ation of executable stãÈements in SEM it is

necessary to retain the names and the other information from the

decl-arations that are made in SEM. Since the data structure needed to

retain this information very closely resembles the symbot table created

temporarily during compilation. I simply ref er to it as a ggbo.I tqble
(Sr). A ST provides the compiler with the information necessary for

type checking and object code generation during compilation.

To make possible the immediate execution of these compiled statements

in SEM. storage for the entities referred to in the statements must

exist. Thus, the data items declared in SEM must not only update a ST

for subseguent references, but also cause immediaÈe aLLocation of the

necessary storage. Thus, there must exist a daÈa area (DÀ) during SEM

containing instances of all the declared variabl-es. This DÀ is similar

to the storage area allocated during program execution for declarations

made within a programming language block.

The preceding discussion suggests the need for two distinct entities:

the ST. where names and decLaration information is stored, and the DA,

where values of variables are stored. In contemporary programmíng

Ìanguages, the ST is created at compile time; the DAs are created during
program execution. In contemporary command languages, these two

entities exist in a somewhat limited fashion in the form of a file

directory and files; the directory contains the name and type

informaÈíon for a file as well as a pointer to the fíIe, whiLe the

record area for the file is allocated separately. rn interactive
programming language, such as ÀPL, these ts¡o ent,ities exist together in

the workspacei the workspace contains the ST for all names as weLl as

the storage for the corresponding variables
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fn a compiled system the separation of the DÀ and the ST is

important. This is because the compiler manages only the ST, since the

DA is not created until execution time. Hence, the manipulation of the

ST by the compiler should not irnply existence of the DA. While the ST

and the DÀ are conceptually separate entities, the two wil-1 sti1l be

associated ¡¡ith one another (i.e. the storage in the DÀ will- be laid out

according to the specificatíons given by the Sf). This is essentially

what happens in normal compilation except that. the ST is usually lost at

execution time when the DÀs are created. My proposal is to simply

retain both, since this is clearly required for SEM.

3.2 EI.ÍITIRONMENTS

Together the ST and its DÀ, form an environment. The environment

appears at first gfance to be an object because the environment's DÀ is

not al-Located in either the stack or the heap but in a separate DS. But

there is one important difference. The DÀ of an object is faid out änd

fixed when its definition is compited; the structure of the DÀ cannot be

changed. Tt¡e structure of the DA for an environment, however, is

constantly being changed. New declarations are made in SEM which result

in an extension of tt¡e DÀ. Às wel-1, facilities to remove or modify old

daÈa items must exist which can result in further changes to the DÀ.

Currently, in compileable programming Ianguages, changes to the DÀ

can only be made indirectly by changing the source language for the

decl-arations and recreating the ST. Subsequent execution of the program

creaÈes a new DA Èhat conforms to the ST. However, the environment DA

cannot be re-created in the same. way because. alL the current values

contained in the environment must be retained. Às weIl, the environment

ST cannot be re-created because its recreation implies a potential

re-mapping of the DA, and the DÀ that already exists must conforn to the

ST. Thus, the current technique of recreating a new ST and DÀ for

compilation of the programming language statements and subsequent

exeeution in SEM cannot be used.

Neither the ST nor the DÀ for an envxronment can be destroyed and

subsequently re-created, and yet they must be able to be extended or

changed¡ the onJ.y solution is to allow nodificaÈion of an existing ST

and have its corresponding DA nodified appropriately. By modifying the
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exj.sting ST, it ís possible to arrange that incremental
ST cause onLy the necessary incremental cLranges in the DÀ.

must correspond to the ST, the ST changes define the
required in the corresponding DÀ. These changes can then
the DA so that it corresponds t,o the ST.

changes in the

Since the DÀ

exact chânges

be applied to

3.2.1 Suoportinq Environment Ctranoes

Modifications such as the decl-aration of .new entities in the
environmenÈ is reLatively easy to perform on an environment sr.
Declaring new variables simply reguires augmenting the ST with the new

ínformation and causing the DÀ to expand to provide the storage for the
new entity. Expansion of the environment DÀ is possibte because it is
in a Ds. Às welJ-, other facilities such as displaying the sr
information can also be implemented. Hovrever, over time data items in
the environment may no longer be required or the type of a dat,a item may

need to be changed.

While declaring entities in an environment is analogous to declaring
entities in a programning language, nodifying and erasing a declaration
have no analogue in a programming language. These functions are
currently performed by modifying the source text for a decl-aration and
re-compiling the program. Since these functions are clearly essential,
they must be able to be performed on the environment sT. sT entries can
be deLeted or fields in sr entries can be changed. However, this
resuLts in a discrepancy between the DA and the sr. Às a result, the DÀ

must be modified to reflect the change because the DA always conforms to
its sT.

3.2.2 EnvÍronment prímitive

To support environments in the programming languager ân ENvrR
primitive is introduced. ENvrR is a primitive Like oBJECT and it is
used to define a type. Instances of ENVIR's cân be declared and created
as for objects. The ct¡aracteristic property of an ENvrR, however, is
that it also creates a separate sr to. map its DÀ. This is different
from all- the Èype constructors discussed so far which have only one sT
definition that maps arl instances of that type. This is an important
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is always a one-to-one relationship between ST

3"2.2.1 Using the Environment Primitíve

Àn example outLine for an environment call-ed a "user" is presented.

The "user" might be the entity created for each user on the system"

Part of this entity is the memory that contains ä11 the storage for a

user.

ENVIR user(maxsize : POSINT)

MEMORY user_memory(maxsize :

OBJECT user-capsule(maxsize :

MEMORY user-volume(maxsize :

CREÀTES umem : user_memory

POSINT) CREATES ucap 3 user-capsule

PoSTNT) cRE¡tPs uvol : user-volume

POSINT): dirmemtyPe

"User" is the environrnent, and hence causes the implicit creation of a

ST for that environment. (¡n implicit CREÀTES clause for the ST can be

imagined on the ENVIR declaration). "User_memory" is the memory that

contains storage for the variables declared in the environment.

"User-capsule" is the capsule tha.t maps the "user-memory" memory-

"User-volume" is the memory that contains the blocks of storage for

"user-memory" and the bfocks of storage for any other memories allocated

in environment t'user".

USER-VO[,UME

USER

USER_MEMORY

USER-CAPSULE ST capsule

ST memory

Entities declared in environment "user" that create a DS must create

their mernory separately from the "user-memory". This is because

"user_memory" is not meant to contain other memories. "user-memory" is
meant to manage the DA for the environment which contains all the simple

variables (i.e" variables that do not create separate memories). The
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storage for objecis such as files comes from the user,s volume which
also contains both environment DS and ST memories'.

when an object like "seqfiIe" is decrared in "user", the compil_er can
determine that it cannot be allocated in ,'user_memory" because
"user-memory" does not have the correct prototype and hence cannot
support the allocation of another memory insiae it. The compiÌer then
fol-lows the GREÀTE chain and discerns that a,,segfil_e,,can be al_l_ocated
in "user-vol-ume", and hence creates â pointer to the ',segf i1e,' in
"user-memoryt' and creaÈes the "seqf i1e" in "user vor,ume,,.

USER_VOIUME

F

USER

USER-MEMORY

USER_CÀPSULE DT RCAP

SEQMEM

SEQFI LE

This is analogous to the situation of a procedure that allocates a
local "seqfil-e". The "seqfile" is not alLocated on the stack vrith the
procedure's local variables but instead is all-ocated in the memory in
which the program executes, and points to Èhe fil-e from t.he stack. This
is how the volume for an object can be determined irnplicitly. Às werl,
the volume may be explicítly specified to alrocate Èhe object in a
voLume ot,her than the users (as was shown in chapte r 2).

The type "user" can be

Decl-arations, such as:
used to al_locate new users on the system.

VÀR buhr, zarnke : user(100K)

would create tno new environments each with its own sr and DÀ and trro
user memories each of which can be up to 100K in size. These could tben
be used by users "buhr" and "zarnke" to create new variabres in sEM. of
course to allow declarations of users, the enÈity in which the
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(PE) is used to manage the environment ST. The PE can províde all the

types of storage management operations needed for the environment ST

I RUDMI 82 ] .

À11 the access to the environment ST is done through the PE. Às a

result, the functions of ST construction and the entering of ST

information, collectively calL ST manaqement, are not performed by the

compiler r¡hen it accesses the environment duríng SEM. Thus, the

compiler in SEM need only deal with the executabfe statements. To

compile the executable statements, the compiler must be able to access

and read the environment ST creaÈed by the PE.

To manipulate the environment ST the user invokes the PE. Through PE

commands, the user should be able to accomplish approximately what can

be done v¡ith a texÈ editor an.d recompilation, although perhaps in. a

different way. Just as statements in SEM interactively modify the

environment, PE commands are entered interactively to modify the

environment ST. The editor provides a structured approach to

rnanipulating the ST, ãs opposed to the l-aissez-aller manipulation
possible with a Èext editor. Àfter editing the environment ST a user

can. return to SEM to perform operations on the data items in the DÀ.

PE mode and SEM interpret the names of variabJes in different ways.

In SEM when an operation is performed on a name it means that the

operation is applied to the value in the storage associated r¡íth the

name. Hov¡ever, in the PE, an operâtion on a name is applied to the ST

entry associated grith that name. This disÈinction also appears in other

interactive programming languages such as ÀPL, where a user is either in

function definition mode or in SEM.

3.3.1 Proqram Definition

The programming language in SEM is essentially the same as the

progranming language in PDM; hence, the PE must alLow declarations of

variables of any type, and the compiJ-er must be abLe to compile

references to variabfes of any type. However, to al-locate space for

variables declared in the env.ironnent ST, and to generate object code

for references to vãriabLes, information about the type of Èhe variable

must be avaiLable. Since entities defined in PÐM will be referred Èo in
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interactive mode, the same information wilf also have Èo be retained for

these PDM entities. For example, ST information about the OBJECT

definition "seqfiIe" is needed to al-locate a "seqfile" when one is

declared in the environment ST, and ST information is needed about the

procedure definitions in the access class definition "seqacc" when calls

are compiled in SEM. Therefore, it is necessary to retain at least part

of the ST information for class, object, and procedure definiÈions to

allow compilation of declarations and references in SEM.

In current systems, the ST for definitions in PDM are usualLy not

retained after compilation of the definition. However. as has been

pointed out, some of this information is needed for both interactive

declarations and interactive compilation. .Since it is not easily

discernable what information for types and procedures must be retained,

and since the entire sT for any definition is necessary to support any

sensible high-level symbolic debugging, I have decided that the entire

ST be reta i ned i n PDI'!" I

with the decision to retaín tt¡e PDM ST comes the same problems

associated v¡ith retaining the environment ST. Since definitions are

changed over time, the ST associated r¡ith a definition must be abl-e to

be changed and the funcÈion is obviously done most easily by the PE"

Thus, the PE al-Iows changes to both the environment ST and PDM STsi

thus, this mode is simpJ-y referred to as PDM. Às a result' the compiler

no longer needs to handle any declaration statements, as Èhey are all

handled by the PE" Thus, the term compiler now refers to a program that

only performs a portion of the work of a conventional compiler. That

is. it generates object code for declarations made by the PE and for

executable statements entered in SEM and PDM, but it neither builds nor

updates the ST.

Àlong with t}¡e declarations for a def inition in PDM are the source

Ianguage statements. The source language statements âre traditionally

retained in a text-string form intermixed v¡it,h declaration statements.

However, in this system the textual. form of the declarations has been

replaced by PE operations" Yet, the source language statements for a

definition must be associated $rith these declarations in order to
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provide the proper context for names in the source language,. For this

reason, it is necessãry to aSsociate the source language with its

corresponding ST entry. The Source language may then be entered using

any technique (i.e. text-string or parse-tree).

Clusters

In a block structured language entities are nested within one another

to restrict or obtain access Èo other entities. This is reflected

definitionally by the static nesting of blocks, thus creating a

definitional hierarchy. Àny entity in the programming language that can

have loca1 symbol declarations can potentially add to this hierarchy.

These ent it ies that have internal structure are ca1led cluster

definitions. The programming language constructs OBJECT, PROC. MEMORY,

etc. are therefore cluster definitions.

The PE supports this definitional hierarchy by creating a focaf ST

(LST) for each cluster definition that is decLared. The LST contains

Èhe declarations and aSsociated sourée language statements for that

cLuster definition. Within a cluster definition thei:e can be

definítions for ôther entities that are themselves cl-usters The PE

will create subordinate LSTs for each sucú entity. In fact, each LST

simply correspo¡ds to the scope introduced by that cfuster definition,

and t.he LST structure corresponds to the static scope of nested blocks

in the programming language.

For example, an OBJECT definition can have several ínternaf procedure

definitions. When the oBJECT definition is entered, a LST instance is

created. When each procedure is defined ltit.hin the OBJECT definition, a

LST is created for each procedure definition. The LST for each

procedure definition is subordinate to the LST of the OBJECT definition

as it would be for STs created in ordinary compiLation. The user can

access this ST hierarchy by using Èhe names of the cluster definitions
( i.e. oBJEcT definition name, procedure definition name, etc. ).

L

i

I

I

t,
:
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3.1¡ ST HIERÀRCTTY

It is assumed that almost all of the system will be htritten in the

programming fanguage and hence STs will exist for al-l of the system

programs" It is only with t,his information that the PE and the compiler

can verify references throughout the entire system. These STs will form

a hierarchy corresponding to the stat ic structure of objects,

procedures, etc. defined in the system, and this hierarchy is called the

ST hierarchv.

This ST hierarchy will be 1arge, too large to imagine it fitting into

a single memory. Thus, the ST hierarchy must be subdivided into

multiple memoríes. However, subdividing the ST so that each ST ent.ry is

in a memory r¡ould be undesirable. Thís wouLd result in too much

overhead in storage space and access time. Thus, some compromise in

betvreen the tvro extremes must be found. Clearly, the LSTs provide

natural breaks in Èhe ST hierarchy for sub-dividing. CurrentÌy, I have

chosen to sub-divide the ST hierarchy at the LST for the environment- ST"

Each environment ST then is ímpliciÈIy all-ocated ." t t"^otr. I Èhink

this Level of division is approximately in the niddle of the two

extremes. However, if finer or coarser divisions are found necessary'

then the PE can be augmented to allow explicit specification for

allocation of memories for other LST5. For exampJ-e. in a multi-person

project it. might be desirable to allor'¡ simuftaneous modification to a

particular definition" This can onfy be done safely if each LST is a

memory and the PE guarantees mutuaf exclusion among users editing each

LST that is a memory.

3.4.1 sLEuclr¡lre of the ST ttierarchv

The ST for an environment contains mul-tip1e LSTS, one per cluster

definition. The decl-aration for a structured ent.ity must ãlfocate a ST

entry in Lhe current LST and a nerv LST for its locaL declarations. The

ST entry must contain a poínter to its subordinate t,ST" A1so, there

must be a pointer back from the subordinate LST to the originating LST'

for example, in "seqfi1e":
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ENVIR ST

LST LST

f i rst-record
Last_rec ord

À Programming SysLen

<--
seqf i fe

seqacc

These pointers are necessary

downwards in the ST hierarchy.

and the compiler.

read

to allow traversing boÈh

This traversal is done by

LST

c ur rent_rec ord
LST

upwards

both the
and

PE

However, the LSTs form only a portion of the complete ST hierarchy.

Ðeclaration of a variable that results in an environment will cause the

LST for that variable to be allocated as a memory. This results in the

pointer to the ST of the environment and the pointer back to the

environment-variable ST-entry being an inter-ÀS poinÈer.

ENVIR ST ENVIR ST

LST tsT

buhr

3.5 DS I¡IERÀRCHY

The p.¡1 hierarchv shows the relationship betr'teen entities that are

created as memories. This relaÈionship is a hierarchy because

environment declarations can be nested within one another. These DSs

and the data items that are decl-ared within them persist until they are

explicítty deleted by the user. Such DSs are controlled by the user;

that is, the user decides when the data items in them are to be created

aûd/or deLeted.

There is a root environment created when the system is initialized.

This environment contains the data items that define the sysÈem. Hence,

the system environment persists for the duration of the system. A

user's environment is defined as a variable in the system environment'

and tt¡us has the potential to persist as long as the sysÈem root

persistsi hov¡ever, â user may explicitly modify his environment, adding

to or del-eting from it. This ability to persist within the system is

not part of the programmÌng language, but part of the system in which
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the programming tanguage operates. Às a result, it ís not possibfe to

specify via the programming language whether an entity should persist.

Àn enÈity simply persists as long as its containing data area persists.

3.5.1 Vír_LuaI Svst,em

The system's environment contains aIf the data items that define the

system and marks the root of the system DS hierarchy. It is conceivable

to irnagine more than one system environment defined on a machine, each

defining a compleÈely separate system and DS hierarchy. Thus, it is

possible to imagine having separate systems running concurrently.

3.6 VIEW RUTJES

View rules define what action is to be taken when a n?me cannot be

Located in the current scope (i.e. LST). The scope rules of most

programming languages specify that if a name cannot be located in the

local scope the conÈaining scopes are searched up to the level of the

uppermost containing scope. The uppermost containing scope, in

conventional programming languages, is the user's program or maybe a

library scope in which a user's program is compiled. Thus, the

automatic. search is reasonably eff icient because the number of

conÈaining scopes is relatively smalf and the STs to be searched are all

within a single memory.

This is not the case for a ST hierarchy that represents all programs

currently contained in the system. The number of containing scopes is

potentially large, the amount of informaÈion in each scope is

potentially large, and the STs are sub-divided into multiple memories.

While it is conceivabLe to search upwards in the ST t¡ierarchy until the

root of the hierarchy is reached to resolve a name, it would, in

practice, be inefficient to allow this unrestricted search. Àl-so, this

unrestricted search may lead to interpretation of a misspelled name.

To prevent this problem, the conventional scope rules could be

abandoned altogether. This would require that af1 references noÈ in an

entity be qualified in such a vray as to uniquely specify wtrich entity in

the ST Ìrierarchy it is located in. However, thi,s sol-ution is

unsatisfactory due to the excessive amount of qualification that the

user would be forced to specify.
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À compromise is to restrict the scope search to ã certain level.

after which explicit qualification is used. The level at which the ST

search is stopped must not be so fow as to force excessive

gualification, and not so hígh so âs to nullify any advantage of the

restriction. I think that the most practical position would be to stop

the scope search at the level of an OBJECT definition. This alfows the

conventional scope search in nested procedure and cl-ass definitions.

Since an environment is treated like an object, this restricts the scope

Search for a userrS environment tO v¡ithin the uSer'S environment

To refer to items outside an OBJECT definition the user must

expi.icitl-y state that the ST search'shoufd continue outside the current

OBJECT definition (called open quafification). The syntax to denote

open qualification is:

standa rd-programm i ng-language-qua1 i f i cat i on-1 i st

The il^rt

search.

indicates that the reference is outside of the default scqpe

Open qualification implies that the first name in the qualification

l-ist is looked up in containing scopes continuing outside of tt¡e current

OBJECT definition until the name is found or the root of the ST

hierarchy is reached. Hence, this is just the normal unrestricted scope

search. However, since it must be explicitly requested it means that it

wiLl no¡ occur for every undeclared or misspelled name in a program.

3.6.1 Referencínq TeDes

Type definitions appearing as part of program development in one part

of the ST hierarchy are available throughout the ST hierarchy for

subsequent use for other program development. The onfy restrictions

that a user must be aware of is whether the type is dependent on its

containing DÀ. That is to 5ãY, if the type definition refers to a

variable outside itself. then variables of that type cannot be aÌIocated

unless that vâriable is accessible where the type is used. Otherwise,

if the type does not refer outside itself (a pure or self-contained tvpç

Iike ',seqfile") then this type definition can be referenced and used

anyvrhere in Èhe ST hierarchY.

.:t

\:
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Qualífieation in Proqramminq Lanquaqe Statements and PE Com¡nands

Both the programming language statements and the PE commands must be

able to access throughout the ST hierarchy. The combination of view

rufes and open gualification provides the ability to make these

accesses. Hence. both programming language sÈatements and PE commands

wiIl adopt the view rule and allow open qualification.

One point needs to be made concerning qualification of names in
programming language statements and in PE commands. Open qualification
(i.e. using "^") is used to refer upwards, while normal- qualification is

used to refer downward in a scope. For qualification in programming

language statements it is sometimes incorrect to refer downward into a

scope because that scope may not have storage assöciated vrit,h it at the

time the reference is made. For example, given the tollowing program

structure i

3.6.2

3"6,3

There

access a

writes a

Currently

PROC p
PROC q

VARx:
END PROC

END PROC

INT

it is invafid to refer to variable "x" outs.ide of procedure "q" in a

programming language statement. This restriction is imposed because the

storage for "x" does not exist when the reference occurs. PE commands,

however, do not have the same restrictions as programming language

statements since they deal strictly with the ST and not with the data

item instances. Hence, it is perfectly valid for a PE command to refer

to "q.x", as that command is only dealing with the sT entry for "x".
Thus, while the syntax of qualification is the same for PE commands and

programming language statements, some references may be precluded in the
programming language statements.

Deferred Resolution

are some instances where a program must be genera1ized to

cLuster Èhat is determined dynamically, for example, if a user

program that wants to writ,e on the caller's terninal"

to do this, the cal-ler would have Lo pass his terminal (i.e"
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the object that represents his terminal) explicitly to the program' as

in:

p( terminal ,

This is undesirable because it forces alL containing cluster definitions

to also have this explicit parameter, and it forces the caller to

include this argument in all caIIs-

Instead it would be better if only the program that nanted access to

the terminal had to refer to it. This can be done by specifying the

type of terminal to be accessed and then establishing a dynamic

connection to the actual- terminal instance that is availabl-e at

execution time.

To specify this dynamic connection the user refers to the type of the

Èerminal instead of a terminal variabLe- For example,

PRoC p(

^systemem.termtask.terminal.write( - - - )

the qualification "^systemem.termtask.terminal-" traverses the ST

hierarchy to the type "terminal" in entity "termtask". The compiler

knows that this refers not to a data iÈem but to a type and hence must

be found at execution time. The compifer handles this by generating

object code to dynamically search for the first .containing object. that

is of type "terminaL". Once found the.routine "write" can be selected

out and caIled. This type of reference is called a deferred reference.

The implementation of the deferred resolution requires a dynamic

search to locate the DÀ vthose type is the same as the specified type.

This can be done because all DÀs point back to their corresponding ST

entry to enable symboLic debugging. Hence, it is possible to search

through these DÀs for the ST address of the type specified in the

deferred reference.

This search is performed by searching the stack for a procedure that

is contained in a cLuster that has the same type as the deferred

reference. This is possible since alL procedure definitions are

contaíned in either an object or anott¡er procedure that is ultimateJ-y
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contained in an object. The dynamic search will search up the stack

until it finds a procedure contained in an instance of the deferred

type. It is possible Èo search up the stack and fail to find a

procedure in a cluster of the correct typei at this point an exception

is signalled.

This idea can be generalized further to all-ow specifying a prototype

in a context that normally requires a cluster instance name. Here, the

dynamic search would be more complícated as the proÈotype of each

cLuster must be located in order to compare its ST address to the
prototype of the deferred reference.

Notice that while ST addresses are used during execution, the actual

ST is not being searched. Hence, Èhe STs do not have Èo be accessible

at execution tirne in order to perform deferred reference only the ST

pointers in the DAs of the instances.

3.7 MÀNIPULÀEING TIIE ST USING THE PE

The PE permits the creation and manipulation of STs (and incidentally
f,sts). The PE can be implemented in many ways and it is not my

intention here to detail how the editor is implemented, but rather to

define, âs completely as possible, the kinds of operations that are

necessary and desirable in the editor.

These operâtions are presented as a set of editor commands, aLthough

this is not meant to limit the editor to operating only through such

commands. It might provide analogous operations through a full screen

edíting approach. The functions that the PE supplies and the way these

functions are performed by a user are, in general, independent issues"

While a ful1 screen, multi-windo¡¡ interface to the PE may be desirable

to enhance user productivity, it does not affect the basic functions the

PE supplies.

PE commands are entered by the user and are "executed" immediately.

Execution in this case, however, refers to the ST changes implied by the

operations, and not to changes to user variable values. Thus, the

editor commands are interactive much like regular programming language

statements entered in SEM. However. the meaning of nanes is different"
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3.7.1 User-vÍsible St,ructure of t,he ST

Each LST is a series of entries, one for each name appearing withi.n

the corresponding cluster definition. The exact contents of each entry

depend on the type of the entry. However, the following is a list of.

the fields that will be in alL ST entries:

name : The c.haracter string that forms the entity's name'

category : The information that indicates what additional

information is contained in the ST for this entity, what speciaf

syntax is used to define this entity, and what are legitimate ST

attributes. Each category has its ovtn special syntax for

definition and its own special ST data structure to store this

ínformation. some different categories are oBJEcT' MEMoRY, VÀR,

etc .

PERSPECTIVE : The perspective intormation associated with the

entity. (Perspectíve will be discussed in chapter 5- )

TYPE 3 The pointer to the type of the entíty-

INITIÀLIZATION : ExecutabLe statements that are performed when

the entity is instantiated, including code for a procedure.

Àlso, termination code for class-Like definitions is incLuded

here.
DOCUMENTÀTION: À description of the entity in this ST entry.

LST poínter : If the entry is a cluster, the pointer Èo the LsT

for Èhat cluster definition.

address or displacement : The address of the variable in relation

to the begining of a DA, or the displacement of the entity v¡íthin

a structure.

Unlike conventional declaration statements that specify alL the

necessâry information to make a declaration, only the entity name and

the category are necessary to create a ST entry. Each additional piece

of informaÈion can be added in any order or modÌfied at any time. Some

of the attribuÈes of a ST entry can be referred to by specifying the

name of the ST entry and the name of the. attribute using the following

syntax 3

x'INfTIÀLIZÀTION, xtTYPE, etc., where x is an entity name

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
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Àssociated v¡ith almost afl definitions of entities is source

language. For simple variables this woul-d be intialization; for cluster

definitions this code woul-d be the initialization and termination

statements" These executable statements are part of the definition of

these entites and as such are handled by the PE. À1so. I have chosen to

associate documentation vrith the definition of each entity. While

documentation is not needed for compiLation it is certainly very

des i rable .

Because ttrere are no decl-arations in the source language, the

entering and modification of source language (or documentation) is

Iargely independent of the PE operations. .Hov¡ Èhe source text is stored

or how it is modified does not affect the PE or the environment, and

thus is not considered in great depth in this thesis. Likewise, the

documentation is entered and modified in a similar fashion. Hence, the

source language and the documentation may be manipulated by conventional

text editing methods either fine or full screen, or using a parse-tree

editor "

3.7 .2 PE Comrla¡¡ds

With this brief description of the ST structure, the PE commands that

operate on the ST will be given. The commands are presented based on

the type of,funcÈion that they perform on the ST.

3"7.2.1 Creatíon of ner ST Entries

The creation operations create new entries in the ST" There are two

broad kinds of new entities¡ clusters and simple (non-structured) items"

The minimum information that can be supplied in a creation command is

tt¡e name of a new ST entry and its category. The category is essential

as it dictates what type of information can be associated with the name.

For example, informaLion and operations allowable for a procedure

definition are different than for a variabl-e declaration. The procedure

def inition inÈroduces a nevr LST. Tt¡us. the ST entry all-ocated f or a new

entity is determined from its category.

The syntax of the decl-aration statenents for each category of cluster

definition is different. To reflect these differences in the PE
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commands, the command name is the category name. The category nane

def ines the remaining syntax all-owable for that command. This

eliminates the complexity of a single command that must handl,e alI
possible category forms, and emphasizes to the user the category' as it

is the command name.

The syntax of nevr declarations is as fo1lows.

specified, the notation used is the following:

When. syntax is

. quoÈes (') enclose a

Ò[x]meansthat"x"
oxlyindicatesthat

or I'y" is chosen)
o { } is used to group

terminal symbol /

is optionaL

"x" and tty" are alternatives ( i.e. one of "xu

alternatives within a single definition

creation-cmnd

c luste r-de f n

type-defn r.:= 'TVPE' name r=r type-constructor

type-constructor !:= type-name I

'-(i ordered-set')' I

subrange I

' [' type-Iist ' ]' type-name

type : != type-constructor I cluster-type

t.ype-1ist ::= type-1ist ',' type I typ.

cluster-type 3:=

declaration : !=

::= cl-uster-defn I positioning-information ] I

type-defn I positíoning-information ] Idecl-aration I positioning-information ]

::= 'REcoRD' [ 'PRoToTYPe' ] name IrPROC' [ 'PROTOTYPE' ] name I

'cLAss' ['pRororYPEr ] t rPRocEss' I name
'ÀccEss' ['pRororYPEr ] t'PRocEss' I name
'OBJECT' ['PROTOTYPE' ] T'PROCESS' ] NAME
'ENVIR' ['PROTOTYPE' ] t'PROCESS' ] NAMC
'MEMORY' ['PROTOTYPE' ] NAME

' RECORD' | ' CLÀSS' I ' OBJECT' | ' ENVI R' | 'MEMORY'

'CONST' name-l-ist I attribute
'vAR' name-list I attribute ]
'ESCAPE' name-Iist II PARAMETER' name-Iist
I KEYWORD' name-Iist
I RETURNS' name-list attribute l

{ attribut
attr ibute

| 'r' 'TYPE' Ìt:' 'TYPE' Ì ]
I

l
I

attribute : : =

'CREÀTES' name I attribute ] ITREPRESENTÀTIvE' name I attribute ]
'SEGMENT' name-1ist I

'PERSPECTIVE' name I attribute ]

perspect ive-name
type l
initialization l

comment-text ]

{'
:t

çt

J' l

positioning-information ::= 'ÀFTER' name I
I BEFORET name
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definition, all- entities but PROC

93

are essentiatrlyIn Èhe cluster

types ¡ for example,

corresponds to Pascal:

RECORD x

TYPE x = RECORD

CLÀSS, OBJECT, etc.

"declarat ions" i

"Type" includes keywords RECORD,

composite types to be used in

anonymous.

in order to permit

such types will be

In a declarat,ion, CONST, vÀR, and ESCÀPE decfare a constant,

variable, ot escape respectively. PÀRAMETER and KEYWORD declarations

specify parameters to procedures, objects, etc.; RETURNS specifies the

result of a procedure. CREÀTES and REPRESENTATIvE declarations are used

in defining objects and memories as discussed in chapter 2. À SEGMENT

declares an memory that contains object code and is discussed shortly.

PERSPECTIVE declares an entity used to control visibiLity and is

discussed in chapter 5.

Each creation command can be followed by optional positioning

information. The positioning information alLows the user to l-ocate a

new ST entry among other ST entries within a .cl-uster definition. For

example, ãD ent.ity can be added before or afÈer an existing sT entry.

The positionaL specification aflows cornplete flexibility in specifying

the ordering of ST entries both initially and for subsequent additions.

If no positionaf information is given the entity is added Èo the end of

the appropriate context: PÀRAMETER declarations are added Èo the end of

the parameter listi a1l" other declarations are added to the end of the

LST.

fn general, Èhe ordering of ST entries is only important to the user

in terms of doeumentation. Ordering is only criticaJ. for positionally
dependent cases, such as parameters. This is because the ST is
consLructed by the PE before compil-ation, and not constructed during

conpiLation as in convenÈiona1 compilation systems. AIso, because the

PE does noÈ extract names appearing in executabLe statements, such names

do not have to be resolved untíI compil-e time" Thus, references in
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declarations and executable statements do not

entries, as they do when the decl-arations and

in a sequential file. ConsequenÈly, a

declaration is not . necessary.

Because the PE only deals with the ST

statements, any executable staÈements are

language form for subsequent processing by

affect the ordering of ST

executable staÈements are.

construct like a FORWÀRD

and not s¡ith executable

s impJ-y stored i n source

the compiler. There are

occur other than withi'ícanseveral contexts where expressions
initialization code, for example in a subrange. The type definition:

TYPE T )/2. .n+1

specifies that "r" is a subrange with lower bound "j/2" and upper bound

"¡+1". Here, the PE does not have to fully parse this range, it simply

retains the range for the compiler to process at the point of the type

dec lara t i on .

3.7.2.2 Modif icatíon of ST Entries

The modification operations a1low changes to existing ST entries
including deletion of a complete ST entry. Changing the attributes of a

ST entry requires as complicated a command as its initial specification.
Thus, the modification commands must have almost identical synÈax to the

creation commands. Hovrever, it is not possible to have one command

handle both situations. rhis is because it would not be possible to:

2

differentiaÈe between adding a new ST

modify an entity that does not exist.

differenÈiate beÈween creating a new ST

as an existing ST entry, and modifying

existing en'try.

entry and attempting to

entry r¡ith the same name

the ST attributes of an

To be abl-e to detect these error situations. the PE should be able to
syntacÈica11y distinguish between a creation and modification operation,

so that the appropriate semantic rules can be applied.

The modificatíon commands avaiLable are:
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modification-cmnd ::= mod-cmnd I delete-cmnd I rename-cmnd

mod-cmnd::='MOD'name Iremaining syntax depends on category of name]

delete-cmnd ::.= 'DELETE' { name I nameattr }

rename-cmnd ¡:= 'RENÀME' name 'TO' name

nameattr ¡:= name" t'attrsel-

AtITSCl ::= 'PERSPECTTVE' I 'TYPS' I 'INITIALIZATION' I 'DOCUMENTÀTION'

Positioning information is not required for modification commandsr âs

they all refer to existing names"

The MOD co¡irmand is used to change information that is contained
within a ST. entry. Since the ST ent.ry exists already, I did not vrant to
have the user re-specify the category. Thus, the name in the MOD

command is looked up to find its category, and that category dictaÈes
the syntax of the remainder of the command. The new information
specified in the rest of the MOD command replaces yrhat is already Èhere.

For example. the declaration:

VÀR p : 0..10 <- 0 Ç counÈer

can have its initialization and documentation changed by:

MODp<-1ênewcomment

Determining the syntax of the command by context in this way makes

parsing somewhat more difficult. Hovrever, from t,he user's standpoint,
this syntax is preferable to re-specification of the category. In ã

full screen editor, these operations wouLd like1y be performed by cursor
positioning and this obviates the syntax problem.

De1et.ion of information for an attribute is accomplished by using the
DELETE command. For example, to deLete the comment attribute for
variable "p" the following command is entered:

DELETE pI DOCUMENTATION

Às well, deleting ST entries is also done by the DEI¡ETE command:

DELETE p
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when â sT entity is deLeted, so too are aff LsTs that depend on it.

change the name of a ST entry, a RENÀME command ís needed:

To

RENAME P TO Pcount

It is not possibLe to directly change the category for a sT entry'

For example, the category for a variable cannot be changed to PROC

because the meaning of the attributes is different and the internal data

structure is different. However, it might be desirable to support some

changes to the category- For example, a change from a variable to a

parameter, or from a clAss definition into an AccEss definition, or from

an OBJECT definition into,a MEMORY definition might be allowed.

Hor.rever, what changes would be allowed are implementation considerations

that are not part of this thesis. Currentl-y, the only way a user couLd

accomplish these changes is to create a new entry with the desired

category. copy over any pertinent aÈtributes, delete the ol-d entity, and

rename t,he new entity to ttte old-

3.? .2.3 llovement Operations

The movement operations cause sT information Èo be moved from a

source location in the ST to a destination location. While movement

operations are not essentiaL since the same effect can be accomplished

by deleting and re-entering information' the PE should alLow the same

kinds of operations as a text editor allows on conventional source

languages. Most Èext editors aflow source language to be copied or

moved from one l-ocation to another in the source fiIe. The

corresponding operation on the sT is to alfow copying of a sT entry from

one LST to another LsT, and moving a sT entry within a LST or to another

LST. (Copying within a LST is not possible because this would cause two

STs entries to have the same name-) ¡s welf, since a ST entry is

composed of several atÈributes, it may be desirable to aLlovr copying or

moving of individual aÈtributes from one sT entry to a correspÔnding

attribute in another ST entry.

Two movement commands are required to support theSe operatÍons: a

command for copying and a command for noving. Each of these commands

will- have two forms: one for working with an entire ST entry and one for

Þrorking with t,hè sT entry attributes.

::..
:i,
li.

:ii

l:l
ii.
:1.
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The commands for movement of an entire ST entry are discussed first.
The syntax of the two commands are:

move-cmnd ::=
copy-cmnd ::=

'MOVE'
' coPy'

source-name
source-name

{ ' ÀFTER'
{ 'ÀFTER'

' BEFORE'
' BEFORE'

'To' Ì
'To' Ì

destination-name
destination-name

When either command specifies ÀFTER or BEFORE, the source ST entry is
moved and positioned accordingly after or before t,he destination ST

entry. When either command specifies TO, the source is moved into the
ST entry specified by the destination. Here, the destination must have

the same category as the source. In this case, the name of the
destinatíon can be the same as the source because the name field of the
destination is noÈ changed.

The commands for movement of ST entry attributes are:

moveattr-cmnd
copyattr-cmnd

'MOVE'
' coPy'

source-namea t t r
sourc e-namea tt r

'TOt de
t TO' de

nat i on-name
nat ion-name

sristi

Since attributes cannot exist without a corresponding ST entry, both the
source and the destination ST entrys must exist for movement of
attribute information; thus, only TO is aIIowed. À1so, since an

attribute can only be moved to its corresponding attribute in the
destination, the attribute need only be specified once.

To move either a ST entry or a ST entry attribute from one location
in the ST hierarchy to another may require qualifying one or both of the
source and destination names.

3.7.2.4 Elf fects of Uaving ST entries

The movement of ST entries throughout the ST hierarchy can affect
references contained in the ST and in the source language associated
t¡ith the ST entry. The ST type field contains a poinÈer to the ST entry
for the type" Vlhen a ST entry for a type is moved within the same

memory. the pointer to it from ott¡er ST entries remâins the same. If
the ST entry is moved outside the memory the type pointer must be

changed to an inter-ÀS pointer, but this should not affect the ability
to access the type. The references to global. variables in source
Ìanguage that is moved can subsequent,ly become invaLid. This happens

when source J.anguage is moved outside the scope of the definition.
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Unl-ess the source language is stored in parsed form, the PE woul-d not be

able to.detect this. This error would then be detected during the next

cornpil-ation of the moved entity.

3.7.2.5 Positioníng Operations

The positioning operation provides the means to establish a ST on

which operations are to be done. This then defines the ST position from

which the ST search begins for aLL subsequent PE commands. Positioning

ís not necessary for programming language statements because each

statement is embedded at a particular position in the ST hierarchy and

hence the ST search starts at this position. Conversely, the PE

commands are not embedded in the ST hierarchy. Hence, the view ruLe for

PE commands requires that the user explicitLy specify the location in

the ST hierarchy that is the start of the ST search.

The syntax of the positioning command is:

locate-cmnd ::= 'LocÀTE' { cluster-defn-name | 'END' }

Each LOCÀTE establishes a LST for a cluster definition to be used as the

starting point of the ST search for subsequent PE commands. One method

of handling the LOCATE commands is to stack the previous cluster

definition name for each new LOCÀTE. TÌ¡at is to say, each LOCÀTE pushes

information about the cluster LST on â stãck and each END pops the

previous entry off the stack and repositions the user to an earlier

cluster definition. For example, a user can locate to procedure

definition "p" to make changes, then to a procedure definition "q" in a

different cluster defínition to make changes (in doing th¡is Èhe user may

have Èo explicitly qualify "q"). Upon ending the LOCÀTE command for
procedure definition "q" the user is back using procedure "p's" LST for

subseguent ST searching. This technique allows the user to quickly

relocate himsel-f to another cluster definition to effect changes and

then return exactly to where he left off in his prior editing.

3.7.2.6 Listing Operations

The LIST command lists all or sefected portions of a ST entry,
particularly including the source language and documentation if any.

list-cmnd ::= 'LIST' name I nameattr

...

ir
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The listing can be displayed on a terminal, or p.rinted as Èhose given in

chapter 2 for Èhe definition of "seqfile". It is also desirable Èo be

able to list all- of a cluster's ST entries as well- as the descendents of

any sub-cluster definitions. This can be accomplished with the cornmand!

display-cmnd : :='DISPLÀY' cluster-defn-name ['DEPTH' integer-constant]

which lists al-l the ST entries for the specified cluster definition and

for each contained cl-uster definition down to the specified number of

levels of containment given by the DEPTH option.

3.7.2.7 Conments on the ST Operations

The ST operations, described t,hrough the PE commands, should provide

the user with adequate tools for manipulation of the ST. In Èhe actual-

implementation more commands and command options might be included to

aid the sophist icated user . Às we]l , the ST operat ions could be

implemented via a fuII screen interface as opposed to a command-Iine

inÈerface. Creation operations cou]d be done by displaying a menu of

possible categories and then displ-aying a template for the selected

category. The fields in the Èemplate could be filfed in to create the

ST entry. Modification operations could be done by displaying an

existing ST entry and aflowing the user to edit the fields. Movement

operations couLd be done by positioning to fields or entire ST entries

Èo cut the source information, then positioning to the destination Èo

paste it" positioning operãtions could be done by zooming in on cluster

definitions and by multiple windows. What is important, from the

standpoint of this thesis, are the operations on the ST and what effecÈs

they have, not in how they are specified by the user.

3"7.3 lfanioulatino Sau:ig-e Code and Documentat,isn

Às has been sÈated, almost alL ST entries will have both source

language statements and documentation associated with them. Up to now

the examples for entering information in these fields has been done

using a short form, as in:

VARx<-a*bCproduct
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clearIy, a more Sophisticated technique múst exist for enteríng muttiple

proÇramminglanguageStatementsforc]ustercefinitions,andmultiple

].inesofdocumentation.Thisisaccomplishedbyhavingthesource
languageanddocumentatíonfie}deachpointtoanentitycalleda
packet. 1nÈernalIy, a packet may be subdivided into lines (records) as

inaconventionallextfileororganizedinamorestructuredmanner.

3.7.3.1 Packeù Commands

LiketheSToperations'thepacketoperationsofthePEcanbe

implementedinmanyways.However,thePEmustprovidethebasic
operations for adding, changing, moving, copying, deleting, and listing

packetinformation.whilethismayappearlikeÈhesamesetof

operationsrequiredforSTmanipulation,theoperationsareappliedto
anentirelydifferentinternaldatastructureandsothedetai}sofÈhe
operationaredifferent.Inonecasethedatast'ructureistheLsT
hierarchyandintheotheritistheinternalpacketorganization.

The Packet

'INITIÀLI ZATTON

documentat ion

attribute and

affect the ST,

commands can refer to packets by the ST names and

and'DoCUMENTÀTION attributes' Thus' initialization

canbeenteredintwoways:using<*andÇ'orusing
packet commands. Because editing of packets does

details of packet commands will not be discussed'

the
and

the
not

3.7.4 Usino the PE

Thefollowingexamplewilldescribe,briefly,howaprogratnis

developed.Theexamplei}lustratestheenteringofthedefinitionof
the oBJECT definition "seqfile". It is assumed thaÈ the user is already

in the pE (how the user enters the PE is discussed in a foll0wing

section).andthePEpromptstheuserforacommandwithan''E:''.

whentheuserentersthePEfromsEM'heispositionedtothesTfor
theenvironment.ThePEallowsthedefinitionofaclustertobe
entered in the environment sr. By locating to this cluster definition'

theuserentersPDM.Forexample,t'hedefinition:

E3 OBJECT seqfile
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entered into the environment ST wouLd create an entry in the environment

ST as well as create a LST for the composite entity "seqfil-e". The user

enters the program definition by locating to "seqfiIe":

E: LOCATE seqfile

This operation positions a user to the cluster definition for "seqfile"
and implies that subsequent declarations appear within the OBJECT

definition "seqfiIe". The user then ente,rs aLL l-ocal definitions and

declarations via the PE. Thus, th¡e editor treats declarations entered

into an environment dífferently from those entered into a program

definition. Declarations for the environment ST modify the LST for the

environment and cause allocation of space in the environment DÀ, whereas

decfarations in a definition only rnodify the LST.

The user

"segf i1e".

can now declare the parameters and the local variabLes for

The declaration of the parameters night be done as follows:

E! PARÀMETER
E: PÀRAMETER

record_type :
initial_size

TYPE
3 INT AFTER record_type

The cãtegory of PÀRAMETER is specified to distinguish it from a locaL

variable. The first declaration needs no positional information as

there are no declarations initially. The second parameter has

positional information indicating that iÈ is afÈer parameter

"record-type"i thus, it is the second positi.onal parameter. This
positional information could have been omitted since the default is to

add to the end of the LST.

The decfaration of the CREÀTES variable can now be added to Èhe

definition of "segfiIe". This is done as follows:

E: CREATES sm : seqmem(record-type, record-type'SIZE * initial-size)

Here, "seqmem" must be defined before this addition of ST information,

so that the type field of "sm" can point to the ST entry of "seqmem".

The values of the parameters are stored as a packet for subsequent

processing by the compiler

Next, the declaration of the Ìocal variables may be done:
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: vÀR first-record, Last-record : REF(sm) record-type
ÀCCESS seqacc
PROC write
PROC recreate

Positional information is not necessary aS these are the first }ocal

variables in the cluster definition, and hence they are added in the

order they are given unfess othernise specified.

ninalIy, the initialization code for "seqfi1e" is entered into the

source packet "segf il-e' INITIALIZATION".

The user can then list the entire OBJECT definition by

E: LIST seqfile

or l-ist the source language or documentation:

E
E
E
E

E: LIST
E: LIST

seqf i ler INITIÀLI ZÀTION
seqf i 1e'DOCUMENTATI ON

or information on a specific entity:

E: LIST seqf iIe. f irst-record'DOCUMENTÀTION

which lists the documentation of the local variable "first-record"'

Before "seqf ile" can be conpiled, the user must complete the

definition of "seqacc", "write", and "recreate". This is done by

Locating to the appropriate definition and declaring the local variables

and source language. Several of the local entities of "seqacc" are

procedure definítions and these too must be completed. Again the user

can LOCÀTE to each and declare parameters' Local variables' and input

source language and documentation-

The user is not obliged to enter all the information at oncei that

is, the pE allows incremental program devel-opment. Hovrever' entering a

program lrith the PE requires that some informat,ion be entered ín a

particular order. Both the PE and the compiler require definition

before use, but unlike conventional programming Languages this is

temporal rather Lhan physical. Once, an entity is entered into the ST,

it. can be found (wiÈh proper qualificatÍon) regardless of its ST

position.
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Thus, progrâm definition must be ent,ered top-down as far as the basic
program structure. Hovrever, this program structure need only be a

skeleÈon structure. Once, the program structure is in pIace,

development can occur in any order by any number of users as far as

enÈering source language and testing.

' Às welI, the complete definition of an entity is not necessary before

references to the entity can be used in compiled statements. Once the

interface for a cluster definition or the type for a simple entity is

entered, references to iÈ can be compiled. Thus, declaratÍons to

"seqacc" could be made and compiled, and cal-Is to the access componenÈs

couLd be made and compiLed before the component definitions vrere

completed in t'seqacc t' .

3"7.5 Effeets of ST operations on the Environmental DÀ

Normally, when â user modifies a ST for a DA, any outstanding

instances of the oId ST are non inconsistent with the new ST.

Àtt,enpt ing to update al-l- DAs to correspond to the modi f ied ST is

complicated by the fact that there will frequentl-y be many instances of

a particular ST. To update these DÀs wouLd require pointers from the ST

to all outstanding DÀs. Even if these DAs coul-d be found, the task of

updating the list of outstanding DÀs vloul-d be difficult and expensive.

First, the list of ST pointers would have to be updated dynamically as

each DA was allocated and as each DÀ was deleted" Secondly, in general.

it may not be possible to expand a DÀ without invalidating the

references in object code that operates on the DÀ.

v{hen a user modifies the ST for an environment, the environment ST

becomes inconsistent with the environment DÀ. Às the user re-enters SEM

from PDM and hence mahes the environment DÀ accessíbIe, the

inconsistency beÈvreen ST and DÀ is detected. Àt the point of detection

the system must either prevent the access or update the DÀ to reflect

the new description of the ST. In the case of an environment, this

updating is possible because there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the environment ST and DA. Às wel1, this DÀ is maintained in a

DS which isolates effects of modifications.
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3.8 PRTPARING A PROGRÀ}I FOR EXE¡CITTION

À11 object-code-producing cluster definitions (i.e.

except RECORD) must be compí}ed before Èhey can be used

mqduleg. The resulting object code must be placed in
which the hardware can execute it.
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any cluster

and are cafled

an entity fron

3.8.1 Comnilino Proqrams

Programs can be compiled by using the PE command:

compile-cmnd : :='COMPILE' module-name

The compiler is then abLe to access the source text of the modul-e, its

LST, and its containing LSTs which form the module's environment.

During compilation, the compifer still has to create auxiliary tables Èo

do compilation, such as a parse stack, but no alteration of the ST is

necessary. Às well, any compilation errors are reported to the user.

To resolve references in other environment STs the cornpiler has Èo

search them to extract the Ínformation needed to compile a module.

Because the compiler can find all ST entries for variables by traversing

the ST hierarchy, the compiler can guarantee type consisÈency for all

references, and because the location of al-1 names are resolved at

compile time, generated object code can be frequently executed without a

separate link*editing operation.

3.8.2 SeomenL

The executabfe instructions generated by the compiler must be stored

so that they can be subsequently executed when a reference is made to

them. The object code for a modul-e is stored in a memory specifically

for object code caLled a seqment. Since all references in the object

code have been resolved, the segment need onJ.y þe made accessibl-e to the

hardware and the object code conÈained within it can then be immedíateIy

execuÈed. Thus, like the Mul-tics system, there is no expLicit load
phase when accessing a module.

The segment may contain object code for several modules, and usually

v¡itl" For example, a procedure and all its subprocedures:
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segment

PRoC p
PROC q

PROC r

can be compiled together and placed in the same segment.

possible to compile into a segment procedures that are not

example:

It is also
nested , Í.or

segment

PROC p

END PROC

PROC q

END PROC

The decision as to which moduLes are placed in a segment is made by the

user. Frequently, modul-es that are related to one another will be

placed in the same segment but this need not be so. It is important to
note that just becaube modules are compiled together in the same segment

and call one another does not mean that modules from oÈher segments

cannot mâke calls to these moduLes as welI. The only restriction on

calLs is thât imposed by the block structure rules. This is
significantly different from conventional- systems where modules

containing object code usually have only one entry point callable from

SEM.

3.8.2.1 Creatíng a Segment

Eactr segment is explicitLy decl-ared by the user. For example:

SEGMENT 1

decl-ares a segment r'1rr into which object code for a module can be

conpiJ-ed. The type SEGMENT is built into the systemi it Likely has no

explicit definition.

Segment declarations can only âppear in an OBJECT definition. ThÍs

is because the accessing of the object code in a segment is tied to the
explicit accessing of an objecÈ. This is discussed in detail in chapter
4. Multiple segnents can be defined in an OBJECT definition and a

:ì ii
ìì:
L:
iir
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OBJECT definition can

segments.
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have its object code

It is important to note that while segments are declared witÌ¡ other

variables of an OBJECT definition, they are instantiated not at

execution time but immediaÈeIy upon their definition. Since the object

code for the OBJECT definition and its contained entities is generated

at compile time, the segment which contains this object code must exist

by this time. Thus, the PE manages segment declarations.

3.8.3 Compilatíon Tvpe

When a module is compiled, ttre user can specify one of several-

opÈions that control: when the object code is generated, where the

object code is physically located, and what type of object code is

generated. The qenpife fp. describes this information and is specified

as part of a module definition. Thus, each module has a unigue compile

type, which is used by the cornpiler. The compiler must know this

information not only when compiling the moduLe but also for compiling

references to the modufe from other places in tt¡e system. Three

dífferent compile types are introduced.

3.8.3.1 }tultiple Copies of Prograrn Code

This compile type specifies that the conpiler generate one base copy

of the object code for a module, and that this object code is copied

into each segment that uses it" This is the scheme used in many

conventional systems.

I n conventionaf systems, the object code for source language

statements generated by the compiler is not directly executabfe" This

object code is referred to as an object module. The object module

contains: the object code generated f rom the compilation, a .4@3-ion
dictionary (nf,O) for addresses Èhat must be relocated when the modufe is

loaded, and an e¿leE¡êI symbol- dictionarv (eso) which names all modules

referred to by this rnodul-e and all modules defined by the object module.

All object modules that refer to one another are copied together into an

entiÈy called a load module. This combining together of object moduLes

is necessary in convent,ional systems because ca1ls between load modules
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are not usually supported via the programming language caff mechanism,

only via a system executive mechanism. Thus, the object module ítself

is not directly executable and need not be. It is necessary to retain

object modules to facilitate this copying operation. Thus, Èhe object

module provides a base copy of the ob.ject code for a modufe that can be

copied into different load modules. In this system this corres-ponds to

object modules being duplicated into different segments resulting in

multipl-e copies of the object code tt¡roughout the system.

In t.his system an object module is stored in a specific segrnent. Àny

reference to Èhis object module causes an executable copy of the object

code to be placed in the referencing segment. There are two cases that

constitute a reference:

A direct reference via a calf or decl-aration.

Àn indirect reference which results from a copied module being

referred to v¡iÈhin another module.

Like the conventional object-module load-module systems, this system

assumes thât only one copy of such a modufe is placed in a particufar

segment. Thus, for those routines Èhat are copied it is necessary to

maintain a conventional object moduLe form. This nultiple copy form of

object code requires extra information to be maintained ("g. RLD, ESD);

an È.j_e-4. module (Opt) in this system will be slightly different from

conve,ntional object modul-es as described l-ater-

The purpose of this compilation type is to reduce the number of

inter-segment calLs. Inter-segment ca1ls invol-ve naking another segment

addressable, and transferring control from one segment to anotheri as a

result they might seriously degrade performance.

The disadvantage of COPIED routines is that copies âre not updated

automatically if the OM changes. IÈ is the user's responsibilit.y to do

this. It is not until the module containing the reference is

re-compiled that the inconsistency betv¡een the reference and the OM is

detected. Às a result, COPIED object. code can persist in an out-of-date

forn in the system. However, this is not a problem since the

out-of-date object code is referred to by equally out-of-date references

in the same segment.

rt,
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3.8.3.2 Single Copy of Program Code
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This compile type specifies that the compiler should generate only a

single copy of the module's object code and that al-L references access

this code. The object code produced in this case is directly executable
throughout the system, and so a single copy of the module code is
sufficient. References to it may require an inter-segment cal-1, if the
routine is cal-Ied from another segment.

The advantages of having a single copy of a modul-e's object code are:

There is less space used by having only a singfe copy. This is
especially important for system modules (such as "seqfile") that
are used by many users.
When updates are made to a module, these updates wiLl be

refLected immediatel-y throughout the system as tt¡ere is only one

copy of the object code.

The disadvantages of a dingJ-e copy of a module's object code is that
inter-segment cal-1s will increase execution time.

3.8.3.3 Inlíne Copies of Program Code

This compile type specifies that the compiler bind the arguments to
the parameters at compile time and generate inline object code for the
routine based on this binding. Thus, new object code is generated for
each reference to the entity, and the object code is physically placed

inl-ine at the cal-L site. This is the conventional macro-substitut,ion
process with the added benefit of type checking.

SupporÈing INI,INE compilation in this system is facilitated by the
fact that the source language for a module is stored as a separate

logical entity. That is, the source language packeÈ for an inline
moduLe ís not embedded in other source language as might be true if Èhe

text is stored using a conventional text file scheme. Thus. it ís easy

to l-ocate the source language to perform the macro-substiÈutions and

subsequent object code generation. .The purpose of this type of

compilation is to achieve maximum execution speed at the expense af
using extra storage for the repeated object code. The disadvanÈages are

1

2
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the same as for COPIED as there are multiple copies of the INLINE module

throughout the system whích do not get updated automatically

3.8.4 Separate Compilation

OnIy modules v¡it.h separate compilation type are allowed to be

compiled independently. À module that can be separately compiled is

referred to as a seÞarate compilation unit (SCu). À module without a

compilation type is compiled as part of the SCU in which it is

contained. The reason for not having every module separately
compileable is that it may make possible some optimizations by the

compiler (in respect to addressíng modules).

3.8.5 Specifvinq a Comoíl-ation Tvoe

The type of compiJ-ation is specified as part of a modules definition,
as in:

module-de fn

c ompi Ie-type
segment-spec

cluster-def n compile-type

'COPIED' segment-spec

segment-name I '* '

'SfNGLE' segment-spec 'INLINE'

where the different compile types have

and COPIED forms of the compile type

that stores the object code, as in the

the obvious meaning.

explicitly indicate
f o1l-owing example:

The SINGLE

the segment

OBJECT p SINGLE ]-

This specifies that the object code generated, when "p" is compiled, is
physically contained in segment "1".

To eliminate duplicate writing of a segment name for nested modules

that are to be separately compil-eabl-e in the same segment as the

containing module, the segment name can be entered as a rqrrr. For

example:

OBJECT
PROC

:
PROC r SINGLE *

END OBJECT

ps
qS

INGLE ].
INGLE *

1

I

j:

.:.
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implies that procedure "g" and "r" are SCUs and their object code is

contained in the same segment as the containing module "p", namely "1".
Notice if a user wânts to be able to separateLy compile a module he must

specify a compile type, ês in "q" and "r", without this specification

"q" and "r" woul-d automatically be compiled when the containing SCU

("p") is compiled.

The initialization code for the OBJECT definition can also be

specified to appear in one of the segments defined within the OBJECT

definition. This all-ows the OBJECT definition to be defined completely,

that is. its function and the l-ocation of its generated obJect code"

Thus, when l-ooking up a segment name, the search starÈs in the current

module and not outside, tot example:

OBJECT seqfile SINGLE seqseg
SEGMENT seqseg

Àlthough segment "seqseg" is defined inside of OBJECT definition

"seqfile", the object code for "seqfile" appears in segrnent "seqseg".
Às well; any other modules contained in "seqfife" can have Èheir object

code placed in "seqseg".

3.8"6 E¡xamÞle of a Comoilat,ion Tvpe

The fotlowing nonsense example illustrates some of the different

combinations possibLe wiÈh compile types and their effects:

OBJECT p
PROC q

PROC r

PROC s

END OBJECT

The SINGLE type on OBJECT definition "p" specifies that the object code

for "p" and any entities in "p" that do not have a compile type are

compiled together and placed in segment "1'.

The SINGLE type on procedure definition "q" specifies that the object

code for "q" is compil-ed and placed in Segment "record-tYPê"" Having

"q's" object code in a separate segment might be useful- during the

debugging phase of "q". Duríng debugging many cornpiJ-ations are done,

SINGI,E ]-
SINGT,E M

COPIED n

INLINE
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each recompiJ-ation may causes reorganization on the segment into which

the entity is compiled. For efficiency reasons (discussed later) it

might be advantageous to have this reorganization done on a separate

segment containing only procedure "q".

The COPIED type on procedure definition "r" specifies that the OM for
rrril is compiled into segment "n'. This OM contains the object code and

any other information necessary to facilitate copying of the object code

into other segments. A copy of the OM for rrrrr is automaticalLy copied

into any segment which has an ínstance of object "p" that calls "r"- 
:

The INLINE type on procedure definition "s" specifies that the object

code for 'tstt is generated whenever a reference to "s" is made. The

arguments are bound to the paramet,ers in the expanded code and the

resulting object code is placed in the segment where the reference

occurs.

3.8.7 Compile Tvpe of a PrototyÞe

À prototype may also have

those situations vrhere there

For example.

compile type. This is necessary for

acÈual definitions in the prototype.are

CLÀSS PROTOTVPE c (
PRoC p( .., )

END PROC

END CLASS

In this example, the procedure definition "p" has been speeified in the

prototype and as a result cannot be added to by a type definition

derived from this prototype" Depending on the compile-type of prototype

"c" the object code for "c" may be separate or included into the segment

for each type definition. If "c" has a SINGLE compilaÈion type then the

compilation of "c" will place the generated object code for rrprr in the

specified segment. Then. all types dependent on "c" will all refer to

the single version of "p's" object code. I f the eornpilation type of 'rc'r

is COPIED or INLINE the object code for rrptr wil-L be treated

appropriately and will ultimately be associated yrith the segment for any

type definition that depends on "c".
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3.8.8 Elnvironment Seoment,

So that beginning users do not have to define segments for their
modules, a segment is defined in the environment ST for the user.
Hence, iÍ no compile Èype is specified for a module it will be compifed

into the default user segment. The default segment can be added in the

definition of "user" in the following way.:

ENVIRuser():usertype

SEGMENT user_segment

CREATES umem : user_memory
SINGLE user_segment

Thus, all modules without a compile clause, enÈered into an instance of
type "user", will be compiled into the segment of the containing module,

which is "user-segmentr'. Honever, these modul-es are not SCUs, and hence

the environment must be recompiled to cause recompilation of them. This
could be done automatically when returning to SEM.

3.9 ORGANIZÀTION OF TI{E SEGMENT

The segment is organized to aIlow both the entering of COPIED and

SINGLE object code by the compiler and the subsequenÈ access of SINGLE

object code by other modules through the cal-L mechanism. This is
further complicated by the need to support separate compilation of each

SCU in the segmenÈ.

To alIow separate compilation it is necessary to be able to move

existing SCUs around in the segment. Movement is necessary because

recompiled object code will, in general, occupy a different amount of
space than it did previously. However, movement of modules affects the
addresses compiLed as part of a routine reference, êDy absolute
addresses in the object code itself, and may cause other SCUs Èo be

moved as weIl. À technique for solving these problems is presented.

3,9"1 Àddress !èÞfe

The address of an SCU in the segment must remain fixed from the time
a module is declared because from that point on calls can be compiled to
it. These caIls require äddresses which in turn must not ctrange as a

result of recompilation. To allow both fixed addresses for a module
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reference and movement of the object code vtithin a. Segment, a Ìevel of

indirection is introduced. A table of pointers, called the address

table (AT) is aflocated at Èhe beginning of each segment, one entry for

each SCU in the segment. Each ÀT entry contaíns the address of the

corresponding scu, âs well as other information about the scu- The

position of the AT entry corresponding to a particular SCU constitutes

the..address" of the routine. The entries in the ÀT are never moved and

hence the position of an ÀT entry never changes.

When a definition occurs with a compile type of SINGLE or COPIED, the

pE obtains an AT entry from the specified segment, and places the

position of this entry in the address fiel-d of the ST entry for the

entity. It is Èhis posit,ion (along with the segment address, if it is

an inter-segment call) that is used for any references to the routine.

When a Segment is declared, an AT of some predefined size is

allocated. However, the size of the ÀT can be increased dynamically if

necessary. This is done by rnoving all routines in the segment creating

more space for the ÀT. Of course this necessitates adjusting the SCU

addresses in the ÀT entries and all addresses in the object code.

Hence, increasing the AT size is an expensive operation; however, it

wi]l probably be done infrequently. The ÀT can only be made smaller if

entries are freed at the end of the ÀT; however, in general, this wiLl

require that all SCUs in the segment be given new AT addresses' and

hence, that afl references to these SCUs must be recompiled. This is

mitigated by the fact Èt¡at ÀT entries for deleted SCU can be reused by

other ScUs (this is further discussed in chapter 4).

3"9"2 ÌfanaqemenÈ of the Seoment

When the compiler first compiles a module, the object code is placed

at the end of the specified segment; the compifer also fiIls in the ÀT

entry with the address of the code in the segmenÈ. when the compiler is

about to recompile a module, the old version is destroyed. T!¡e compiler

may move routines after the old version forward, recovering the space

occupied by the old routine. fhis is called comÞressino the segment.

The ÀT entry will be flagged to indicate that the old version is deleted

in event of a system crash. The nev¡ object code is then added to the

end of the segment. This movement of object code requires that the
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addresses for all modules be known, so that they

updated to reflect the nevr postions.
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can be appropriately

Às each routine is moved forward the address in its corresponding ÀT

entry is modified to reflect the new position of the object code in the

segment. Since SCUs are called via their corresponding AT enÈry and not

directly by their address in tt¡e segment, no outstanding references are

affected by the movement of object code. However, the object code

itself nay contain addresses $rithin the segment. For example, the

address of a constant tab1e, or the address of ã contained routine that

is not separately compiLeable and hence does not have an ÀT entry"

These addresses must aLso be modified when the object code is moved.

with Èhe conventionaf load modules all of the addresses v¡ithin the

load module must be known so that they can be relocated when the Load

modul-e is loaded into real memory for execution. The l-ocation of these

addresses is maintained in the RLD tabl-e of the load module. Simílarly,

in this system addresses must be known to facilitate compression of the

object code in the segment. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain an

analogue of the RLD table so that addresses can be modified during

compression" The RLD table contains the addresses of routines in the

segment and is stored as part of the object code for an SCU, instead of

conÈaining the focations of the addresses as in conventional systems.

The RtD table is locat.ed at the end of each SCU. Each entry of the

RLD table is the actual address of a referenced item (module or

constant). To access these addresses in the object code, the RLD table

can be made accessibLe by loading a base register with its starting

address" The addresses within the RI¡D table can then be used to

reference constant tables or invoke local routines.

For example, the following declarations:

PROC p
PROC

END

PROC

END

SINGLE Is()
PROC

r(
PROC

s(r(
END PROC
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the following structure in segment ttltt:

SEGMENT '' ] I'

ÀT for
il1n

code for
rrlrr

Since procedures "q" and "r" are not separately compileable, they do not
have ÀT entries. À11- references to I'q" and "r" in the object code for

"p'r (and in the object code for "q" and "r" if they reference each

other) actually refer to the RLD entries .for "q" and "r" respectively.
The RLD entry contains the address of the object code for procedures "q"
and "r". rt is these addresses in the RLD entries (along e¡ith the

addresses in the ÀT) that must be updated during compression. This
problem may be mitigated on machines that have program-rel-ative
addresses; for them. there woul-d be few or no entries in the RLD table.

In the case of OM's there must also be an ESD to indícate alf other
COPIED routines referenced by this SCU. This information is used to
extract other COPIED modules from the same or different segments as

needed. When the OM is copied into a segmen.t, ân ÀT entry is created
for it if none exists already. The compiLer then fills in the
appropriate RLD entries to inter-connect the copied routines. Thè ESD

indicates which RLD entry is used for any particular entity. This
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1Ínking is necessary because the address of the COPIED module

known at compile time since there are muftiple copies of it..
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cannot be

À COPIED module is unusual because it is never calfed from a

different segment since any segment that references the module has its

ovrn copy. However, an ÀT entry is necessary for the execuÈable copy of

t,he OM so that the compiler is able to determine if a copied moduLe

already appears in the segment. So in many regards the copied module is

like a contained routine that is not separately compileable. In
particular, RLD references can point directly at the COPIED ¡nodule, and

hence iÈ is referenced in the object code in the same manner. Hotvever,

because a copied modul-e is not logically contained in the referencing

module and because it is an SCU, it must be handled differently during

compression. Since ttre copied module is not contained. in a referencing

module, it may or may not move during compression. Thus, a RLD

reference to a copied module may or may not have to be modified during

compression, unlíke RLD references to contained routines which always

are modified.

I f the COPIED moduLe precedes the deleted module then during

compression it is not moved and hence any RLD pointers need not be

modified. If tt¡e COPIED module follows the deLeted module then alL RLD

poinÈers to it rnust be modified. Therefore, by comparing the old RLD

pointer value s¡ith the position of the deLeted module it is possible to

teII if it must be modified. This algorithm works for the simpÌe case

of RLD's pointing to constanÈ t,ables or containing routines, âs well-"

If the SCU they are associated with precedes the del-eted module, Èhe

module is not moved; t¡ence, the RLD vaLues remain the same. If the

module foLlows the deLeted module. the moduLe is moved and the RLD

values must be modified"

For example, Èhe foLlowing declarations:

PROC p SINGLE I
PROC q COPIED n

PROC r COPIED *

END PROC
r()

END PROC
s()

END PROC
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foLlowing in segments "n" and "1" when t,he rouÈines

SEGMENT "n"

ÀT for
tr 

¡ì Í!

code for
ilnI

The ÀT entries for OM's are distinguished from other AT entries. Thus,
it is possible to allow the OM to be copied into the same segment and
yet be abl-e to distinguish the oM fron its executabre copy. The

reference in "q" to "r" causes an ESD entry to be associated with the
object code for "q" so that "r" vriÌl be copied when '|rqrr ís copied. The

RLD entry for "r" is not filled in unÈir "q" and "r" are copied into a

referencing segment. "q's" EsD entry for "r" points at the RLD entry so

that it can be filled in when "r" is copied along with "q". Às wer1,
the EsD entry points to the oM "r". This pointer can point to an oM in
the same or a different segment

a aÀT entry
for oM "qt'

ÀT entry
f or OM t'r t'

a
ref to ttrtt

RLD for
r

a ESD entry
OM ttrt'

!tqt'

or

OM
ESD for

code for
OM "n"

code
oM"

t
r"

RLD for
oM *q" RLD for

OM ttr"

ESÐ for
OM "r"
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âddress and length of the object code in the segment

address and length of the RLD table

address of the sT entry for this SCU

2

3

This is necessary for the debugger to allow symbolic debugging'

for the compiler to check if an oM is already contained in a

segment, and for deferred object resolution.

Flags - SINGLE or coPIED or OM

Several more fields are

fields ¡vil-1 be discussed

needed to facilitate consistency checking; these

in chapter 4.

3.9.4 Transfer Table

To implement prototypes requíres that all components in the type.

definitions based on the prototype be at Èhe same fixed focations. This

allows references to be compiled and these references will- be the same

for any of the particular type definitions derived from the prototype.

Variables can be laid out in the same location of the loca1 DA for all-

type definitions. other variables that are added in the type

definitions are assigned locations after these. This is done by having

the compiler allocate displacements for the variables in tL¡e prototype

by compiling the prototype. When the protot.ype ST information is used

in a type definition, these displacements are retained. However' in the

case of modules, this is a problem since Èhe size of the object code for

each module will vary from type definition to type definition based on

the same prototype.

To make it possibl-e to assign fixed locations Èo procedures within a

prototype, a table caffed a Eg¡-sf er. table (Tf ) must be introduced f or

each type that is dependent on a prototype. The TT is included with the

object code for the type definition, and not in the AT. The TT like the

ÀT provides a level of indirection so that modules of the type

definition can be assigned fixed addresses and yet may vary in position

from type definition to type defÌnition.

The TT has an entry for each nodule in the prototype. That is' each

entry points to the module's object code in the SCU. As with the

variables Ín a prototype, the compiler can assign displacements to all

4
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the modules in the prototype, and once assigned, they are n.ot changed.

These displacements are the positions of the TT entries for each

routine. Each type definition uses the same TT layout as the type

definition's prototype. For example,

CLASS PROTOTYPE cp
PROC PROTOTYPE p
PROC PROTOTYPE q

roÈo (

END CLÀSS PROTOTYPE

CLÀSS ct
PROC p

vp
(

e( ) : cproto SINGLE 1

PnOC q(

PROC r (

END CLÀSS

produces the following data structure in segment "1":

SEGMENT '' 1''

ÀT for
ilfil

code for
nfI

The first 3 entries (for "ctype", "p". and "q") in Èt¡e TT are controll-ed

by the prototype. The last TT entry (for "r") is an addition for the

superset type "ctype". Because the TT cannot be made to conform to tvto

different layouts, it is not possible to have a Lype dependent on more

than one prototype (or one prototype dependenÈ on more than one

prototype). It would not be possibJ-e to organize the TT so that it

coufd be passed to a context for either prototype as both situations

would expect their TT elements to be aÈ the beginning of tt¡e TT table.

a ÀT entry
for "ctypet'

o o a a TT for
"ctype"

code forrrrrr

code for
ilpil

c ode for
Iqrr

al-1oc. 6. init. code for
"ctype"

I
code fort'ctype "
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In Lhe case where a routine such as rrprr is an ScU, the TT entry for

"p" sti11 points at object code in "ctype". Hov¡ever' this object code

merely calls "p" wherever it is. This handLes the situation where one

type definition rnay have routine "p" as an SCU and another may not.

Hence, the reference is independent of the number of secondary'segment

references. For example,

OBJECT
PROC
PROC

p(
END PROC

END OBJECT

PROTOTYPE cproto SINGLE
PROTOTYPE p( )
q( )

)

I

OBJECT ctype : cproto SINGLE m
enoc p( )

END PROC
END OBJECT

In this example, "cproto" is compiled and

routine "q" is entered into segment rrf rr.

resolve the reference to routine "p" in

will appear in an unknown segment. This

a special way.

the object code for the

the compiler
object code

must be dealt

However,

"q" as the
situation

actual-

cannot

f or "p"
with in

To make a call from a prototype routine to a routine in an objec! (or

memory) that is derived from it, it is necessary that the segment

containing the object code for the OBJECT definition and its address in

the segment be readily accessible at execution. This could be done by

passing the address of the current object to the prototype to be used

for calIs Èo actuâl modules. with the object segment known, the call

from the prototype back to the object can occur.

As well, if a call is made to routine "q" from an instance of "ctype"
or from vrithin the definition of "ctype", then the compiler must use the

inter-segment address of "q" to perform the call instead of the TT entry

in "ctype". To avoid having to compile the inter-segment address of rrq'r

into all such caLls, the compiler will create a dummy routine for "q" in

"ctype" and it is this routine that is referred to by the TT entry for

"q". This dummy routine performs the actuaL inter-segment call to "q".
Thus, a call to "q" simpl-y uses "q's" TT entry in "ctype" to invoke the

dummy routine for "q".
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This mechanism is used to handle cafls from the capsule of a memory

definition to actual routines in the prototype for the disk memory that

uses the capsule. For example,

MEMORY PRoTOTYPE dirmemtype
OBJECT PROTOTYPE dircaP ". .

MEMORY seqmem ... CREATES dircap

OBJECT segfiIe... CREÀTES seqmem

END OBJECT

MEMORY vtocmem : dirmemtype
OBJECT dircap

forces the same definition for "seqmem" and "seqfile" no matter what

type of devices they are stored on. Here, the allocatíon of "seqfile"
in an instance of "vtocmem" causes a call via the CREÀTES cLauses to

"seqfil-e", which then caf1s "seqmem", which then caf1s "dircap" in

"vtocmem". Thus, there is a call from the prototype routine "seqmem" to

the object instance routine "dircap" in "vtocmem""

3.9"5 ExÈernallv Call-able Proorams

Programs that are able to be called from anott¡er segment are called

externaffv caLLabl-e (xC). The caÌ1ing segment contains the address of

the module and this address must be independent of all- compiLation

activity in the called segment. This is why al-l- SCUs are accessed

indirectly through ÀT entries" Ho$rever, some modul-es are not SCUs but

are sti11 externally callable. For example:

OBJECT p SINGLE I
PROC q

PROC r
END OBJECT

procedures "q" and "r" are both avail-able to be called from outside the

segment via the inLer-segment call mechanism, or fron within the segment

via the standard call mechanism. However, "9" and "r" are not SCUs, and

hence wôuld not have an ÀT entry. To handle this situatÍon these

modules will have entries in the TT fo; "p" instead of RLD entries in

the RI¡D table of "p". This alfows the address to remain fixed for

references and yet allows the object code to move Þrith the code for the

containing SCU.
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C]early, the compil-er must be able to determine all XC modules,

because the object code that is generated for a reference is dif.ferent.
The procedure to determine if a module is XC and hence requires a TT

entry is as follows. Start at Èhe modufe and proceed to each containing
cluster def inition in turn until-:

1. the father is a procedure definition or has compil-e-type INLINE

Since it is not
procedure except

in a procedure

al1ow ãccess to inner leveLs through instances of containing
it is necessary to check outside of theseentities;

entities.
the father

hence,

has a compile type of SINGLE or COPIED.

If the father ís not a procedure definition then the modufe is
XC. That is, the entity is accessible via an environment or
object or class instance. In this case, the segment specified by

the compile type indicates where the AT entry for the module wilL
appear.

This procedure is done by the PE as part of the creation of a new moduLe

in the ST and it marks the ST entry appropriaÈely for the compiler.

3.10 ÀT POR OBi'ECTS IN MEMORIES

For memories that contain muftiple objects it will be necessary to
maintain a lisÈ of pointers to all the objects all-ocated in the memory.

This list is the equivalent of the AT for a segment and is necessary for
the same reasons Èhat the ÀT is necessary for SCUs in a segment. In
particular, it allows the objects in tt¡e memory to be moved for storage
management reasons. and yet stiIl maintain fixed addresses. Às weIl,
the memory writer may want to associate other information, such as

security information, with the object; since this information is
determined dynamically it cannot be stored in the objecÈ's DÀ. This
information would be kept in the ÀT entry for that object.

possible to refer to internal procedures of a

from within the procedure, ãDy module contained
cannot be XC. Conversely, objects and cLasses

2
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Un1ike ÀT's for segments which must afl have the same structure, each

memory containing objects can define its own ÀT structure. For example,

in the definítion of "vtocmem" the ÀT was a simple array that.pointed to

aJ-I capsules al-l-ocated in a VTOC. rn the case of "seqf iIe" there is

only one object in the nemory and hence the ÀT can be very simple.

3"11 IIORKING IN SEM

The environment provides the basis for interaction with the machine.

The ability to define new variables and cluster definitions wiÈhin the

environmént all-ows a user to create persistent data items and moduLes.

The ability to dynamicatly execute programming language statements in

Èhe environment al-Lows the user to test nevrly written modules and use

existing modules to perform operations on environment variables.

3.11.1 Siqnino on to ttre SYstem

It is imagined that a process is started for aII input ports to Èhe

machine, after the system is loaded. rf a port is inactive the Èask

associated with it is quiescent. When a terminal is connected to the
port, the task is activated. This is the same scheme used in UNIX3 The

terminal task has associated with it a segmenÈ that is declared inside

the task. It is into this segment that the interactive programming

language statements will be compiled. On activation of the terminal

task, the terminal task invokes Èhe compiler which reads statements fro¡n

the terminal. The user types in a call to a logon routine and passes

his user instance as a parameter:

logon ( buhr )

The call is compiled at ã particular location in the ST hierarchy (i.e"

where the terminal tasks are l-ocated) and each user is probably declared

in t.his environmenti thus, the user name need not be qualified. The

object code for the call is compiled ínto the segment associated with

the terminal and subseguentJ-y executed. By having only this one module

(i.e. "J-ogon") in the ST for the terminal task and not allowing the user

to enter the PE at this poinÈ, there is littIe that can be done here

except sign-on.

3 UNIX is a Trademark of ÀT&T BelL Laboratories"
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The Logon routine creates an access class for the user, establishes

accounting information, and calls a routine called "sígnon" in the

access class. Because the "user" is probably a process, the calling of

the "signon" routine re-activates the task that was created when the

user r.ras decl-ared. This routine aflocates 1ocal variables and executes

any code in the procedure. Normally there will be ã statement at the

end of his initializaÈion code to call the compiJ.er, at this point

passing the terminal as input, the current ST context for compiling

interactive statements, and the terminal segment in which the compiled

object code is put. The eompiler then reads statements from thç

terminal and compifes them as if they were entered in the context of the

"signon" procedure in the user's envíronment.

Àt sign off. the cornpiler returns and the remainder of the "signon"
routine is executed. The routine "signon" then reÈurns, logon finishes

and releases all the object code from the Èerminal segment, and the

compiler at the terminal level is ready to sign-on another user.

3.11.2 Interactive Invocation of the CompíLer

The need to invoke the compiler interactively from the "signon"
routine is not. an isolated situation or done just to achieve SEM.

Invoking the cornpiler interacÈive1y and passing iÈ an input file, a ST

context, and a segment is how modules are compiled in PDM. The only

difference bet,ween that and SEM is that the compiJ-er expects individuaL

sÈatements in SEM and that the compiled object code is executed

inmediately. This facility can be used for many different purposes.

Invoking the compiler interactively can be used as a method of module

debugging. Ratber than putting print statements at strâtegic points in

a module to determine what is going on, it wouLd be possible to invoke

the compiler at these points. l.then the compiler is invoked, the user

would be able to enter interactive statements thaÈ are compiled in that

context. This alfows printing out and/or changing variables that are

visible in the current static context. l^then the interactive invocation

of the cornpiLer is terminated, the nodule will resume after the call to

the compiler.
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Às weLl, this facility is needed by the debugger, which wiLl allow

dynamic setting of breahpoints in a module. When these breakpoints are

encountered during execution, the debugger can invoke the compiler to

interrogate and/or change the module DÀ.

3,11.3 Transient DÀ for Àccess Variables

À decl-aration such as:

VÀR pz : ^sys.zarnke.useracc

made at the top l"evel of user "buhr" wouLd result in the storage for

"pz" being allocated in buhr's environment DÀ, al-ong nith the creation

of an access cLass to access environment "zarnke". When the user signs

oft, Lhe access class is deleted when the DA it appears in disappears.

Since the environmenÈ does not disappear, the access variabl.e would

remain outstanding. Hence, the access variable "pz" would only be valid

during the terminal session in which it is created. Attempting to use

"pz" during another terminal session would result in an error.

If the user aLways wants to access environment "zarnke", then it is

necessary to declare "pz" in a context that will create "pz" at each

sign-on. This wil-t cause the creation of an access class at that time.

À context associated with the environment that cân provide this type of

eontext is the environment ãccess class. The user can make declarations

in the environment access class by locating to the environment access

class definition using the PE and then rnaking the appropriate

decLaration. These declarations wilL be executed when the user

re-enters SEM and references can be made to them in executable

statements. Note that this is possible because each environment has its

own sT and hence any declarations in the access class definition of an

environmenÈ are unique to that particular user.

when the user signs off or ceases accessing the environment, tt¡e

access class is released and so are all of its Ioca1Iy declared

variabl-es such as "p2". tlhen the access class is subseguently

re-created sucb¡ as at sign-on, alf the local-ly declared variables are

re-created" This includes simpl-e variables as well as access variabLes"

Hence, the user can continue to directly access entities in environment
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"zarnke" through "pz" until the declaration of "rtz" is removed from the

environment access cfass definition.

While this scheme seems to provide the necessary facilitiès for

variables that must be allotated in transient storage, there is one

problem. Users who wish to access another user's environment (which

contains all- his files) do not vrant to have all of these extraneous

access variables created when an access cLass for the environment is

created. Hence, the environment access class definition is not an

appropriate place for these transient variables.

To sol-ve this problem the user can declare afl transient variables in

ttre "signon' routine insÈead of the "user" access cIass. This works

because the "signon" routine is calfed when the user signs on, hence any

transient variables declared within it will be created and be accessible

from SEM. However. "signon" is not call-ed when another user accesses

the environment.

3.11.0 StaÈement Execution Mode

when a user signs on, he is placed in SEM for his particular

environment. In SEM the user may enÈer executable statements, and these

statements are compi Ied into the terminal- segment . and executed

immediately. The statements entered may refer to the variabfes declared
in the active sign-on environment or to other environments via

appropriate quali f ication.

The following is an example of an interactive session:

I¡ i <- 1

I! output.int(i)
1

I: LOOP
UNTILí>5EXIT

IFÍ-=3THEN
output.int(i)

END I F'
i+<-1

END LOOP
1

2
4
5

I:

:::.a).

i:

a
.1

.'.1
:..';

..:
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The co¡npiler accepts one executabfe statement at a time after the prompt
ttf:rr. A statement may be a controf structure, âs the loop above

il1usÈrates; it must be entered in its entirety before it is executed.

If a complex series of operation are desired, the code can be made into

a procedure in the user's environment which can be edited and compiled.

Thi s f¡rocedure can Èhen be invoked dynamicaJ-J-y.

3.11.5 EnterÍnq the PE

The PE can be considered as a procedure in

Thus, the PE has access to the environment

routine in the environment, it can be invoked

the

sT.

in SEM

user "

is a

definition of a

Since the PE

by typing:

I: edit

but this mây be handled specially because edit is really a procedure

associated with the sT. The PE then reads from the terminal unÈiI it is

ended by the user. This operation might also be done by switching

windows or creaÈing a new windovr on a fulf screen editing system. In

either case it involves a mode switch between SEM and PDM.

3.11.6 Movinq Àround ín the Elnvironment

À user must be able to position himseff to other environments in the

envi¡o¡¡ment hierarch:¿ (a subset of the DS hierarchy). This would allow

a user to enter executable statements in other environmenÈs and to enter

the PE to modify these envíronments. Thus, some technique is necessary

to alLow moving from one environment to another.

To move in the environment hierarchy requires changing the current

environment in which executable statements are compiled and executed.

To do this the user can invoke a "locate" routine in the another user's

env i ronment :

J : ^sys. zarnke. useracc . locaÈe

This would create an access class for "zarnke" and invoke routine

"locate" in the access class. The "locate" routine would simply invoke

the cornpiler interactively, so that subsequent interactíve statements

are compiled using the new environment ST context, and so that

subsequent execution uses the neÞr environment DÀ. Terrninating the
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compiLer would terminate the "locate" routine and the user would return
to Þ¡is original environment.

3.11.7 Síoninq Off the Svstem

À user should be abl-e to sign off the system in 3 different ways.

user can terminate or -ESS-g¡! or q!.j_n!s a session at sign off.

À

Termination means that all transient active tasks are terminated
and all transient DÀs are released.

Suspension means that all tasks are suspended until the user logs

back on to the system, but the transient DÀs for the suspended

tasks are retained. The retension of the transient DÀs afLoÞ¡s

the tasks to resume exactly where they left off when the user

suspended his session.
Continue means that all tasks continue to run even after Èhe user

has disconnected his terminaL from the system.

Termination can be handled sinply by signalling end-of-file to the

compiler. Horrever, both suspension and continuation will tikely be done

by calls to routines in the Èerminal task. For exampl-e:

^ systemem. te rmta sk . suspen s i on
^systemem. termtask . cont i nue

2

3

This deferred reference calls
task to cause suspension or

termi na1 .

the appropriate routine in the terminal
disconnects thecontinuation and then

3.11.S E¡xamÞle User Session

The following user session demonstrates the use of the PE and SEM.

In this sessíon the definition of "seqfile" is augmented by introducing
a nevr routine in "seqacc" which returns the number of records currently
in the fiLe. In the process of adding the new routine. the existing
definition of "seqfile" must be augmented as weI1.

a'
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logon(buhr) ê sign on
LOCATED TO BUHR @ 11 :15 WED. 14, '1 984
edit Ç enter the PE
Locat.e seqfile -- position to LST for object "seqfile"
var no_of_rec : INT -- declare record counter
list seqf il-e' initialÍzation
first_record <- last_record <- NIL
append seqf iLe' iniÈialization
no-of-rec <- 0 ç set counter to zero at creation
locate write -- position to LsT for "yrrite" in "seqfiIe"
list write' initialization
last_record <- sm.v¡rite(r)
IF first_record = NIL THEN

first_record <- last_record
END IF
append write' initialization
no_of_rec +<- 1 Ç count each new record
locate end -- end focate to "vtrite"
locate seqacc -- position to LST for "seqacc"
proc size -- decl-are nevr procedure
locate size -- position to LST for new proc "size"
returns norec : INT -- declare return value
append size'initial-ization -- insert source text
norec <- no_of_rec C return number of records
locate end -- end locate to "size"
compile seqfile -- re-compile "segfile"
NO ERRORS DETECTED
locate end -- end locate to "segfile"
var f : seqfile(INT) -- declare test fife in environment "buhr"
var pf : f.seqacc -- decl-are access class for test fiLe
var i, nr : rNT -- decl-are sundry variables
locate end -- go back to sEM
nr <- pf.síze Ç check current size of test fiLe
output.int(nr) ê no records just after decl-aration

0
FOR i <- 1 TO 100 Ç l-oad fife with 100 records
LOOP

pf.write(i)

I:
E!
E:
E:

E:

E:

E:
E¡

Þ.

E:
E:
E:
E:
E¡
E:

E
E
E
E
E
I
I
I3

END LOOP
I: nr <- pf.size
i , o,rtp,.tt'. ini (nr )

'100
Is signal end_of-fífe

LOCATE END TO BUHR @

Ç check current size of test file
C 100 records af ter J-oading

sign off
14, 1984

+
1 1 :45 WED.

While this method of modification may appear tedious for a command

line system, facilities Iike pop:up menus, a mouse, ând fuII-screen

editing would remove much of the tedium.

3.12 st r.rMÀRY

The inÈroduction of the programming language construct the ENVIR

allows the programming language to be used interactively. This brings

all construcÈs of the programming language, including control structures

and data types, to the interactive fevel. Hence, the conventional

command Iànguage has been el-iminated.

Às we11, mâintaining the ST information for all declarations allows

type checking of aLI references throughout the system at both the user

and Èhe system level. The maintenance of tbe ST by tbe PE guarantees
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the integrity oÍ. thÍs information and introduces
programming that is significanÈ1y different from thaÈ
parse-tree editor.

a nevr style of

introduced using a

Final1y, fil-e declaration and use is now available
system both in SEM and in PDM. Thus, fil_es that the
persist can be declared as variabLes in the environment.

throughout the
user wishes to



Chapter IV

ÀDDRESSING

A processor/Ceu spends most of its time addressing data: both in the

hardware when instruction addresses are evaluated, and in the software

where a large proportion of calculations and movement of data has to do

with ca]culating or finding the address of data to be processed. These

calcul-ations invol-ve many different types of addresses: for example,

manipulating real memory addresses, or virtual memory addresses, or L/O

device addressesr o! the address of data on Lt,e I/O device, or.neÈvrork

addresses" Traditionally, all of these addresses have significantly

different forms and musÈ be handled by different hardware or softvtare

routines. Normally, the user deals strictly with symbolic names, and

hence is not aware of these different forms and their manipulation

because the transl-ation from symbolic name to internal address is
performed for him by the system.

Some of the different address forms are the result of the physical

characteristics of.the hardware devices, and some are the result of the

software structure that is imposed by the programming system (for

example, the DS hierarchy). Whil-e the hardware is cast-in-stone to ã

Iarge degree, the softvrare address forms can be designed to provide a

consistent approach to describing where data is located. This approach

implies the ability to process an address without having to treat any

part of the address in a way substantially different from the other
parts. This type of addressing is called a uniform addressinq scheme.

This chapter will present a particular design for such a uniform scheme

given the considerations necessary to implement the ideas presented in

chapters 2 and 3.

It is desirable to have this consistent approach to addressing in
order to cover Èhe broad specLrum of addressing needs. Work has been

done using a large uniforrn address to assign unique addresses to al-I

objects in the system [MYERS80]. thus providing a simpfe consistent
method of accessing information no matter where it is physical.Iy located

133
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in the hardware structure of the machine. While this eliminates many

different address forms, it produces a number of undesirable effects.
First, the uniform address space cannot expand to handle increased
addressing capacity. Secondly, the length of the uniform address must

be large enough to handle the Largest possible file/data area. À

consequence of sefectÍng this maximum size is the fixing of the size of
the address used in pointers. Lastly, there is the problem. with a

uniform addressing scheme, oÍ trying to keep Èrack of unused addresses

so that they can be subsequently used.

4.1 STRUCTURED ÀDDRESSTNG SCIIEME

Àn addressing scherne is proposed that will provide a consistent
addressing structure for the system, and yet not have the drawbacks of a

uniform addressing scheme. Such a scheme is called a structured
addressino scheme. A structured addressing scheme wil-I provide a

consistent addressing nethod that covers addressing aI1 of tL¡e diverse
parts of the programming system. It must be able to accommodate system

growth and yet this expansion must not cause existing addresses Èo

become invalid. This structured address is like a qualified name in a

programming language (eg- X.y.Z)'ì the structured address is the internal
analogue.

4.2 I,ÍEMORY IIIERÀRCIIY

The ¡nemor.y hierarchv (MH) is f ormed f rom the persistent declarations
in the system. The root of the hierarchy is the system memory or system

DS (or nucleus) in which Èhe decLarations for aIl persisting storâge
areas are made. These persisting sÈorage areas are further subdivided.
A subdivision does not have to correspond with physical storage; it may

be a logical division used for administrative reasons. À memory such as

"seqmem" is a leaf memory in the MH as it is not designed to accommodate

other memories.

For example, a particular systemrs MH night look J-ike this:
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each

For

work group vtoc 1

Àt each level an

particular type of

example:

vloc2 user group

userl user2 user20 user21

fi es env]-r fi 5 envr.r

where a group is a J"ogica1 subdivision of the memory. For example, a

particular group may be one or more physical volumes wþich coLlectively

def ine a single logical memory. The installat ion controfs Èhe

declaration of the entities that form the upper portions of the

structure. The user may or may not be able to add new leveIs to the

lower portion of the structure.

Notice that the memory hierarchy does not have a large number of

levels, and that it is independent of the ST and DS hierarchies that

show the logical structure of cl-uster definitions and instances. It is

this structure that forms the basis for formation of the addresses that

reference data throughout the system. These addresses are calfed MH

addresses.

4 "2.1 MI{ Def íni t ion

The kind of MH structure thaÈ can be constructed by an instaflation

depends on Èhe definitions that are created for the sÈructure by the

system designer. For example, does the system need the ability to

ailocate a "seqfiIe" or a user in the "systemem", or are only disks

allocaÈed in "systemem"? Can a disk contain a "segfiIe" in it Èhat does

not belong Èo a user? Can a user allocate another user or a disk memory

within his own memory? These decisions must be made by the sysÈem

designer and the definitions for the MH must be organized Èo provide the

type of MH structure that is desired.

The MH definition can be structured in several ways, two of which are

the following:

1 explÍcit definition is made to al}ow

entity Èo be declared at that leveL.
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MEMORY systemem

MEMORY PROTOTYPE dirmemtype
MEMORY seqmem ...

OBJECT seqfile
other file types

ENVIR PROTOTYPE usertype : dirmemtype

ENVIR user usertype

MEMORY vtocmem
MEMORY user

: dirmentype
use r_vol-umetype

If the system "sys" is of
decl"aration of a "vtocmemt'

type " systemem" , thi s r¡oul-d all-ow the

and "user" in "systemem":

VÀR vtocl : sys.vtocmem
vÀR buhr : sys.user

and "seqfiIe" and other fi1e types in a "user":

vÀR f : buhr.seqfile(

2

No other combinations are allowed by this definitional structure,
such as declaring a "seqfi1e" in "systemem".

À definition which alIows all types of memories to be alLocated
within other memories (such as a vol-ume). Such a definition is
necessarily recursive relative to the types. For exampl"e,

MEMORY PROTOTYPE dirmemtype
ENVIR user : dirmemtype

MEMORY vtocmem : dirmemtype

MEMORV seqmem

OBJECT seqfile
other file types

:

MEMoRY systemem : dirmemtype

this woul-d al1ow the declaration of a "vtocmem", a "user",
"seqfile" and all other file types in "systemem":

VAR
vÀR
vÀR

vtocl : sys.vtocmem
buhr : sys.user
f : sys. seqf i l-e ( )
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and al-l oLher types in a "user" and "vtocmem", â5 well,

allowing the decLãration of any object at any Ievel.

des i gner ;

f ollow i ng
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hence,

each

this
only the form of the MH is chosen bY

installation is free to structure the

f ormat .

the system

MH structure ì

4.3 FORI{ÀTION OF À MII ÀDDRESS

À11 entitíes in the system from simple integers to memories must have

a MH address. However. most entities in the system are addressed

relative to ê memory that is known to .be already accessible. This is

reflected in Èhe software by the need to explicitly access objects and

memories, and in the hardware where afl instructions refer to data

refatíve to the beginning of a paged memory. As a result' most entities

are in facÈ accessed with an address that is not absolute vtithin the

programming system but rel-ative to a specific memory.

However, there are times when the address of ãn entity must be passed

outside of the containing memory. In this case, âD address must be

formed that is relative to some higher-leve1 enÈity. For example. a MH

address must be formed for the declaration of an object such as:

vÀR f : vtocl.seqfíle( )

Here, a "segfile" is alfocated in memory "vtoc1" and Èhe MH address of

the new file is placed in variable "f". Since the storage for variable
ttftt is not necessarily in the same memory as the storage for Èhe file

itself, the address of the file cannot be relative to the current

memory "

0"3.1 ComponenÈ value

Às was seen in chapter 2. a memory might accommodate only a single

object (sequential file) or several objects (variable length strings or

nulti-precíse values) or it may accommodate other memories (vol-ume).

Thus, there exists a nesting of objects and memories. Each of these

nested items is addressed relative to the beginning of its containing

memory. The series of dispLacements that locate an item in the nested

storage areas serve as an address by which that item can be uniquely

Located. These dispJ.acements are called qannÞonent values-
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À component, vaLue is generated from a call to the allocation routine

in a memory. The declaration of an object causes the compil-ation of a

call to the "all-ocate" routine in the memory that is to contain the
object. The value returned from "alLocate" is the "address" of that
object in the containing memory.

The value returned from "allocate" does not have to be the actual
address of the iÈem in the memory. For example, in the case of
allocating a capsule in a VTOC, the value returned may be the subscript
of tÌ¡e VTOC directory entry allocated for a capsule (i.e. the ÀT entry
allocat,ed for the capsuJ.e ) . Thus, only this smalLer amount of
inf ormation, which is an 4coglgS! f orm of the l-ocation of the ob ject,

must be stored in the address. This is an important point, as it means

that a component value need not depend on the size of the object's
memory that it addresses.

The address that is created for rrf" is a structured address. The

components of the structured address correspond to the leve1s of the MH.

Each component value identifies the next lower-l-eveL object in the
address, and the last component identifies the actual object to be

referenced. (tn the case of a reference to a module, there are tr'¡o

final components3 one for the ÀT entry and the other for the TT entry.)
The decl-aration of rifrr involves calling the "aIlocate" rouÈine f.ot

several memories. In particular, notice that "seqmem" reÈurns a

component value (i.e. a single bit) even though Èhere is only one object
contained within it. This value is necessary as its presence indicates
a LeveL in the MH.

4.3.2 Compone¡LÞ Size

Às was discussed in chapter 3, tt¡e ÀT can be expanded dynarnically by

moving the object code v¡Íthin the segment to make room for a larger ÀT.

This storage management technique also applies to tl¡e capsules in the
VTOC if it should fill up. The blocks for the object, immediately after
the VTOC, can be moved to allow expansion of the VTOC.

If the structure of the segment and VTOC allow the size to be

dynamically increase, the com¡ronent size may have to increase
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in size, then that fixes
Hence, it does little good
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component size for a segment or VTOC is fixed
the maximum number of objects in the memory.

to be abLe to expand an AT or VTOC if the new

: COMPVÀL) RETURNS A S ÀDDRESS
to the virÈual address of the object

One solution is to fix the component size at â large value, but this
makes largely unnecessary the encoding of the address to obtain a

smaller MH address. For this reason, a length field is associaÈed with
each component making the component fields variabLe length. Thus, âs

Èhe DÀ expands, this allows the component values of a neþ¡ address to be

larger than corresponding components of older addresses. Clearly, this
approach has simply transferred the fixing of the size of an entity to
fixing Èhe size of the component J-ength field. Now, the length field is
the limiting factor on the size of an addressed entity. The maximum

number of bits that can be specified in the length field limits the
maximum size of a component.

However, choosing a length fiel-d of 4 or 5 bits alfons a 16 to 32 bit
component size. Since these numbers are 1arge, the fixed-sized length
field does not impose as rnuch of a restriction as a fixed-sized
component. Ànd, if the average size of a component plus the length
field is less than that of a fixed-sized component, then this approach

will achieve a reduction in the average size of a MH address.

Once this scheme is selected, it is necessary for memories to supply
a routine to decode the encoded address returned by "alIocate". Thus,

each memory must contain a routine like the following:

PROC adrtrans (component
a <- decode component

END PROC

This routine is passed the component value and reÈurns a virtual- address

of the desired object within the memory. This routine would be called
as part of de-refereneing to actually locate an object or memory in a

memory (eg. a capsule entry in a segment or VTOC). To enforce the

inctusion of the routines t'allocatet', t'f.reet', and "adrtrans", a mernory

prototype is defined for the system. À11 memories that can acconmodate

oÈher memories must use thís memory prototype in their definitÍon.
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MEMORY PROToTVPE basememtype
CONST maxcomp : INT <- 16
TYPE COMPVÀL = BIT( l..maxcomp) VÀRYING

PROC allocate(s : POSINT) RETURNS c : COMPVÀL
PROC free(component : COMPVAL)
PROC adrtrans(component : COMPVAL) netURHS a : ADDRESS

END MEMORY

4.3.3 llll Àddress Size

Because of the above, the address for an entity in the MH is of

varying length. both in the number of components and the size of each

component. ThiS presents a problem because the compiler cannot

determine the amount of space to be aflocated for a declaraÈion, such

as:

vAR f: ^user.seqfile(

Here, the compiler does not know hovr much storage to all-ocate for (the

pointer) "ft'. This would also be true if the programming language

allowed a file variable that could refer to different "seqfiles", as in:

VARf:REFseqfile(

Here "f" could point at any "seqfile" file, and the MH address of each

one may have a different size as they may be located at different nodes

in the MH. Hence, the compiler would not know how much storage to

allocate for a file pointer.

An acceptable solution to this difficulty is to fix a maximum size

for a MH address. This maximum amount of storage is allocated for aLl

variabl-es that hol-d MH addresses (i.e. MH pointers). This maximum

amount could be an ínstallation-dependent vaLue, depending on the number

of levels in the MH and the size of the components in the address. I

feel that a 64 to 80 bit maximum size for a MH address wouLd provide an

adequate size to accommodate a large MH without having unacceptabLy

large pointers.

This fixed-sized address only constrains the MH address indirectly as

the number of components or the size of each component is not

restricted. only the overaLl size of the MH ãddress. For example, a MH

address could contain 6 components eac}¡ of length 8, or 2 components

each of length 32, etc.
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4.4 RET,ÀTTVE ÀDDRESSEIS

WhiLe the values returned by "allocate" form the downward pat.h in the
MH, there are several alternative starting points rel-ative to which MH

addresses may be formed. Two different schemes for the starting point
of a MH address are discussed.

4.0.1 Àbsolute MH Address

rn t,his scheme the MH address starts at the root of t,he MH, that is,
Èhe system DÀ. Hence' components that form the MH address extend from
the root dovtn to the particular entity. For example. given the MH above
and the following declarations:

VÀR f : userl.seqfile

the address of "f " wiLl- use the address of "user1" as the first part and
to this will be added those components needed to address a "seqfile""
The address wil-l start at the MH rooÈ. The first component of the
address for rrf is the address of "vtoc1". The second component is the
address of "user1" j-n "vtoc1". The remaining components are the results
of carrs to the al-location routines of the vroc and of "seqmem". These
4 components specify the address of ,tf in the MH.

system

dr
+ vtoc 1

dz
+ userl

dg I seqmem

d¿ I seqfi1e rrf"

The picture is diagrammaticat because dr, dz, dg and d¿ actually point
at the ÀT entries which then point at the actuaL dãta area. As well,
this diagram does not necessaril.y show the relatíon beÈween Èhe

actual/physicaL storage devices and the metnorÍes.
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Àn absol-ute MH address all-ows t,he MH to expand downwards. New Levels
can be added onto the leaves of the MH without affecting existing
addresses. Since absolute MH addresses cannot refer to anything above
the root' this prevents the MH from being embedded in a larger hierarchy
Later on. For example, one MH courd not be embedded in a network of
MHs.

4.4.2 Subsystem-RelaÈive MH Àddress

Àn alternative approach to having one point in the MH from which a1l
addresses start is to designate a few serected points in the MH

reference points for address construction purposes. This implies that
al-I MH addresses generated under one of these reference points would
start at this reference point. Hence, all the addresses and references
under. a reference point would be locaL and all_ addresses in this
subbranch of the MH tree wouLd be self-contained. This subbranch is
cal-Ied a subsvstem and each subsystem is identified by a unique
subsystem code. For example, in the foJ_lowing MH:

the dashed line denotes paths through severaL possible levels. .An

address formed at any particular poinÈ is made relative to the closest
containing reference point (i.e. s1¡ szt S3¡ or s¿).

Subsystem addressing is implemented by having the unique subsystem
code form the first component of every MH address. When the MH address
is de-referenced, this code is used to identify a subsvstem entrv in the
system that conÈains the downward pathvray from the root to the
subsystem. This downward pathway plus the remainder of the MH address
forms the complete MH address.

There are severaL advantages of a subsysten-relative address. First.
the subsystem addresses are physicaily smaller than those that begin
from the root. Secondly, it is possible to restructure the MH by moving
subsystens without affecting addresses in it or to it by sinply
modifying the address in the subsystem entry. tastly, it is possible to
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the appropriate subsystem
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subsystems along any MH pathway by fixing up

entries for any subsystems below the new

HoÍrever , there are afso several disadvantages in adopt ing thi s

addressing scheme. First is the problem of specifying in the
programming language that a part icular declarat ion introduces a

subsystem. Secondly, a1l- the subsystem entries must be maintained in a

directly accessible location so that the subsystem code can be used' to

find the start of the downward path. Lastly, there is the problem of

assigning the unique system-wide codes for each subsystem.

Às a result of these disadvantages the simpler absolute MH addresses are

used in the remainder of the discussion on addressing. Hovrever¡ even

s¡ith the problems inherent in the subsystem-relative address iL may

become necessary in the future to adopt them to deal with an expanding

system.

{¡.5 MI{ ÀDDRESS RTSOLUTION

MH addre,sÊ resolution is the process of using the MH address to

traverse the MH to find a particular entity, and then make its memory

addressable. Each component in the MH address identifies an object in a

higher-Ieve} memory. Thus, in t,raversing the MH, objects in several

memories may have to be made addressable, and hence several

representatives may have to be created, one for each object. Its

"address" in the memory is given by the appropriate component value in

the MH address. The compiler knows rvhich data items contain MH

addresses and the context in which a MH address must be resoLved before

datã in the referenced menory can be accessed. To this end, the

compiler generâtes a caLl to a system routine Èo resolve the MH address"

This routine t.âkes the MH address and Èraverses the MH to the desired

entity. Thís system routine is call-ed Èhe address resolution routine
(¿¡n).

Tt¡e first step in de-referencing a MH. address is to start at the root
of the MH. The ÀRR takes the first component of the MH address and

decodes it by passing it to Èhe "adrtrans" routine for system memory
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"sys". This is possible because both the segment and the DS tor,,sys,,
are always accessible (eg- are in real memory). The routine ,,adrtrans,,
returns the virtuar- address in the system DÀ of the object specified by
the encoded component. The object is underrying the next memory that
contãins the ÀT entry- Hence, the above process can be repeated on the
next component with the newly located memory. However, this memory may
or may not be accessible (i.e. have a pager), and if not accessibLe it
must be made accessible by the ÀRR to decode the n€xt MH_address
component.

The process of making the next entity accessible for the ÀRR invoLves
creating a representative for an object or a representative for the
underlying object of a memory. For components other than the last (or
the last two components for a MH address of a segment ) the
representative wirr- be a pager and is used to make the next memory
accessibre for the ÀRR- This representative must be alrocãted and
accessed before proceeding to the next component. This is possible
because object code for the capsule and its represent,ative as werr as
the DÀ for the capsuÌe are al-l- accessibl-e because the containing memory
is accessibLe (the issue of how aLl the object code becomes accessibLe
is discussed shortly).

Notice that the higher leveLs of the MH wilL normally remain active
and hence they wilr ar-ready have representatives created. Thus, the
first part of the MH address wilr r.ikery be abr.e to be resor.ved quickly.
only for the later components of the MH address v¡i1r nev, representatives
need to be created' All intermediate memories accessed along the MH
pathvray must remain accessibre untí1 the access is finished. This is
because each memory is dependent on the one in which it is contained to
be abre to directly access its capsul-e and to arlow access to the blocks
of the overlying memory.

4.5.1 Àctive Obiect Tree

Às has been mentioned already, onry one representative is created for
an object no matter how many accesses are made Èo it. To do this the
system must have sone way, during address resol_ution, of determining if
an object is already being accessed. Thus, if a representative arready
exists, the resor-ution must use the existing representative.
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This is accomplished by having an active obiect tree (ÀOT) maintained
in the system DÀ. The AOT is a tree structure which contains the
pathways to all active objects. The structure of this tree corresponds

to Èhe sÈructure of the MH, but it is the smalf subset of the MH Lhat is
currently active. Each level in the Èree represents a level in the MH.

Àt each l-eveI, Èhere is a list of all objects that are active and their
associated representatives. The objects are identified by their
component values. The size of the ÀOT is a function of the number of
processes running in the system, the number of inter-As calls made, and

the number of accessed objects. WhiLe this may be in the hundreds, the
amount of space required for Èhe ÀOT is smalI in comparison to the space

required for the representatives.

The resol-ution of a MH address may produce several- entries in the
ÀOT. Hovrever, ât the modul-e level , only the leaf entry r¡il-1 be

necessary to access the data or modul-e. Hence, onLy a single point.er ís
needed in a module to store the address of the representative.

Àn analogy can be drawn between the AOT, and the KST (Known Segment

Table) and AST (ÀcÈive Segment Table) in Multics. However, the symbofic

names in the KST correspond v¡ith the components of a MH address.

4"5"2 Àcceseino Seqments

Each segment is a memory. and hence must be made accessible before it
can be accessed. This accessing wiLl creaÈe a representative to page

the object code in the segment that is accessed by the hardware. A

segment is made accessible when the context in which it is declared is
entered. In this object-oriented sysÈem, each objecÈ must be made

accessible before any items in it can be accessed. This access makes

accessible the DS for the object,. It must aLso make accessible the
segment that contains the object code to manipulate the DÀ. Thus, the
segment is made avail-able as a result of the access to the object. rhis
is different from the Multics system which waits until the first
reference to the object code occurs before it makes the segment

containing Èhe object code addressabLe.
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To al-Iow the accessing of the DA to implicitly access the object code

for the DÀ, the MH address of the object code is associated wiÈh the DA

(probably as a field in the capsule for the DA). Thus, the address for
an instance of an object is just a pointer to its DÀ and Èhis then
points to its object code.

4.5.2.1 Secondary Segment Àccessing

An object may contain several modules that are conpiled in separate

segments. Thus. when an object is accessed, not onl-y must the segment

containing the object's initialization code be made accessible, but also
the segments for alL nested modules whose code is in separate segments.

To make possible this secondary segment accessing, the object code for
the object must point to all secondary segments. Às we1], these

segments must be made accessible implicitly as part of accessing the

object.

4.6 DETÀILS OF ¡.lH ÀDDRESS RESOLUTION, CREÀTION ÀND TERMINÀTION

The previous discussion outLined, in general, the steps invoLved in
resolving a MH address. HoÞrever, there are severaL detail-s that were

ignored in this introduction to MH address resolution, in particular,

the detailed order in which resolution occurs and entiÈies are

alLocated.

4.6.1 Mlt Àddress Resolution

A MH address can be de-referenced in two contexts: implicit and

explicit access.

¿.6.1.1 XurpÌicit Àccess

Implicit access occurs when an object is referenced without using an

access cLass. For exampfe, if the visibility restrictions (discussed in
chapter 5) aLlowed the folLowing reference:

p <- f.first_record

where "f" is a "seqfiIe", then it wouLd be necessary to de-reference the
MH address for t'f" creating all the appropriate representatives Èo allow
access. After the access, these representatives would likely be
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deleted. Notice that an access cLass is not necessary here as Èhe

representatives make the DS accessible and are independent of the access

class. Here the duration of such an access is short and the overhead

for making the object accessible is relatively expensive, if many such

âccesses are performed. In some situations this type of access is

necessary, such as accessing a variable in anott¡er user's environment"

Creating an access class in this situation v¡ou1d a1low references to

entities only in the environment access class and not in the environment

DÀ.

4"6"1 "2 ExpJ.icit Acceas

Explicit access occurs when a MH address is de-referenced as a result

of the creation of an access cl-ass, as in:

VÀR pf : f"seqacc

Hére Èhe MH address of rtfrt is de-referenced, creating the appropriate

representatives. This must be done before the initialization code for

the access class is executed because the initialization code can refer

to the variables in the fil-e. As r¡elI, each access class for an object

must point to its representative so that the representative remains

all-ocated and hence the object is accessible for tt¡e duration of the

àccess class. For example, " seqfife's" access class points at

representative "seqrep" and the access class for "dircap" points at the

representative "seqpager". Hence, the storage for the access cl-asses

must be alfocated before de-referencing "f" so that the pointers to Èhe

representative can be placed in these data areas. This is not a problem

since the storage for the access class is allocated on the heap. As

weLl, all the access classes in the access chain are linked together

according to the CREÀTES clauses. Hence, it is possibfe to access the

pointer to the pager indirectly by the access class for "segfi1e".

4"6"2 rn¡ Àdld¡css eseatioo aod Terminatíon

The following discussion details the operations that

address is consÈructed for a declaration, such as:

vÀR f : ^sys.vtocl.seqfil-e(

occur when a MH
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Àt compile time, the compiler looks up "vtoc1" in the containing ST

caLled "sys". The compiler must then generate object code to traverse
the containing scopes at execution time in order to find the DÀ

corresponding to "sys", and using the displacement from the ST entry of

"vtoc1", exÈract the MH address for "vÈoc1" from its DA. Às wel1, the

compil-er must generate object code to call the necessary routines to
declare a "seqfile" and to store the resulting MH address in the DÀ

containing "f". This invoLves using Èhe displacement of the object code

tor "segfile" (i.e. which TT entry) which is determined from the type of

"vtoc1". This displacement will be used at execution time to cal-l

"segf iLe".

Àt execution Èime, the MH address for "vtoc1" is located. This MH

address is really the address of the capsule underLying "vtoc1". Since

"vtoc1" is allocated in "sys", it would only contain a single component.

That component is the value returned by "aÌIocat.e" vrhen "vtoc1" r¡as

decl-ared in "sys". This MH address is de-referenced and a

representative is found to exist for the vol-ume that underlies "vtoc1"
because the system created an access class for the volume when the

operating system started up. Hence, the segment containing the volume's
object code and the segment containing the representatives for the
volume and any of its contained segments are accessible.

Once the object code that manipulat,es "vtoc1" is accessible, it is
possibl-e to call the object code for "seqfile" to begin alLocation of
t,he file. However, the object code for "seqfiLe" may reside in a

segment different from that contaÍning the object code Í.or "vtocmem"
(which is the type of "vtoc1"). Consequently, the segment containing
the object code of "seqfile" must be made accessible. Yet, when

processing the decLaration above, the compiler generated only the
displacement of the TT entry for "seqfile" in "vtocmem" and not the MH

address of "seqfiLe's" object code. This displacement is used to call a

dummy routine in "vtocmem" which in turn calLs "seqfile". This durnmy

routine was generated because "vtocmem" is an instance of the prototype

"dirmemtype" which contains the definition of "seqfiIe". It is the
dunmy routine for "seqfil-e" that contains the MH address of the object
code for "seqfile". The dumny routine causes Èt¡e MH address of
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and hence, causes the segment to become

The displacement of "seqfi1e" is now used to call the initialization
code for "seqfile". This code calfs the CREÀTES code in "seqmem", which

calls the CREATES code .in the appropriate capsule defined in "vtoc1".
Àt the end of the CREÀTES chain, the "allocate" routíne in "vtoc1" is
calfed to get the storage for a capsule. The vafue returned frorn

"aIl-ocate" wiLl form part of the MH address for "f", and must be passed

back up the CREATES chain to be placed in "f".

The initialization code for the capsule is executed using the newly

allocated DA in "vtoc1". The last operation of the initialization code

for the capsule is to create the representative associated with the
capsule and its access cIass. The address of this representative must

also be passed up the CREÀTES chain. The initialization code for the
capsule then returns to the call from "seqmem".

Using the newly created representative to address the memory for

"seqmem", the initialization code for "seqmem" is executed, and the

"allocate" routine in "seqmem" is called to al-Iocate a "seqfiler'. The

value returned from "allocate" is concatenated vrith the MH address

returned from the capsul-e and this nevr MH address is passed back to the

cal-ler. The initialization code for "seqfiIe" is executed but a

representative is not created for "seqfile" as this is not an access to
the fil-e. Instead, the representative which was returned from the
capsule (and possibly other representatives if there were more levels in
the CREÀTES chain) is de-al-1ocaÈed, since a file does not become

accessible untíI an access declaration is executed.

On termínation of the block that contains the declaration of "f", the
fÍle must be made accessibLe to execute the termination code. This is
accomplished by de-referencing the MH address for the file which creaLes

the appropriate representatives" As in the case of allocation. tl¡e last
representative does not have to be created because the file is not being

accessed. The ternination code for "seqfile" is executed and then the

"free" routine is called in "seqmem" to release the storage for the

"segfiIe". This ís foLLowed by executing the Èermination code for
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"seqmem". The termination code for the capsule is executed which begins

by de-allocating the representative for the fife which is now no longer

needed. Finalty, the "free" routine is cal]ed in the vToC memory to

remove the capsule.

4.7 ÀDDRESS CONSISTENCY

It is necessary to ensure that alf references to an entity in the

system be consistent with the definition of the entity when the

reference was created. In a strongLy typed system such as this,

consistency means checking that the type of t.he entity referenced has

not changed since the reference to the entity vras creaÈed. An

inconsistency arises when either a change is made that will affect the

uray a reference interpretes the entity (i.e. a change in type), and/or

there is a change in the location of the entity so that the address

specified in the reference is incorrect. À reference can be made to

either a ST entry (pointers to type definitions throughout the ST

hierarchy) or a module (a procedure call) or a data item (an instance of

an object, class, record, etc. ) .

4.7.1 Inconsistencv

Logically, in a compiled system, it is possibfe to imagine that any

references inval-idated by a change to the system could be corrected by

recompiling the entire system and deleting a}l DÀs. This would assure

that aII references to the ST, to modules. and to daÈa iÈems are

consistent because the compiler checks the Èype of each reference and

re-creates all references using the corresponding definitions. Àl-1 DÀs

will- be re-created during subsequent execution and hence reflect their

new ST definition. Clearly, this would not be practical, because it

does not permit individuaf modules to be separately compiled and it does

not permit persistenÈ DÀs. Às soon as these capabilities are

introduced, it is necessary Èo check consistency between the

separately-compiled parts and their persistent DÀs. Thus, it is the

desire to support SCUs and persistent DÀs which introduces the need for

consÍstency checks in the system.
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The notion of the SCU allows a portion of the system to change

independentl-y from the rest of the system even if there are outstanding

references to the SCU. This will force checks at both compile time and

execution time to guarantee that any entiÈy referenced in an SCU has not

been changed since the ref erence r.ras. generated. Since a user will, in
general, wish to al-ter individual decl-arations, it is possible to

imagine each declaration and each reference as an SCU. In this case,

every reference would require a check to determine if the reference is

still consistent with Èhe entity it refers Èo. This too is not

practical. Therefore. a compromise between the two extremes is chosen.

This compromise invoLves

compilation checks are made

checks wilL occur. ?his is

letting the programmer decide when

re-created, and when

stat ic
dynamic

SCUs.

and

done

re f erences

by controlling which modul-es are

1¡.8 SCU CO}IPILATION

Within an SCU the compiler can guarantee that alf references are

consistent with the ent,ities they refer Èo. However. to do this the

compiler must guarantee that none of the STs that are used during the

compilation of the SCU change. In the following example:

enoc p( ) srb¡cr,e

<-- change to dèfinition of x

if 'rx'r is declared in "p" and if a change rr¡as allowed to "p's" ST during

compilation, then between the two references of "x.y", the type of rryrr

could change or "y" could be deleted. If "x" is external to "p", the

compiler would have to create a reference to its ST entry. The ST

informat,ion that the pointer is referencing cannot be allowed to change

or disappear during compilation of "p'. To guarantee that STs are not

changed during compifation, tt¡e compiler must Lock all STs referenced
fron the SCU against nrite access. Thus, all references boÈh inside the

SeU and references to other SCUS are type checked and created to reflect
their current definitions

x.y
x"y

while there is t,he potential for many STs to
compilation of an SCU, most of these STs wiLl- belong

be locked
to the owner

dur i ng

of the
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SCU. Hence, STs not belonging to the user will be locked onLy

occasionally. Às well, Èhese STs are l-ocked only against changes and

these STs will change rarely anyhray. When references are made to
another user's entities, the STs containing these entities will be

locked. but these users must have made their STs public to allow the
references in the first place (ttris is discussed in chapter 5). Hence.

they must be resigned to the fact that these STs may be locked during
another user's compiLation.

4.9 SIGNTFICANT CHANGE

To detect an inconsistency betereen a reference and the entity being

referenced, it is necessary for the system to be able to determine when

a change causes an inconsistency so that it can be marked as

sionificantly chanoed. There are many different changes possible to an

SCU but they can al-L be divided into the following categories:

modification to the documenÈation - Such a change would not
result in a significant change in the system.

modifications to the initialization code - Such changes would

cause recompil-ation of the SCU so that the source language and

object code are in agreement. Since no definitions are allowed
in source language, âoy changes here cannot affect other
references and make them inconsistent.
modification to the name of the ST entry - Here. such a change

causes the source language to become inconsistent vrith the object
code. The question here is whether this is really a significant
change. From the system standpoint it is not, because the
various pieces of object code remain consistent with one another.
Honever, from the user standpoint the source Ìanguage, which

refers to the oÌd name, is novr inconsistent with the ST

definition. To deal- s'ith this situation a decision must be made

as to whether a modul-e must be kept consistenÈ at the source
language or object code level. In general, it is a good idea to
maintain consistency at the source language level so that object
code always reflects the current source. Renaming would then be

considered as a significant change.

2

3
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all other changes to ST entries, especially changing the types
(including the compile type) or defetion of the ST entry - Such

changes would cauåe any reference to the SCU ST or an instance of

its DÀ or to object code associated with the DA to no longer be

consistent with the entities referenced, and hence the ST, DA and

object code are marked as signiticantly changed.

Thus, only changes to declarations, which are under controL of the

PE, can resul-! in a significant change. Às well, the PE controls

changes to an envíronment DÀ by ST modifications, hence it is in the

position to determine which changes potentially result in a significant

change to it. Once the PE tras determined that a significant change has

occurred to an SCU, it must take some appropriate action so that the

significant change is detectable.

4.10 DETECÎING INCONSISTENCIES

Once a significant change has been made to an entity and marked by

the PE, the system must be capable of detecting Èhe inconsistency

between it and a reference to the entity. rn general, this detection

must be done at execution time because the compiler and PE cannot

determine what other SCU's will be affected by a significant change.

However, the dynamic detecÈion of a significant change has the

undesirable consequence that the tine of detection is in no way related

to Èhe tíme at which the change is made. Às a result, ä user does not

know the fuIl effect of a change in the system' except through

subsequent dynamic references that fait. In fact, because detecÈion

does not occur until a reference to the modified iÈem or some containing

item is made, it is possible that unrecoverable changes may have been

made before an inconsistency is detected.

To provide a means of reducing this problem of the unknown effect of

a change, the system could inform the user of alL possible SCUs thaÈ are

affected by a change. Of course. this approach is only a warning

mechanism as ttre change is stil-l considered significant and produces

dynarnic reference failures. Even if the user sranted to correct a1f

modules that were reported inconsistent after a change he may not be

abLe to do so because of security restrictions, oE because of the large

nutnber of affected modules and/or DÀs.
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To inform ã user of aLl references that become inconsistent as the
resul-t of a change, it would be necessary to record vrith every entity
al-l references to the entity. This could be accomprished by a list of
pointers stored with each ST entry. However, the ability t,o discern
every reference to an entity would require that source language be

parsed immediately so thãt the list of references to an entity could be

kept up to date. Thus. to implement such a scheme would reguire a

parse-tree editor for source language.

However' this scheme would not come without some cost. When a user
deleted all references to a particular entity from a module, the
parse-tree editor would access and delete a reference pointer from the
sr entry for that entity. That sT entry might or might not belong to
tt¡e user. rf the sr entry did not berong to the user, it seems

fundamentally wrong to allow another user's ST to be updated without
some prior ãuthorization by the user even if the system is performing
the operation. Às wel-I, the amount of space in the sr for storing
pointers to references could be significant. ÀLso, the time invol-ved in
managing Èhe reference pointers and assuring that the pointers
themselves are consistent (even after a system crash. for example) mi.ght
be considerable. For these reasons and because a user may not be abl-e

to correct al-f inconsistencies, I have decided that this idea is not
practicaL. However, the system design does noÈ preclude either a

parse-Èree editor for source language, or the inclusion of reference
pointers along with the other sr fields. Hence,. this scheme is not
precluded should it be deemed desirabl_e at a later date.

¿.11 DETECTION MECT¡ANISM

To perform a consistency check two pieces of information are
required. One piece is associated with the entity that is referenced
and one piece is associated h'ith the reference. The information that
must be stored at each point is some indicator to determine if the
current type of the scu is the same type that was used to compite the
reference. when an SCU is significantly changed, this information is
updated in the SCU. The exact nature of this information will be

discussed shortJ-y. For now this information will be referred to as
detection information (DI)
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4.1 1 .1

Since references to an SCU can be to its ST or its object code or its

DÀ, all three of these entities must have DI stored with them. Thus,

when the SCU is declared, the PE must set aside space in the SCU ST for
the DI and must update the DI va1ue when a significant change is made.

The compiler sets aside space in the segment ÀT-entry of Èhe SCU for the
DI and updates the DI when the SCU is recompiled by copying the ST DI to
the segment DI. This now reflects Èhe fact that the SCU ST and the
object code are consistent,. In the case of a DA, the situation is more

complex as there is no convenient place in a DA to store the DI. This

is especially true since a memory writer is not obligated to organize
the dat.a items within the memory in any particular way. Hoy¡ever, Èhe

system requires a memory writer to maintain DI for al-L data items

allocated within t,he memory that can be referenced via a MH address. It

is this DI that is compared with the reference Df. This DI can be

stored in ttre memory ÀT entry for an objecÈ. However, this DI is

normally never updated as the DÀ only represents one particular instance

of a ST.

4.11.2 Àssociatino DI rith References

A reference to an SCU may be created either in its ST, when a

reference is made to another SCU's ST" or in its object code, when a

reference is made to another SCU's object code. Sush a reference must

be checked when it is subsequentfy used. This is because both the ST

and the object code can change independentJ.y of the references to it.

References from one ST to another SCU ST are constructed by the PE

when declarations such as the foLlowing are made:

vÀR x l ^sys.zarnke.t

This creates a reference to the type "t" which is l-ocated in another

SCU, possible in a different environment. This reference nay be a MH

address if the type is not in the same environment as the reference.

when tÌ¡e PE looks up the tyÞe, the DI stored with the type is extracÈed

and stored with the reference in the type fieJ-d of the ST entry"

References in Èhe execuÈab1e statements to the code of another SCU are
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constructed by the compiler. When the compiler is processing such a

reference, it must look up the ST for the ScU to compil-e the appropriate

object code. Àt that point the DI is extracted and stored with the

reference in the generated object code.

In theory, each address, whether a component in a MH address or an

instruction address in a segment, needs DI since the potential exists

for that data item to be modified. However, in practice it will be seen

that the DI for many of the references in an SCU are the same, and as a

resuLt can be factored out so that only one piece of Df is needed for

aLL references in an SCU.

4 . 1 1 .3 Int,ernal and ExÈernal DI

While it is possibl-e to imagine any change to Èhe declarations of an

SCU resul-ting ïn a significant change, it is worthv¡hile to divide these

changes into tvro categories: internal and external. By discriminating
between these, it is possible to reduce the number of inconsistencies
that result from changes and hence the amount of recompilation Èhat must

be done. Àn internal chanqe is a nodification of a ST entry that is not

visibl-e outside the ScU ( i.e. modification of ]ocaI variables of
procedures). An g¡!æ]. chanqe is a modif ication of a ST entry that is
visible outside the SCU (i.e. to the interface of the sCU). This occurs

for modifications to the number and type of parameters (including a

return val"ue(s), if any), and ¡nodification to routines that are

externafly ca1lab1e or data items that are externall-y accessible. Since

these entities are all visible inside tt¡e SCU, ân external change is
also an internal change. However, in an object-oriented system, there
will be many externaf references to objects and their componenÈs

throughout the system.

Therefore, it is worthwhile trying to prevent these external
references from being considered invafid when only an internal change is
made to an entity. To do tt¡is, the DI contains information refated to
both types of changes. References to external-Ly visible entities have

the external DI associated with them, and the dynamic consistency check

compares the reference DI vrith the external DI. InternaL changes onJ.y

affect the internal DI and do not invalidate external references.
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4.11.11 Consistency Checks

Checks must be made for each reference to an SCU to determine if the

reference is consistent v¡ith the entiÈy referenced. In the case of

references to a ST enÈry, the PE and compiJ-er must check each reference

as they use the ST hierarchy during editing and compiling. This check

determines if the type of the ST entry thaÈ is referenced has changed

since the reference was created. In the case of references to an

instance of an object or memory, the compiler must generate object code

to check the type at execution time. For references to modul-es, the

check is done by object coðe at the beginning of the SCU before

transferring to the actual routine, and for references to DÀs, the ct¡eck

is done when the DÀ is made accessible. This checks it the type of the

item that is referenced has changed since the reference reas created.

ÀLl these checks involve extracting the DI from the reference and the

entity referenced, and comparing them for equality. If they are egual

the reference is consistent with the entityi otherwise, they are not and

the reference nust raise an exception.

4.11 .4.1 DI Check

For both logical and security reasons the DI check should be done

before the referenced entiÈy is actually accessed ( i.e. before a

represenLative is created for it). Às well-, the Dr is associated with

Èhe ÀT entry for security reasons (i"e. it is located outside the entity
r¡here it cannot be referred to). The DI check must be done at the time

and place that will- maintain these constraints.

One such point is when the address ís being decoded. Here the

component is l-ooked up in the ÀT entry to get the address of the entity

in the memory. Àt this point the DI can be extracted too. As welL, the

decoding of the component is done just prior to creation of the

representative. Hence, the component decoding routine is the obvious

place f or extracting the DI f rom the ÀT to perf orm the DI check. Tr,ro

aLternative ways of perforrning the DI check during component decoding

are the followin9:
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The memory returns the DI to the system which then does the DI

comparison and takes the appropriate action.

PROC adrtrans (component coMPvAL) RptuR¡¡s a : ÀDDREss, di : Dr

2 The system passes the DI of the reference to the memory, and the

memory does the comparison and takes the appropriate action.

PRoC adrtrans(component : COMPVAL, di : DI ) RETURNS a : ÀDDRESS

While both schemes provide the same effect, the latter provides for a

slightly more flexible approach.

For example, if the DI is passed to "adrtrans", it is able to do a

more sophisticated check than the system could. Normal1y, the check

would be to compare the DI with that for the entity being addressed, and

if these DI values are not equal, signal an exception, otherwise

continue processing. Hoerever, if the memory writer wanted to implement

versions of data items, for example, the memory could have a series of
data items alf wiÈh the same address. The memory then discriminates
between the versions of the data items on the basis of the DI passed to

it. Thus, the same MH address would get access to the appropriate
version of the data item. This usage of the DI over and above its
normaL use woul-d be impossible to implement if the system performed the

chec k .

4.'12 INCONSISTEINCIES THÀT REOUIREI CONSISTENCY CHECKS

The following situations discuss in detail the effects of significant.
changes and hovr the consistency check wilL detect the change and prevent

any invalíd accesses.

4.12.1 ChanqÍnq the Compilat,ion Tvpe

When the cotnpilation type is removed or changed, the PE must perform

the necessary action to correct any inconsistencies that will resul-t
from the modifícaÈion. When the compile-type is removed from a module,

the module inherits the compile-type .of the closest containing moduJ.e

that has a compile-type.
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Changing the compile-type can be broken dos¡n into only two basic

changes: from multi-copies to single and vice versa. This is because

INLINE and COPIED produce multiple copies of the object code and hence

they behave similarly when changed to SINGLE.

4.12.1.1 EffecÈ of changing f,rom Single to Multiple Copies

When a module's compile-type is changed from SINGLE to either INLINE

or COPIED, it is necessary to force recompilation of all references to

the changed routines. The recompiJ,ation of t,he references causes the

necessary object code to be copied into the segment containing a

reference. In order to prevent other references from sti1l caÌling the

SINGLE version, the Df for the SCU can be changed which will force any

outstanding references to fail when âttempted Later. Their subsequent

recompilation will then incorporaÈe the necessary object code.

4.12.1.2 Elffect of Changing from Multiple Copies to Síngle

when a module's compile-type is changed from COPIED or INLINE to

SINGLE, the change cannot be accompfished as easily as above. This is

because it is not possible to change alf references to nov¡ refer to the

single copy because these references refer to the copy in their own

segment. Hovrever, thís phenomenon is a property of copyingi that is,

references to copied routines will not be updated automatically when

changes are made to the original. Only when the module that contains

the reference is eventually recompiled, will the references refer to the

single copy.

Unfortunately, a smal-l problem sti11 exists. For the segments that

contain copies of the COPIED module whose compile-type has changed to

SINGLE, it is difficutt to know when the COPIED object code is no longer

referenced in a segment and hence can be deleted. In the case of

INLINE, this is automaticalLy done when the reference is recompiled as

the o1d object code actually contained the INLINE code (i.e. Èhe INLINE

object code is not kept separate, but ís embedded in the object code

where it is ref erenced). Hoyrever , f.o.r COPIED modules, there may be

several- references to the copied module from other modules in t,he

segment" The COPIED moduLe cannot be removed untii. all the references

are recompíIed and refer to Èhe SINGIJE copy of the module.
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The system checks for this situation and automatically searches and

removes the coprED module when it is no l0nger referenced. This is
possible because the ÀT entries for coprED modur_es are appropriately
marked' and all RLD references in the segment can be checked to see if
Èhat ÀT entry is ever referenced. Hence, it is possible to find these
dangling modules and remove them. unfortunately, there is no way to
detect when the rast reference to a dangling copied modur.e is removed,
and as a resurt these dangling modures are checked for every Nth time
the segment is compressed.

4.12"2 consistencv of References to rnr.ine and copied code

can

a5

Because TNLTNE modules are copied at the point of reference, there
never be an inconsistency betneen the reference and the object code

there are no actual references.

COPIED modules are al_so copied
not ímmediately, for example:

into segments that reference them, but

PRoC p( )pRoc g( ...
COPI ED ]-) copreo m

Here compilation of "p" does not cause "q,' to be copied into segmentItlrr. InsÈead, only an ESD entry is created in ,,p,, which points at ,,q,,.
only vrhen "p" is ultimateLy linked wiÈh other modures to form an
executabLe module wir-l all the EsD entries be resolved and ar_J. the
appropriate oMs copied together. Thus. there is a time lag between the
creaÈion of the ESD reference and the tine the oMs that are referenced
are bound together' Hence, it is possible for the oM to have changed
since the ESD reference vras created-

This situation is solved using the same technigue as for scu
references to STNGLE modules. Dr is associated vrith both the EsD and
the oM' when the o¡qs are f inal.ly brought together to f orm an executabl-e
module, a consistency check is performed. If the consistency check
faits then the user wilI be informed immediately, and he should
recompire the out-of-date modure. However, whether he does or not, the
reference is considered invalid and wirl cause an error at execution
time if used.
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4.12.3

In the case of changing the environment ST, the PE knows wt¡en the

environment ST is signifieantly changed. If a neyr variabl-e or module is

added to the environment ST then the environment DÀ or segment may be

abl-e to be appropriately modified without affecting any existing

references" If this is the case, the PE does not change the DI"

Hov¡ever, when a significant change is made Èo the environment ST, such

as deleting a variabl,e or a moduLe, Èhen DI associated with the the

environment DÀ or the module's ÀT wouLd have to be modified. Here the

effect of changing the DI for the environment DÀ woul-d have a greater

impact than changing the DI for an SCU's ÀT. Àf1 references to the

environment DA woul-d now have to fail, whereas only the references to

the defeted module in the segment would fail" C1early, there is a finer

granul-arity of controL over the effect of a change in Èhe segment as

opposed to the environment DÀ.

These tvro different degrees of effect are a function of the System

desigh. Normally, a DÀ is mapped by a module ST and there can be

multiple DÀs per module definition. changes to the ST, even just the

addition of a new local variable, cause all outstanding DÀs to become

inconsisÈent with it. fn general, ít is not feasible to try and find

and update all outstanding DÀs to correspond with the new module

definition. Hence, it is not necessary to have a fine control over the

effect of a change to the DA.

The effect of change on the environment should not be quite as

drastic as on normal DÀs (i"e. a simple change should not make all

references to Èhe environment inconsistent)" This Ís because there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the environment ST and DÀ, and this

makes it feasible to mainÈain consistency between the tv¡o. However, in

rnany v¡ays, changes Èo the environment DÀ have the same conseguences as

for other DÀs: that is" to inval-idate any reference to data items in the

envÍronment. As a result, changes such as del-eting a daea item or

changing a data item would cause aLl references to the environment DÀ to

fail. These failing references could be corrected by modifying the

modules and recompiling Èhem or in some situations just recompiling

them" Hôwever, in general, this is too severe a consÈraint. Hence, the
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design for the aLlocation of daÈa items in the environment DÀ will be

modified to allow a finer granularity of control over the effect from a

change. The environment DS will be organized like a segment where

access to each internal entity has a level of indirection in order Èo

reduce the effects of modifications (i.e. an ÀT entry).

Because a segment is a memory like a DS, it vrill also have DI

associat,ed with it as a whole. This is in addition to aLL the DI in the
ÀT entries contained in the segment. This segment DI is always checked
when a segment, is made accessible. The same check occurs as with a

module and a DS. The purpose of this check is to insure that none of
the ÀT entries have been moved in the segment. If the ÀT entries have

been moved, all modul-es with references to the ÀT are inconsistent.

¿.12.3.1 Updating STs for Existing Objects

Because of the coarse granularity of control, it is difficult to
change a module definition without invalidating outstanding DÀs. yet,

changes must be made and old DAs must not be 1ost. To accompli.sh a

modification, such as adding a new local variable to "seqfile" without
invalidating all the existing "seqfiIe's", the fol-Lowing procedure can

be used-

To avoid such invaridation it is necessary to support multiple
versions of object code for a pãrticular SCU. Creating a new version
must not change Èhe address or type of the oLd "seqfire" and hence aLl
o1d DÀs still depending on it are still consistent. À new version of
sequential fiLe is created so that all- subseguent declarations will-
access the new version. Às long as the oLd and new versions of
"seqfire" are based on the same prototype, alL existing references in
modules will continue to work. This is because the DA, when accessed,
will chose the routines that correspond to its definition. Thus, old
and new versions can run simultaneously. This selection can be based on

Èhe DI associated with a reference

Ultimately, it wilL be desirable to.delete the o1d definition of
"seqfile". To do this it would be necessary to write a conversion
program that converÈs an ord "seqfiLe" to a new "seqfile". This program
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l-ooks like the following: it accepts two parameters, the old and new

"seqfiIe", and does a record by record copy from ttre old "seqfíIe" to
the new "seqfil-e". It is al-so possibLe to modify the old version of
"seqfiLe" to print a etarning message to the user when the oLd version ís
accessed telling him that his file must be converted. This change can

be done as a source language change, and hence i.s not a significant
change. While such a facility will probably exist in this system, it. is
not v¡ithin the scope of this thesis to detail the exact mechanism and

synÈax required to provide versions of object code.

0.13 DEITECTION INFORMÀTION

Detection information must alfow the system to determine if the type

of the entity when the reference was created and the type of the entity

in its definition are the same. The following presents two schemes for

defining the information necessary for the consistency checks.

C.13.1 Versíons Numbers

In this scheme, â version number is associated with the ST for each

SCU. Here a simple integer counter is associated with the ST for each

SCU" When the SCU is significantly changed, the version number is

incremented. This version number is stored with each reference to the

SCU and any DSs for the SCU. The dynamic consistency check determines

if the reference and entity are generated from the same version.

4.13.2 Time Stamp

In this scheme, a system wide clock is used to associate a time stamp

(tS) vrith the ST for each SCU. When the SCU is significantly changed,

the TS is updaÈed to the current time. This TS is stored with each

reference to the SCU and any DSs for the SCU. The dynamic consistency

check determines if the reference and the entity have the sane TS

IFELDM79].

Coneeptually both schemes provide identical facitities for detecting

inconsistencies. Hence, the reason for choosing one over the other is

based on considerâtions other than the checking consistency. Of the two

methods, f have chosen the TS method. Thig is because the TS method
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optimizations to be performed Èhat are not possible with

4.14 TS SIZE

The size of the TS depends on the duration over which the sysÈem will

exist and the accuracy that is necessary. À system must be expected to

last tens of years; therefore, the TS must be large enough to handle

this case. The accuracy indicates the speed at which the TS cl-ock is

ticking. If the accuracy of the cLock must be high, then the TS will be

large, and occupy a farger amount of memory.

4.14.1 TS accuracv

The problem that affects the accuracy of the clock is that once a TS

has been obtained for a reference, it is necessary that the entity not

change significantly before the cl-ock ticks. Otherwise, the reference

will have the same time as the changed item and hence appear consistent

when in fact the reference is later Èhan the change.

Tn Tn+ 1

I

l 

-Ir
obt,a i n Ts

for reference
1l

significant
change

make

To guarantee that this does not occur' the PE, which is making the

significant change, must not reLease access of the STs that are affected

until- the next clock tick.

Tn+1

obta nTS
for reference

1--------->
make significant

change

1
1

If the change takes more than a fraction of a clock tick, then it must

be treated as if it reguired an integral number of cLock ticks. In the

case of making a significant change to the environment ST, the ti¡ne for

the change must be the time of update to the environment DÀ. Otherwise,

a reference couLd be compiled and an access attempted between the Lime

of the ST change and tt¡e tirne the data item is updated or reallocated.

This ensures that any reference rnade in the time period before the
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significant change will fail as the changed entity will have TS Tn+1 or

greater. Às wel1, since no references to the ST can be made when the ST

is locked, ãDy subsequent, references must have TS > Tn+l.

The PE can prevent all references while a user is LOCÀTEd t,o â LST

and changing it. Thus, a user can make multiple changes to the LST and

the internaL and/oÊ external TSs are updated only once when Èhe user

UnLOCATES from the LST. Since this prevents oÈher users from accessing

the ST, the user may be able t,o indicate on the TOCATE command that onfy

read access to the LST is desired. In this case, the PE does not have

to Lock the LST, but must prevent any modifications.

Thus, the accuracy of t.he TS ticks must be such that the locked
period forced by Èhis scheme does not impose too long a wait for

subsequent access to the locked ST" For example, if a cfock tick were 5

minutes, then the worse case woul-d be a 5 minute vraít until the STs that
were locked could be released.

In Èhis system it is imagined that almost all significanÈ changes

will be performed by users communicating with the machine at terminals,
and not by programs that are modifying other programs. Às a result, it

is possible to have a clock tick that is relatively large trom the

machine standpoint but refatively small- from a people standpoint. For

example, a clock tick of 0.25 seconds would impose a worse case wait of

0"25 seconds and an average delay of 0.125 seconds. These delays will
probably go unnoÈiced by Èhe user. And since a user's program will

mostLy refer to his ov¿n STs, there will be little delay in the system

resulting from the extra time the STs are l-ocked.

This slow ticking of the TS clock allows the size of the TS clock
value to be relatively small " A 32 bit value would allow a system

duration of 30 years before the system TS cl-ock is reset. At the end of

thÍs period, the system can be re-created by recompiling it ãnd updatíng

all persisting DAs.
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OPÎIMTZÀTIONS OF CONSISTENCY CI¡ECKS

Àt the moment, every reference to an entity that is in another SCU sT

or SCU instance musÈ be checked for consistency. To accomplish this,

every reference must contain either internal or external DI and every

entity referred to must contain both internal- and external DI to allow

the check to occur. In practice this coufd amount to a substantial

amount of intormation that must be retained and checked. Several

transformations can be made to provide a practical implementation of

this scheme. These transformâtions preserve the ability t.o perform the

consistency checks and yet eliminate some of the DI and some of the

dynamic checks.

{,15.1 Forcinq Recompilation

When a significant change is made to an entity, most references

within the entity are no longer valid. The only exception would be a

routine that is seff-contained (i.e. has no external references). The

entities that contain these references must be modified and reconpiled

before they are consistent with the changed entity. This is true for

either a variable or type change lrithin the entity.

¿.15.1.1 Variable Change

In the following example:

PROC or OBJECT p( ) STNGLE I
vÀR x : ... <- change or delete x

PROC or OBJECT q( ) SINGLE 1

the change to "x" has the potential to invalidate all nodules contained

in "p", even if the contained modules do not reference it. The reason

that all moduJ-es may be affected is that a deletion or change to "x" may

cause the displacements of all the local variabfes after "x" in the ST

to be reassigned. Even if the compiler did not change the displacements

for old variables this would be of litt1e benefit without also knowing

which contained routines referred to "x".. The onJ.y exception is if a

subordinate routine is self-contained.
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Hence, íf the PE wanted to do selective compilation of affecÈed

routines onfy, it would be difficult to deÈermine the complete effecÈs

of a change. As well, a}l- the contained routines wouLd have to be

searched Èo see if they referenced an ent.ity that had been affected.

This latter problem might be mitigated by having an IMPORT statement in

the programming language (à La EUCLID) that listed aLl imported

entities.

The PE may be

affecting existing
be affected" This

able to allow new

ones slnce existing
because

variabl-es to be added without

types and displacements may not

only the PE is managing the ST.is possible

4"15.1"2 Type Definition Change

In Èhe following example:

PROC or OBJECT p(
RECORD or OBJECT t
VÀR v1 : t

) srb¡cLs I
<- change external definition of rrtrr

PROC or OBJECT q(
v1"r or VÀR v2 :

) SINGLE 1
t

The effect of a change to "t" may not directly affect "p" since "p" may

not reference "t" (i.e. has no variables of type "t"). However, this

still leads to the sarne problem as with a changed variabte: Locating the

contained routines that are affected. Rather than do this, it is

reaSOnabl-e to assume that since "t" iS defined in "p" that a change tO

"t" will like1y af f ect rrpr srt DÀ or some contained DÀ.

Thus, an internal change results in marking the changed entity and all

its descendents as needing recompil-ation, unl-ess tt¡e descendent is

self-contained. By adopting this scheme it is not necessary to perform

consistency checks between references to containing ( i.e. gIobal

references) variables as any change will cause ttre reference to be

recompiLed and t¡ence be made consistent. This also eliminates the need

for the internal DI for those entities whose data areas are transient,

such as procedures. Notice that tt¡e entities are only marked as needing

recompil-ation and not actuäIJ-y recompiled. This is because further

changes may be necessary before Èhe affected routine can be recompil-ed

successfully "
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There is one exception where the internal DI must be retained, and

that is if the object creates a DS. In this situation outstanding DÀs

may exist and these become inconsistent after an internal change. Hence

the internal DI is necessary and is used by the dynamic check when the

DA is accessed.

One other situation can arise that forces recompilation. However, in

this situation the compilation of a lower level routine causes

recompilation of a high level routine. For example, in this routine:

PROC or oBJEcT p(
vÀR o : ^sys.buhr.t
PRoC or OBJECT q(

o.r

) SINGLE 1
<- t is an SCU

) SINGLE ].

"^sys.buhr.t" is a remote type and a significant change to it does not

cause any references outside the cfuster definition in which it is

declared to be marked as needing recompilation. In this case, trhere "t"

is an object or cl-ass, this is handled by a dynamic consistency check at

the point of the declaration of "o", which detects that the reference in

the decfaration is no longer consistent urith the object code for type

However , ít *trt ís a RECORD there is no dynamic check as the object

code , to allocate an instance of rrtrr is conpiled directly into "p".
Hence, the change to "t" does noÈ affect "p" or its descendents. When

executed, "p" will aLlocate an old version of trtrr which is consistent

with alf references to "o" in "p" and any descendents.

But if I'qrr is recompiled, the reference to the component "r'of "o"
must use the ne¡v def inition of rttrr to determine the displacement of "r"
and yet use an oLd instance of rron which is created in "p". This

inconsistent situation is detected when the compiler looks up "!" during

tt¡e compiLation of "o.r" Èo determine the displacement of 'r". À

consistency check is performed betvreen the ST type pointer for "o" and

the ST def inition of rrt't r This check would f ai1 since rrtrr has been

significantly changed. If this check fails, this implies that a type

has changed in "p" and "p" and its descendents must be recompiled.

Thus, the compilation of "q" should probably be aborted and "p" is

marked as needing recompilation. Subsequent recompiJ-ation of "p" will
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other routines potentially

4.15"2 Àutomatic Compilat,ion

. Internal changes imply recompilation of alL the contãined entities.

Às well, c!¡anges to Èhe source language of an entity implies that the

entity should also be recompiled. In any system where the source

language is not executed directJ-y, there is a transformation of the

source language into object code for some interpreter (usualJ-y the

hardware). Both the source language and object code can be potentiafly

manipulated independently. From the system standpoint, as long as

references are consistent with definitions, the programming system is

consistent. Hovrever, from the user standpoint it is not reasonable to

have the source language specify one thing, a-nd the object code another.

Thus, it is desirabl-e to have the object code always correspond to the

source language.

This can be done by having a recompilation -!-ÈetoË f or each SCU

both in the ST and with the object code. This indicator is set by the

PE after a user is finished ediÈing the source language for an SCU. Àt

execution time, this indicator is tested before controL is transferred

to an SCU as part of Èhe TS check. If the indicator is set, execution

is suspended and the SCU ís recompiled. If there are no compilation

errors, then execution can be resumed. If a compilation error occurs,

Èhe resulting SCU becomes invalid and results in an execution time

termination" So that further attempts to recompile the erroneous SCU

are not aùtempted, another indicator night be worth while. This

unsuceessful æcarnprfa.Ejen indicator is set by the compiler indicating

an unsuccessful compilation and is reset by the PE when it sets the

recompilation indicator (i.e. when a change has been made to correct the

error in the source language for this SCU). The unsuccessful

recompi laÈ ion indicator i s tesled at execuÈion t ime only i f the

recompilation indicator indicates that recompiJ.ation is necessary.

This dynamic compilation is possible because the ÀT has a pointer

back to its ST entry (the pointer is originally there to allow symbolic

debugging and deferred object resolution). Notice that the automatic

compilation does not occur until there is a reference to tlre entity"
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Thus, the user ís not forced to make changes in such a way that the

source language is always compileabl-e. The source language can be

¡nodified over a period of time as long as the entity is not referenced

dynamically during that period. If a reference does occur during the

modification period, while the source language is not completely

changed, a recompilat,ion will st,i1J occur and compilation error messâges

may be produced resulting in the failure of the reference.

If a user explicitly compiles his module, the compiler resets the

recompilation indicator for that modul-e. In this way a user can check

for syntax errors before making a reference to an entity. However, if a

user ever forgets to explicitly compile a module he has modified, he

will always get the modified version when he invokes the modul-e. This

is particularly important to beginning programmers who often make

changes and forget to recompile their modules before testing tt¡em Èo see

if the change fixes the module.

{.15.3 Compile Time TS Checks

Since the consistency check must occur at each cafl to each SCU, this
increases the overhead of aLL calls. This night be mitigated by having

the hardware caLL instruction aLso perform the TS check. The TS check

might be done in parallel with saving the status of the current routine.
Ho¡'rever, in some cases it is possible to efiminaÈe the dynamic

consistency check and instead perform the TS check at compile time. The

situation that allows conpile-time DI checks is when entities reference
one another in the same segment and are not exÈernally ca11abIe.

Inter-segment calIs must always do a dynamic consistency check.

When a non-exÈernaJ-Iy callabLe module is significantly changed, it is
possible at compile time to check aLf routines in the segment to
determine if thåV reference the changed moduLe. If they do reference
the changed module, the RIJD entries can be modified to branch to an

error routine in the segment instead of the referenced routine. Hence,

at run-time. the call will execute the error rouÈine which generates a

consisLency error. This allows elimination of the dynamic TS check on

calIs and hence the extia object code to perform the check.

Modificat,ion and recompilation of the module containing the reference
wiJ-1 eliminate the consistency error.
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However, compile-time TS checks increase compilation time. First,
aII calls to other routines in t,he segment must be done using the RLD

table even if the call would normally be done directly using the ÀT. By

using the RLD table in this fashion, it is possible to determine all the

routines that a module references" Secondly, it is expensive to l-ocate

all Èhe references to an inconsistent routine. All RLD tables in the

segment must be examined to locate any references to the inconsistent

routine. Because of this additional overhead for compile-time TS

checks, the user mighÈ srant to decide whether he v¡ants compile-time TS

checks or dynamic TS checks for íntra-segment call-s. When a user

declares a segment, he could specify which type of check will be used.

4.16 RTMOVTNG RTFERENCE ES

If the type field of a ST entry points to the ST of another SCU, then

any use of that pointer must be checked. Hovtever, DI for a1l- type

pointers in an sCU are updated during compilaÈion since alL the ST

entries are remapped to reflect their current type. AlL the TSs for the

type references will be less than the compile time, and because of sT

lockout, any type that is subsequentl-y changed wilL have a TS greater

t,han the compile time. Thus, the compile time can be used to perform

the consistency checks.

This same argument appJ-ies to references in object code for an SCU.

When an SCU is compil-ed, all of its references to oÈher SCUs have the TS

information from the ST of the SCU associated nith them. A1I of these

TSs are less than the time of compil-ation since no changes are alfowed

during the compilation. This means that if any of the referenced

entities are changed they will have TSs greater Èhan the current compile

time" Às a result, it is sufficient to store the compife time of an SCU

with Èhe object code, and remove aLl the TSs associated with each

individual- reference to other SCUs. This co¡npiLe-time TS is then used

for checks on references between other scus and Èhe entity. If the

reference TS is greater than or equal to the compil-e time of the entity

being referenced it is consistent, otherwise an exception is raised.

Às a resul-t, it
associated þ¡ith both

is possible to have a single cornpile-time TS

the SCU ST and the SCU object code and eliminate
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alf the TSs associated with each externaL reference. Tt¡is scheme would
not rrork if version numbers were used for the DI. This is because the
version numbers for different entities are not related, and hence they
coul-d not be factored out as â common version number.

4.16.1 DÀ Àddress TS

Unl-ike the addresses created in a module which are al-l creaÈed at the
same time, dynamically created entities (such as objecÈs creating new

memories) can be creat,ed at any time. Às a result, there is no way to
factor out the Ts for the pointers to DÀs. This is especially true in
the case of an environment where objects like fiLes can be created at
any time. Hence, each DÀ address must have its own Ts. Hovrever, it is
not necessary to have a TS for each displacement (component.) in the MH

address for a DA. During all-ocation of a new DÀ, the MH address is
built up as each component is created. À singre TS for the entire MH

address is adequate to verify consistency between each component and the
DÀ in which it refers. The vaLue for the TS is the time at which the
aÌLocation of the entity begins. Unfortunately, incJ-uding the TS s¡ith
each DA reference increases the size of a MH address substantiarly.

4.1? REUSING ÀT ÀND EOUTVÀLENT ENtrRIES

Eventually, modules and DÀs will be deleted by the user. But after
this is done, there may stil-l be outstanding references to the ÀT entry
of the object code in a segment or the capsufe of a DÀ in a memory.
These references must fail r¡ith a consistency error if executed.

There are several ways of handling t.he problem of dangling references
so that consistency is maintained.

Mark the AT or equivalent entry as deleted and do not reuse it.
Hence, ãDy outstanding references wil-r fair on access to the ÀT

entry. unfortunately, in a highly volatile memory, there wiLl
soon be a large number of unused ÀT entries resurting fro[r
deletj.ons and this will force a 1arger component value.
change the TS in the ÀT to the deLetion time and al-Iow the entry
to be reused. This is possible because the ÀT entry does not
need to point at the old (deleted) item. since the time of the

1

2
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entity is now past, Èhe time at which all the references vrere

created, the TS check wilf detect any invaLid reference to the

deleted entity" When the entry is reused, the time of creation

of the new entiÈy can be stored in the ÀT entry and this time

will always be further in the future than the deletion time, and

hence all oLd references will continue to faiI. The onLy

restriction is that the entry must be maintained in exactly the

same position in the ÀT.

Of the two schemes '
utilizing space in

maintained"

the second provides the greater flexibility

the memory and sti1l allows consistency to
in

be

¿,1B IÌ.|PÛC:IE AS

The way in which the programming system has been designed implies the

existence of multiple acÈive ¡Ss (¡',¡a¡S) in the hardware. The idea of

MÀAS was developed in the Multics system. There, a task can have access

to any number of Multics' segments, some containing data, oÈhers

containing object code. This is in contrast to most large computer

systems which support only a single-Ieve1 store (i.e. only one AS

directly accessibfe from a task). In the case of micro and mini

computer systems, MÀÀS were introduced because the address size on t,hese

systems severely restricted the amount of accessíbl-e memory. Hence,

these systems were forced into MÀÀS not because of the desire to solve

storage management probl-ems but simply to be abl-e to increase the amount

of daÈa Èhat could be addressed.

In the singJ-e-levef sÈore scheme it is possible to mi¡nic access to

multiple Àss. This is done by mapping a portion of each accessed AS

into the single ÀS accessibfe by the task. While this scheme can

simulate MAÀS, many of the benefits that result from MAÀS are Lost: in

particular, to "limit or control- access to information so that a

computation may be self-protected from its own mishaps and so that

different comput,ations that share the same physical- facilities may be

mutually protected"IBENSOG9]. Às weL1, simulating MAÀS introduces a

difficult storage management problem in the single-J.eve1 store.

Therefore, it is imagined that this system would be implemented on a

machine that acÈua1Iy provides MÀÀS-
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The generaf architecture of this machine sroul-d resemble that of the

GE 645 [ORC¡¡¡22] which supported MuItics. Hoyrever, in detail many

things woul-d be different. This is because the Mul-tics system is

fundamentally ditferent from this system, and hence has different

specific hardware requirements: in particular, implicit accessing of a

segment at the first reference. To support this, many hardware features

were built into the machine. Addresses have to have a special bit

indicating whether they are symbolic or have been converted to an actual-

address and a segment created, and this bit is tested on each reference.

This is linked with constructíon and use of t,he Multics' segment table

which is also part of the hardware addressing mechanism. However, in

Èhis system, access is not done at first reference but is done

explicitly before a reference, and hence most of the special Multics

hardware features are not required.

In Multics, all the segments v¡ere conceptualty al-l- accessible, but

the hardware only has 4 or 5 segments that it could access at any

instance. If a different segment was to be accessed, it displaced one

of the 5 active segments. Like Multics, this sysÈem reguires several

ÀSs directly accessible by the hardware:

.'.,:'..

I

2

segrnent ÀS - instructions are implicitly

stack Às - storage for focal variables
parameters

heap AS - storage for dynamically created

data ÀS - storage for tt¡e DS of objects

temporary data ÀS - storage for the DS

accessed Èemporarily, such as parameters

or data moved from one DS into another DS

fetched from this ÀS

of procedures and for

objects

of objects that must be

in an inter-task caJ-1,

All the ÀSs must be explicitly selectable in the address portion of an

instruction. For example, the segment ÀS may be accessed expJ-icitly

because it nay contain constants.

These 5 active ÀSs will be accessed through 5 special hardware

registers on the machine. These hardware registers point to the

representatives for the ÀSs insÈead of to the actual data structure for
a page tabfe. This is desirable in order to permit the hardware to make

direct calls to the representative, for example, on a page fault. This

3

4

5



implies that the hardware is
and not just of a page ÈabIe.

¡.18.'l Chanqino of ImoLícít ÀlSO

During a call some or al-I of these ÀSs may be changed.

conditions that cause each AS to change are the following:

Addressing 1 75

aware of the structure of a representative

The

2

The segment changes when a calL is

compiled in a different segment.

The stack and heap change during a

made to a routine that is

call to a routine in another

the programming languagetask. This mây depend

task-communicat ion mechanism.

The data area changes during a

in an object that creãtes a DS.

on

3 reference to a routine contained

For example, the decl-aration:

vÀR pf : f. seqacc

creates an access class which refers to a new segment and DS and uses

the existing stack ÀS. "Seqacc" wil-I be compiled into the segment with

"seqfiIe" because it has been defined this way. This v¡as done because

it would use Èoo much storage if "segacc" was copied into al-l users

segments and Èhere would be problems in updating these copies should

"seqãcc" change" In fact, aJ-l the components of "seqfiLe" will likeJ-y

be defined together so that only one segment is needed to access aLl

routines. The storage for the local variabfes of "seqacc" will be

allocated on the heap of the calling module. The instantiation of

"seqacc" makes accessibfe the ÀS for the sequenÈial file "f" as the DS.

VariabLes, such as "first-record" and "Iast-record", will be accessed

using this dat,a memory. Because the compiler is aware of the 5

accessible ÀSs during compilation of "seqâcc", the compiler can

determine which variables are in which ÀSs. Hence, in Èhis case they

can be accessed without MH references. This greatly reduces the

overhead involved in executing in "seqacc".
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4.18.2
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Implications of Implicit, ASs

It is necessary that the compiler knovr exactly when an ÀS change

occurs and in which AS a variable resides (i.e. which of the above 5

Ass), because the object code generated to access variables depends on

the ÀS in which t.he variable is located. Normally the compiler can

'determine the ÀS in which a variable is aflocated from the context in

r¡hich it is decl-ared. For example, entities declared in an object are

in iÈs DS, and entities declared in a class or procedure are allocated

on the stack or heap. When arguments are passed by value, they are

copied onto the stack and the object code to access them in the calling

module retrieves them from the stack. In the case of an inter-task,

call the old stack is accessible via the temporary ÀS.

In the case of passing arguments by address or passing the value of a

pointer. the caJ-Ied module does not know which of the 5 implicit ASs the

address is relative to. Ànd even worse, the ÀSs may change when the

called module is entered. Therefore, to pass an argument by address rnay

require that additional information be provided that identifies the ÀS

in wt¡ich the argument is stored. one possible way of doing this is to
pass the MH address of the argument. Hovrever, consÈructing the MH

address dynamically, and de-referencing it in the caIled module would be

expensive. À simpler solution is to pass both the address of the data

and Èhe address of the representative that can be loaded into the

temporary ÀS register to access the argument. This type of address

which contains both the representative address and the data address is
called a REPREF.

WhiLe it is conceiveable to implernent all transmission of arguments

by address using REPREFs (as is done in Multics where each address

contains a segment number and the data address), it is undesirable for

routines that operate on the same DAs. These can pass parameters by

simple addresses.

To handle this situation. the compiler must be able to determine when

paramet,ers passed by address come from ÀSs different than the ones

active when a routine is caLled. The situations where this can happen

are:
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When the routine is externally visible and the object creates a

DS, here the argument might be in the caLler's DS, ot the return
val-ue might be in the ca]Iee's DS.

When a routine has a SINGLE type as its compile-type and is
compiled ínto a segment different than the next containing entity
with a compile cl-ause, as in:

PROC or OBJECT q SINGLE Q

PROC oT OBJECT P SINGLE P .\

3

The segment AS will change during a call to "p" and an

migtrt be a const,ant in the calling module's segment ÀS.

When the entity being called is a task, here the stack
will change and an argument may be in Èhe caLler's stack

argument

and heap

or heap.

All parameters to routines in any one of these contexts must be REPREF

parameters.

Theoretically, routines like the "read" routine in "seqfi1e" must

return a REPREF pointer, because the pointer is relative to an AS

different from the caller's. However, in practice, this ís necessary

only if the pointer is to be stored by the caller. And, even this is
unnecessary if the pointer is qualified by the access class to which the
pointer is relative, as r'ras mentioned in chapter 2; Èhrough the access

class, a pointer to the representative can be located, and the compiler
can use this to obtain access to the ÀS that the pointer is reLative to.

The most common situation, however, is to de-reference the pointer

immediately upon returning from "read" as would be done in:

r <- pf.read()

where "r" is
knows the AS

the previous
rrrrr. In Èhe

of

fo
Ds)

case

the same type as the fiLe's records. Here, the compiler
r¡hich Èhe pointer from "pf.read()" is relative (namely,

and hence cân extract the data value and assign it to
where the pointer is copied, as in:

p <- pf.read( )
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where "p" is a REPREF Èo the same type as the file's records, the

compil-er can detect that the simple address returned by "pf.read()" must

be converted to a REPREF and can construct the REPREF address

dynamically. Thus, both situations can be handled without the need to

declare "read" as returning a REPREF pointer.

' Às weII, there are situations where the programmer must declare
parameters to be REPREF in other contexts. For exanple,

OBJECT q
PROC p

PROC

END

r(k)
END PROC

END OBJECT

In this example, "p" is externally visible and the programmer has made

parameter "k" a REPREF. Hovrever, when "k'r is passed to "r" there is a

problem. Procedúre "r" is an internal routine and hence assumes that
all pass-by-address references are in some accessible ÀS. To be able to

accommodaÈe either an argument from outside the object or a variable
inside the object, requires that the parameter be a REPREF. Hence. Èhe

programmer would have to declare the parameter "vr" to be REPREF, êS

wel-1.

4.18.2.1 Structure of a RTPREF

Besides pointing at the object being addressed, the REPREF must also
identify the ÀS in which this object is allocated. It does this by

pointing at the representative for that ÀS. In addition. in order to
check for dangling references, the REPREF must include a TS. For

example, a dangÌing REPREF can occur if an access variable is declared
in an environment DÀ. Here, ât sign-off fron the environnent. the

representative is deleted, and hence the access class pointer to the
representative is no longer valid. This is because the access variable
points to the rèpresentative with a REPREF pointer. Thus, the REPREF is
just a MH address. The fÍrst component forms a pointer to the
representatíve, and the last component is a displacement within the
memory corresponding to the representative. Às wel1. a TS is associaÈed

with this MH address.

(X : REPREF I)
r(w : REF t)

PROC
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4.19

The previous discussion explained what is done when a cal-Ler passes

an argument by address that may not be directly accessible to the caLled
module. The next case to consider is when an argument is not directly
accessibl-e in the calIer. That is, the argument is not ín any of the
calIer's implicit ÀSs and in fact does not necessarily have a pager

currently available through which it can be accessed. Consider the
cal-I:

p( ^sys " zarnke. f )

where "p" is defined as:

PROC p(f : seqfile( ))

In the call Èo "p", the argument is a "seqfile" in environment "zarnke".
The value that must be passed to routine "p" is the MH address that Ís
stored in environment "zarnke" for "f". Within the body of I'p* this
address can be used to declare an access class for "f".

However, to get the address of "f", several other DÀs must be made

accessibLe implicitly. To compile the cal1, the compiler must generate

object code to extract the MH address for each component in tL¡e

qualified reference. The steps involved are:

Look through contaíning objects for an object "sys", which must

be accessible since it is statically above the entity that calls
ttptt 

-

Fetch the MH address for "zarnke" from "sys" and de-reference
that address. The location of the MH address for "zarnke" in
"sys" is the displacernent that is compiled into the object code

from the ST entry for "zarnke".
Fetch the MH address tor "f" from "zarnke".

In this ease, once the MH address for "f" is found, Èhe objects made

accessible to locate rrf rr mây be de-accessed. I f il f rt is not
self-contained, then any ASs it depends on wiLl have to be made

accessible. For example, if "seqfiIe" accessed a daÈa item in "sys",
"sys" would have to renain accessible during the access of "f".

1

2

3
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It is important to not,e that the implicit accessing of the qual-ifiers

is independent of the implicit accessing of components in a MH address.

Each of Èhe three components in the qualified name has a MH address

which itself is composed of several- components. Resolving boÈh

addresses will resul-t in the accessing and hence creation of

representatives for the necessary DAs. However, in both cases most of

the higher-order components will already be accessed and hence will

require Litt.le overhead to find their representatives.

4.2O St MI¡IARY

MH addresses reflect the fact that objects (including capsules) are

allocated dynamically in nested memories. The component values which

make up the MH address and identify an object can be encoded. The form

of encoding is not mandated by the system, but instead depends on each

MEMORY definition; each MEMORY definiÈion determines the structure and

meaning of the component that it provides in the MH address. The

encoding of a component value has the benefit of producing a smaller
address and of allowing a l-evel- of indirection betvreen the component

values and the actual object. This indirection permits the object to be

moved around within the memory for storage managemenÈ reasons and yet

sti1l maintain a fixed address for referring to an object. The

resolutíon of a MH address invol-ves traversing the MH, accessing an

object for each componenÈ in the address. This object access causes the

creation of a representative for each object.

TSs provide a mechanism for checking that addresses sti11 refer to
the proper type and location of entities. This check aIlows the system

to maintain integrity when entiÈy definitions can be changed

independently of entity referencesi such changes are possible because of
separate compil-ation. This check is a dynamic check and in theory must

occur for all references. Hosrever, by the judicious choice of the

entities that are given fss based on the conpilation uniÈs that the user

defines, many of the dynanic checks can be eliminated or at least
reduced.

In general-, it is desirable that hardsrare assistance be given in the

tasks of sÈorage management and access. One way in which this is
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accomplished is by having ÀSs paged. And, in order to be abl-e to access

severaL objects simuftaneously in a module, the hardware must provide a

MÀÀS capability. In the äuthor's opinion not enough effort has been

spent in hardware design to aid the software developer in dealing with
addressing and storage management problems. I find it difficulÈ to
understand why most of the ideas present in the Multics hardware were

not accepted, refined and included in all current hardware designs.





Chapter V

PERSPECTII'ES

Objects provide a service for a user. The service is a high Level

abstraction of a compl-ex operation. The service provided by the

abstraction can be refined by logical partitioning into components to
implement the service. This is the top-down successive refinement
method applied to the definition of an object. What is interesting
about this decomposition is that there usually is a natural grouping of
the components based on Èhe functional subset.of t,he abstraction. This
grouping forms an intermediate leve1 of understanding during
implementation of the abstraction, and arises concurrently with the

development of the components. Às components are defined the operations
Èhey implement indicate which group they belong in, and as the
intermediate level- develops so does an understanding of the functions
required to be implemented by the componenÈs. This feedback during
program analysis is vrhat, normally occurs in developing softr¡are.

For example, Èhe OBJECT definition "seqfile" provides a storage
service. The components for "segfi1e" define the operations tÌ¡at
support the storage service and the sequential nature of the storage
management. These components fa11 into the fol-lowing groups: reading
from the file, updating the file, extending Èhe file, and recreating the
file. Each group may be implemented by severaL components.

These inherent groupings can also be used in the implementation of
other fac ifities not directly reLated to the operation of the

abstraction. Two of these faciLities are security and arbitratíon"
Security is the prevention of unauthorized access of an object by a

user, and arbitration is Èhe determination of how to treat multiple
simultaneous requests for an object. Neither security nor arbitration
is essentiaL for the definition of an object.

For example, in a "seqfile" the protection mechanism can use tt¡e

inherent groupings as a way of direetly controlling what components can

be accessed by a user" By allowing a user to access only the components

183
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that are in one or more of the groups, it is possible to esÈablish a

security scheme for controlling the access of the records of the

"seqfiIe". Àl-so, by separating the groups into those that contain

components that perform reads and Èhose that perform stores, it is
possible to determine when concurrent access of the file can occur.
These facilities could be implemented directly by enumerating those

components that belong to each type of security or arbitration, but the
groups provide a concise indirect method of specifying lists of
components.

5.1 DEFINING PERSPECTI\ÆIS

The groupings associated with an object are usually lost vrhen an

object is implemented in a programming language. NormaIly, programming

languages do not support a means of indicating the groupings and

associating the components that implement each grouping. This is
because t,he steps necessary in deriving the components are considered as

documentation at the programming language l"eve1. But as suggested

above, these groups can be used to support special features in the
system, thus there is a need to be able to define the groupíngs in the
programming language.

À perspective is the name given to a group of components that are

logically related by the function that they jointly perform.

Perspectives are simiLar to ÀLPHARD operation Lists ISHAW81 ]. Usually
there are several- perspectives defined for an object and this set of
perspectives is caLled the ÞersÞective -g! of the object. Perspectives
are uLtimately sets of OBJECT defínition component names. However, ít
is frequently convenient to consider one perspective to contain other
perspectivesi that is, the components in the first perspective are a

subset of those ín the second. These relationships are established in
the perspective set definiÈion. The perspective set is defined along

with the oBJEcr definition.

For example, there are perhaps 5 different perspectives associated
srith "segfiLe". (the exact number depends on the implementer's
intuitive notion of what really constitutes a "seqfiIe".) These are:
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to read records frorn the f ile
to add new records
to read, and change existing records
to update, and add new records
to modify the f il-e or deLete all- records
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read
write
update
modi fy
rec rea te

: allows
: a1l-ows
: aLlows
: aLlows
: al1ows

a
a
a
a
a

user
user
user
user
user

These perspectives can be declared and their relationships
established by the following declaration entered in "seqfiIe"¡

PERSPECTM p : (pread,
pwrite,
pupdate >
pmodify >
prec reate

pupdate & pwrite,
> pnodify)
pread,

Here. 'p" is the perspective variable for "seqfile" through which the

actual perspective in a "seqfile" instance can be obtained. À

perspective decl-aration is Like an enumerated type declaration in that
it declares â set of named constants. Às well, the perspective

definition provides the ability to indicate hierarchical relationships
among the perspectives (i.e. a partially ordered set). The symbol '>'
is used to specify the ordering among the perspectives. The form

"pupdate > pread" means that perspective "pupdaÈe" implies perspective

"pread" (i.e. "pread" is a subset of "pupdate"). À graphical picture of
the relationship among these perspectives is:

p rec reate

irv

ate pwr te
pread

Thus, a perspective forms a partially ordered set; a partially ordered

set is a special form of enumerated type and can be named and used to
declare variables ott¡er than perspectives. However, the type
perspective has its own unique properties (as wiIl be discussed) and its
Èype can be any of ttre enumerated types.

These perspective names can then be associated with the appropriate
components of the OBJECT definition that provide the function
appropriate for the perspective. Eor example, to complete the
perspective specification for a "seqfi1e", the following perspectives

are associated with components in tt¡e body of "seqfiLe".
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seqacc {pread} ...
PE end-of-file {pread}
read( ) {pread} ...
reset() {pread} ...
write {pwrite} ...
update {pupdate} ...
recreate( ) {precreate}

rl

ti

ÀccEss
ESCA
PROC
PROC

. PROC
PROC
PROC

Only one perspect.ive is allowed to appear in the perspective set for
á component. I n general , thi s shoul-d not cause any problems.

Situations where more than one perspective needs to be associated nith
one component are rare, because that would impfy that t.hat component

belongs in two functionally different groups of components. If this is
the case, then it is most likeIy Èhat there is some intermediate
functional- l-evel- that coul-d contain the two groups. For example, if
there are perspectives defining the relationship:

and a component must bel-ong to perspectives "8" and "C", then this can

be accomplished by introducing a nevr perspective "E", such that:

c

and the component can beLong to perspective "8". All other components

in "seqfile" that have no perspectives associated with them are locaI
components necessary to support the implementation, and are not part of
the functional- operations provided by the object Èo the user.

The definition of perspectives and their association with components

are thus far not essential in the writing of the implementation in the
programming language, although they serve to define the impJ-ementâtion

structure.

5.1.1 Usinq Perspectives to Restríct Aecesg

The perspective is used to provide information, to both the compiler
and the object instance, that only a subset of the actuat OBJECT

definition is going to be used. This additional information, which is
supplied by the programmer, is used to check that only this restrícted
subset of components is used. Às weI1, at execution time this

À

B c D

À

DE

B
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information about which functional aspects (i.e. which components) of
the object are being used all-ows certain operations to occur which could
not occur if unrest.ricted access to the object were allowed. While it
might be argued thaÈ the perspective is just. another parameter to the
object, it is a special parameter because its information is used at
compiì-e time as wel-I as execution Èime. fhis information is inportant
because it describes at the perspec!ive l-evel- how an object will be

accessed.

Perspectives can be associated with object references as well- as wit.h

components in the OBJECT definition. The actual perspective to be used

is specified along with an object or object-prototype reference using
the f o1l-owing syntax:

obj ect-name {perspect ive-name J

The following four examples ilJ-ustrate some of the situations where a

perspective is associated with an object reference to specify a

restriction of usage of the object.

Àn object can have ã perspective associated with an access

variable to restrict vrhat can be accessed Èhrough the access

variable. For example. in the decLaration of the following
access variable:

vÀR pf : f{pread}.seqacc

only components in perspective "pread" can be accessed by "pf".
This restriction on the operations Lhat can be performed on the
file can be used at execution time by the object to both protect

itself and schedul-e concurrent accesses to it.
Àn object parameter can have a perspective associated bríth it to
specify wlrat operations can be performed on the parameter in the
body of a procedure. For example,

PRoc p(vAn 9{pread} seqf iIe(r¡tt) )

2

indicates to the compiLer that only cotnponents

"pread" will be used in conjunction with parameter

compiler can check statically in the body of

1n perspect ive

9". This Èhe

p"" If no
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perspective ís specified for a parameter, the compil-er assumes

that access may be made to all- user visible components.

3. Àn object can have a perspective associaLed Þ¡ith it at a call

site to specifícal1y indicaÈe a restriction on the type of

operations that can be performed on the arguments. For example'

, in the call:

p(f{pread})

the caller is indicating that only components in perspective

"pread" can be used in conjunction with "f". This allows a user

to protect his data when calling a program that he is noÈ sure

will modify the argument. This can be checked statically by

comparing the call- site perspective with the parameter

perspective. If the parameter perspective is not a subset of the

argument's perspective, a compilation error occurs.

4. Àn OBJECT definition can have a perspective associated with it to

indicate that only a subset of the OBJECT definition is to be

implemented. For exarnple, an object which can be used in the

same context as a "seqfile" buÈ only provides the components

specified in the "preãd" perspective of "seqfile" is defined as

follows:

I oBJEcr readfile : segfiletype{pread}

Instances of type "readfile" can only be used in contexts thaÈ

use the perspective "pread" components on a "seqfiIe".

Às with the perspective for components, only one perspective can be

specitied to re6trict access. This stems from the notion tt¡at allowing

a list of perspectives would, in essence, be defining a new (although

unnamed) perspective with a new reLationship. Using the perspective

relationship given above a usage such as:

vAR p9 : g{a,D}.access

is in effect creating a new perspective:

A

B D

unnamed c
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Clear1y, this is not a combinâtion that the fife writer has included in

the original definition. Às a resul-t, it does not seem restrictive to

force a user of a definition to use only those relationships that are

defined via t,he original perspectives for an object.

5.1.2 Implementation of Perspectíves

The compilation of

each perspective and

perspectives in the ST

PERSPECTM declaration places

the rel-ationships that exist

for the perspective variable.

the

on

information on

between the

entry

The compilation of the perspective for components associates

information about the perspective with iÈs ST entry. This extra ST

fiel-d is called the ÞersÞeqtjl¿-e fiel-d, and its value is called the

ÞeI€peçt.ll¿e vêLJ-e. For components that have no perspective set, the
perspective value is seÈ to the speciaI perspectíve "NONE" which

indicates the component belongs to none of the perspectives defined for

this oBJECT def inition.

The perspective value is the unique value assigned to the names in

the partially ordered enumerated set. Like other enumerated types, the
perspective constants are numbered from 0 to N-1. Thus, a single byte

is probably enough to store the perspective value as that would alfovt

255 user-defined perspectives plus the special perspective "NONE".

5,1 "3 Usino ÈÌ¡e Perspective at Execution lrime

Às has been shown in the usages of the perspective, the perspective

is always associated with a reference to an object. This is because the

object is the entity that provides the resource that the perspectives

describe. This is expressed by specifying the perspective with the

object usage and the perspective is essentially passed as a parameter to

the object. However, unlike other parameters that are passed to t,he

object, the perspective is not fixed for the duration of the object but

instead changes wíth each user's specified access. This is another way

in which the perspective is special.

The perspective associated with an object is passed implicitly as a

parameter to the object when it is rnade accessible. Since the
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perspective for each accessor is different, the perspective must be

implicitly stored in Èhe dat,a area of the accessor's access cl-ass.

While the scope ruLes allow access to the perspective in the object and

the access class, the perspective variable has no value during either
initialization or termination of the object. This is the same as for
the representative and is due to the fact that both perspective and

representative are related to access of the object ãnd not to the object
itself.

5.1.4 Modifvino Perspective Sets

Àdding or deleting of a perspective for components is a significant
modification. As will be seen, the perspective value for a component is
compil-ed int.o modul-es, and hence changing it invalidâtes the value in a

module which results in a significant change. Hovrever, adding a

perspective to a component that previously had no perspectives is not a

significant modification. Since no module could reference the component

without an. associated perspective, there are no outstanding perspective

values to be invalÍdated.

5.2 ÀRBITRÀTION

Scheduling, like paging, is within the domain of the system. OnIy

tbe system is in the globa1 position needed to assess when resoures can

be aLlocated and used. Ho$rever, although the system can best decide how

the physical resources of Èhe machine can be managed, the system is not
able to deal with the logical situations when an object may be accessed

by several users. The decision concerning concurrent access of an

object is besÈ specified by the object. The decision about when to
grant access to and nhen to delay access to an object and other data is
called arbitrat,ion. For example, a "seqfile" object may have rnultiple
readers, but only one writer, and an "indexseq" may be the same but on a

record basis. Implementing arbitrâtion techniques to support these two

types of concurrent access for "seqfiIe" and "indexseq" requires a

different set of arbitration routines to implement each. These

arbitration routines must be aware of the J-ogical nature of the object
they are arbitrating, and they must be used by the systen to deterrnine

if an object can or cannot be accessed.
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5.2.1 Arbít,rator

The arbítrator decides whicb¡ user will receive access

resource. This is done Lhrough the represenLative which

place in which daÈa items for seriafizing current access can

and exist for multiple accessors.
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to a shared

provides a

be created,

The representative code for arbitratÍon depends on Èhe type of file
and the level of arbitration reguired in the fiLe. For example, in t,he

case of a "seqfile" object, a user is granted or denied access to the
whol-e object. Concurrent read access is alfowed, but write access

forces queueing of subsequent users. In ân index-sequential fiIe, the

arbitrator may provide routines for arbitration on individual records as

well as the whol-e object. À user may vrant access to the whole

index-sequentiaL file during loading or wish to have exclusive or shared

âccess to a pârticular record.

The following example illustrates the additions to "seqfile" to use

its arbitrator to handle concurrent access.

TYPE seqpersP =

OBJECT seqfile(
PERSPECTI p

( pread,
pv¡rite,
pupdate > pread.
pmodify > pupdate & pwrite,
precreate > pmodify)

) RspnsseNTÀTrvE ârb : seqrep
: seqpersp

ÀCCESS seqacc
vAR pa : aru.ååqr.p.""(p)

:
END ACCESS

END OBJECT

The partially ordered set for "seqfile's" perspective is removed from

"seqfiIe" so that it can be used as the parameter type to the

representative's access cLass. When a "seqfiIe" is accessed, the system

implicitly creates a representative and passes the object the specified
perspective. "Seqfile" creates an access cLass for the representative
and Basses it the access perspective.
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5.2.2
À Programming System

Comolete Definition of rSer¡arbil

The following is a complete definition of "seqrep" which performs

arbitration of concurrent accessors for "seqfile".

OBJECT seqrep
k_infoRECORD tas

t : TÀSKID,
p : seqpersp

END RECORD

VAR
VAR
VAR

q : ^sys.queue(task_info)read_count: POSINT
write_count : 0. .1

ÀCCESS seqrepacc (p
startarb(p)

TERMINATE
endarb(p)

END ÀCCESS

seqpe r sp )

PROC
IF

sÈartarb(p: seqpersp)
p

IF
q

END

= pread THEN
write_count = 1 THEN
. rear ( task_inf o (cURTÀsK, p) )
sys. sleep( )
IF

read_count +<- '1

ELSE
IF read count

q. reaF( task-
^sys.sleep( )

-= O THEN
info(cuRTAsK,p) )

END IF
write_count <- 1

END IF
END PROC

PROC endarb(p : seqpersp)
VÀR t : task_info
IFp=preadTHEN

read_count -<- '1

ELSE
write_count <- 0

END IF.

IF -q.enpty THEN
t <- q.front
IF t.p > pread THEN

fF read count = 0 THEN
^sys.õakeup(t.t)

END IF
ELSE

LOOP
^sys.wakeup(t.t )
q. remove

UNTIL q.empty EXIT
t <- q.front

UNTIL trp > pread EXIT
END tOOP

END TF
END IF

END PROC

ll.:.

read_count <- 0
write_count <- 0

ENÐ OBJECT
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l.lhen the representative is created, it declares a queue which wilr
contain the users that must wait while writing occurs. The elements of
the queue contain the task identifier of Èhe process that made the
request (obtained via the special name CURTÀSK), and the type of access
requested. Each user accessing the object gets his or,rn representative
access class which is created as part of the declaration of the access
class for the object" The representative's access class is passed the
type of access that the user's perspective implies. This perspective is
then passed on to "seqrep". The representative witl not return control
back to the access cl-ass and hence back to the user's access declaration
untiL the type of arbitration requested can be granted. rf the user
must wait, the system routine "sreep" is call-ed to suspend the current
process. Tvro counters, t'read_count" and "write_count", count the number

of users reading and t.he number writing. À user vranting to write must

wait, until "read_count" is 0 (i.e. no readers).

The termination code is called at the end of the block containing the
access variable just before the access variable is deleted as part of
normal bl-ock termination. The user's perspective is then passed to
"endarb". The appropriate counter is modifíed depending on the type of
access indicating thaÈ this user's access is over, and the queue is
checked to see if Èhere are any users waiting to use the fil-e. rf there
are users waiting, the first user is checked to see what type of access
he had requested initially. rf the user had requested other than

"pread" access, then he must ¡rait until all u.sers currently sharing the
object are done. only when the last shared accessor finishes accessing
Èhe file wilL a non-shared access process be restarted. This is done

by carling the system routine "wakeup" which marks the process as

dispatchable and the system may then schedule it for execution. If the
user at the front of the queue requestpd shared access then he and all
users following him that requested shared access are dispatched. Hence,

multiple users can access the file simul-taneously, but only one

non-shared access is aIlowed. Notice that both "startarb" and "endarb"
are defined in the object. This is done to force serial access to them

during the arbitration process.
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The perspective simply suppLies information from the access to the

arbitrator. It is up to the fife writer to ensure that Èhings work

according to their stated definition. For example, ít a user reguests

"pread" access to a "seqfil-e" this does not mean that the system checks

that the "seqfile" ís not modified. The file writer may wish to

increment a counter inside the file to maintain a count of the number of

records read. This can be accomplished safely because access to

variabLes in the object are serialized. Thus, perspective "pread"

access does not necessariJ-y imply ptrysical read access to an object.

5.2.3 Àrbitration of Èhe contenUs of Obiects

In the case of an index-sequential file, concurrent update of the

file is all-owed and updating a record should not lock the entire file.

But individual records may have to be accessed in ã non-shared fashion.

To perform this type of access to the records requires a queue of users

for each record that is being operaÈed on. These queues must be

different from the queue used for access to the whole file. Hence, they

must be aLlocated dynamically in the arbitrator.

To handle this situation involves augmenting the representative

access cl-ass with explicit routines that can be caLled from the access

clasS routines of the OBJECT definition "indexseq". For exanple, the

representative may supply a lock record routine (and an unlock record

routine) that is passed a record key. It woul-d then check to see if

that particular record has a wait queue created for iÈ in the

representative. If it does, the write ís queued and the caLÌer waits,

otherwise a queue is created and execution continues alLowing the access

to the specified record.

5.3 SECI,'RITY

SecuriÈy is necessary within aLl systems. not only to protèct

sensitive information, but to protect against accidental or incorrect

use. Security should not be an optional mechanism, where entities are

normally unprolected and may be protected from users by explicitly

invoking the security rnechanism. In.stead, security should be provided

automatically, where entities are protected at creation and must be
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explicitly unprotected or exposed for each user want.ing to
entity. This latter scheme reguires more effort to al-low

others, but in .general provides a safer system.
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access the

sharing by

Other general requirements essential for security are 3

Exposure must be able to be done on a selective basis. À user
may wish to have finer control over exposure then just total
exposure or no exposure. Complex entities provide many

components and the user may wish to expose only selective groups

of components to another user.
The definition of a ueer must be reasonably flexible so as not to
be too restrictive as to what sort of entiLies can perform

agcesS.

The ability to rescind access from a user must be supported. and

this rescinding must be reflected at the next access.

To achieve these goals a dynamic security check wilL be used"

Àlthough attempts have been made to perform security checks at conpile
time IJoNEs78], the nature of security demands that security will be

updated and changed. This would imply recompilation whenever security
on an OBJECT definition changed" These security modifications are
independent of the definition of an entity, ãnd therefore as it is
difficulÈ to justify re-compilation of an èntity or its usage Èo reflect
security modif ications"

5,3.1 Usinq Persr¡ectives to ExÞose Component,s

Perspectives provide an ideal mechanism for selectively exposing
components of a cluster definition. This is done by the creator of a

cluster granting a particular user one or more of the perspectives
defined in the cluster definiÈion. This allows the user to access the
components defined by the perspective for that instance of the cluster.
Using the perspectives to expose components al-lows a precise eontrol
over how each user of the entity can access the entity via its
eomponents" It is important to note. that because perspectives are

defined to be associated with a cluster definition. simple data items

cannot be protected directly, but are protected by the cluster
definitíon that contains them.

2

3
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5.3.1.1 Userg

In conventional systems a user is an entity that is "in

some duration (usually a terminaL sessíon) and while in

access entities authorized for that user. Às well, each

unique so that one user cannot impersonate another. In this

sóftware ent ity that most resembles a convent ional

environment; however I do not wish to base security

environments. In this system. security may be based on

effect"
effect

user must

system,

user i s

sole 1y

other DS

for
can

be

the

an

on

ts

besides those corresponding to users. These DS's are called securitv

DSs. It is the MH address for a DS that serves as the unique identifier

for it, and when this DS is accessed it determines whether access is

alLowed or not and as long as it is accessible it is t,he one on which

alf security decisions are based. À DS used for security checking comes

"into effect" when it is accessed. When access to an object is

attempted, the MH address of the DS is used to determine wÌ¡ether the

access shoul-d be allowed or not. As long as the DS remains accessible,

it is used in this way for security checks unless it is superceded by

another such DS. Thus, objects can be granted access to other objects-

Notice that an object DS is used implicitfy for security checks like a

conventionaf user; horvever, it is not necessariJ.y constant throughout a

terminaL session. By changing environments, the DS used for security

checks can change dynamically.

5.3.1.2 Passvords

passvrords provide a secondary mechanism to associate security with

cluster instances. Passvrords provide the same protection as users but

ihey are explicitJ-y specified on a reference. Às wiÈh a security DS' a

passyrord and perspective are associat.ed with a cluster. The password

must be specified explicitly wherever the instance is accessed and it ís

used for the security check instead of the current security os.

5.3.1.3 GRANT Statement

The GRÀNT statement is a programming language statenenÈ used to

associaÈe a perspective of a cluster definition with a user or password.

It is not a PE command because the grant statement must refer to the

cluster instance to associate the user or password with it. Since the
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cluster instance is only available in SEM, the grant statement nust be

used in interactive mode and hence must be a programming language

statement. Às weII, to be abLe to associate securit¡¡ with dynamically
created clusters would require that the grant statement be a programming

language statement.

The syntax of the two forms of the grant statement are:

1 . GRANT cl-uster-instance Iperspective ] tO user-l-ist

Whích gives to the users in "user-fist" the right to access the
components of "cl-uster-instance" defined by the "perspective".
GRANT cluster-instance{perspective } Wtfg passryord-list2

Which gives to the user of a password from "password-list"
right to access components of "cluster-instance" given by
ttpe r spec t i ve tt .

the
the

For example, suppose user "buhr" wishes to declare a sequential- fiJ-e

'f in his environment and make this file avail-able to user "zarnke" to
read. The file rrfrr is declared in "buhr" and the following grant is
executed by "buhr" to expose file "f" lrith read access:

GRANT f{pread} TO ^sys.zarnke

Thus, when rrfrr is accessed in environment "zarnke",
" seqacc t' , " readt' , and t'reset t' may be used.

the components

5"3.2 Usínq Persoectives to Expose Environments

Grant,ing a user a perspective from a cluster means that the user can

access those components to manipulate a particul-ar cluster, but only if
the user can gain access to the environment containing the instance. rn

the case where the instance is located in the userts environment, he can

directly address the instance because of the scope rules. Hoerever, to
gain access t,o entities in other environments requires obtaining their
addresses from that environment. and this, in turn, requires that the

user be authorized to access the necessary environment components to

extract and use the address.
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In f acr., bef ore a user can access any ent i Èy, he must be abl-e to

access al-1 environments along the logicaL path between his environment

and ¿hat containing the entity. Hence, multipÌe grants may be necessary

Èo allow a user to access an instance in another environment. However.
these grants need onl-y be done once to esÈablish an access paÈhway

between the environments. once the pathway is established, grants are
only necessary to make new entities inside the environment visible to
the user.

5.3.2.1 Environment PerspectÍves

The environment is considered to be an object, albeit a rather
special object. The specification for an environment aLl-ows ã

perspect,ive set to be defined. The perspectives defined in the
perspective set can then be used t,o expose components defined within
that environment. In this way, componenÈs can be made accessible to
other users by granting access to them via the environment perspectives.

Because an environment col-Lects together many unrel-ated components,
its perspectives do not necessarily describe functional subsets of these
components- Instead, the perspectives are used merely to parÈition the
components declared wit,hin the environment into different groups for the
purpose of controlling exposure of these components to other users.

Because each environment instance is unique and hence has its own
sr, each user can decLare his oern perspective for it. For example, if
the user edits the environmenÈ perspecti.ve and adds a new enumerated
constant' ca11ed "extern", that would create a perspective for the
environment. Thereafter. any component declared in the environment can
have perspective "extrn" associated with it. This perspective may be
used to aLlow components to be exposed to another environment.

For
tt buhr tt ,

example, to expose sequential file
perspective "extrn" is associated $rith

rrfrr outside envÍronment

"f" at the declaration:

E: VÀR f{exrrn} : seqfite(rXt)

To grant to user "zarnke" the right to access the components defined by
perspective "extrn" use the cornmand:

I: GRANT buhr{extrn} To zarnke
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This exposes to user "zarnke" al-l components in environment "buhr" that

have a perspective that is a subset of "extrn". It is up to user "buhr"
to ensure that only the entities that he wishes "zarnke" to see are

associated with perspective "extrn" or Íts subsets. This grant

statement is specified only once. Any components that are associated

with "extrn" in the future automatically are exposed to user "zarnke".

Even further grants will be required if more environments exist along

the environment pathway betr,reen environments "buhr" and "zarnke". If

there is a common father environment in which environment "buhr" and

"zarnke" are declared (most like1y in "sys"), Èhen any references from

one to the other must "pass t,hrough" the father environment. To pass

through the father environment means that information about the

locations of instances must be extracÈed from the father environment,

which implies that components of the father environmenÈ musÈ be

accessed. Since alI components are by default not exposed, any user

wishing to address components must be granted appropriate access.

The ability to address one sub-environment from another within the

father environment is accomplished th¡rough a particular perspective

associated with "sys". For example, to expose "buhrtt and "zarnke" to

each other the environment perspective "puser" of "sys" is associated

with "buhr" and "zarnke" at their decl-aration:

E! VÀR
E: VÀR

user
: user

buhr{puser}:
zarnke {puser }

The perspective

"zarnke" so that

can novr

refer to

ttpuser tt

they can

be granted to environment "buhr" and

each other:

I: GRANT
I 3 GRANT

sys {puser }
sys {puser }

TO buhr
TO zarnke

This exposes aI] components in environment "sys" with perspective
t'puser" to users t'buhrt' and ttzarnke". These grant statements are

speeified only once to associate sub-environments wiÈh perspective

"puser". Any nevl sub-environments that are associated with "puser" in

the future automatically have an access pathyray to al-l previously

associated sub-environrnents. These grants make it possible for user

"zarnke" to dynanicalJ-y access "buhr. f " . HoÞtever, although user
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"zarnke" can

entities in
appropr iate

The OBJECT definition for a ST

and these sT perspectives can

operators. For example,

references to

not granted

perspective set to be defined

to granÈ access to the ST

À Programming System

address "buhr.f" he as yet cannot compile

environment "buhr" because "buhr" has

acc ess

5.3.2.2 ST Perspectíves

, The ST is a complex entity manipulated and maintained by the PE- The

ST is considered an object y¡ith a datâ area containing the ST

information, and routines performing operations like:

searching and extracting information from the ST

adding entries into the ST

changing entries in the ST

deleting entries from the ST

I

2

3

4

alIows a

be used

GRANT buhr'ST{search} TO zarnke

exposes environment "buhr's" sT to user "zarnke" for searching and

extracting information. Individual entries in the ST cannot be

associated with perspectives because they are not components of the ST

object. They are just data items within one of the daÈa area components

of the ST. Thus, protection of the ST information is on a gross scal-e

compared to the protection of environments. Ànother user can see or not

see, add or not add, delete or not delete information from the ST. This
gross type of protection normally does not pose a problem as access to a

ST does not give the right to access Èhe data instance whose names

appear in the ST.

Like environment perspectives, appropriate.grants of access to the

STs must be made before a user can reference entities at compile time in

another user's environment ST. Hovrever, a user does not necessarily

have to refer to an entity by name to access the entity. He might

obtain a pointer to the object from another user and thus access it

urithout having to refer to it by narne.
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once aLI the grants are performed' user "zarnke"

access "f" from his own environment. For example'

pass "f" as an argument, to a routine:

201

can comPile and

user "zarnke" can

wished to all-ow user "zarnke"

be used to demonstrate how

all the users will simPIY be

l : P( ^sYs -buhr ' f )

or use "f" in a declaration:

E: vÀR Pf : ^sYs-buhr.f'seqacc

when these statements are compiled and execuÈed' a dynamic security

check occurs to verify that envirOnment "zarnke" is authorized to access

the specified componenÈs in the father environment and environment

,,buhr," and that onJ-y components associated with perspective "pread" are

used with sequential file "f" -

5.3.3 Usinq Persoectives to ExÞose obiects vitÌ¡ Passrords

The previous example where user "buhr"

to read from sequential fiLe "frr nilf

passwords are used- rn this exampfe'

replaced with Passwords-

First, user "buhr,'must define a passvrord for reading from "f":

GRANT f {pread} WITH rdpwd

Secondly, "f" must be

environment Perspective
passr.tord is created to

abLe to be seen outside of "buhr",

"extrn" when it is declared and

expose it:

so "f" is the

the foJ-lowing

(The father

GRANT buhr{extrn} wltr¡ extrnpwd

These passwords can then be communicated to user "zarnke"

password is omitted here for simplicity')

once user ,,zarnke,' knows the necessary passwords, he can access "f"

from his own environment by explicitly specifying them, the syntax of

which appears in the following example. FOr example, "f" can be passed

as an argument to a routine as follows:

p( ^sys.butrr: extrnpvtd. f 3
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ExecuÈion of this routine calf causes a dynamic security check to be

done; iÈ extracts the perspective corresponding to the password and uses

iÈ for checking legitimacy.

Passwords have the advantage that they can

They have the disadvantage that Lhey can

However, passwords must be used in situations

user yet, for example at sign-on. Here.

password to obtain access to his environment¡

be used with any

be stolen and

when there is

the user must

ent i ty.
mi sused.

no current

spec i fy

r : logon(buhrrpassword)

5.3.¿ Rescindinq

Rescinding means to narrow the access a user t¡as to an ínstance.

This must be done v¡iÈhout forcing re-compilation of pre-compiled

modul-es. Since all security checks occur at run-time, changes to

security are reflected immediately even in pre-compiled modules. To

rescind visibility, the GRANT statement can be used by specifying a new

perspective that allows access to fewer components or by specifying the

special perspective "NONE". The special perspective 'NONE" would remove

the user from the tist of granted users so that he is no longer entitled

to ãccess the instance.

There is one potential problem that can occur if a user is granted

access to an insÈance and then the user is defeted. The grant statement

to remove this user from tt¡e capsule wíIl be incorrect because the

userrs nane is undefined. Hence, it would not be possible to remove

this entry. This does not represent a serious probLem because the user

is gone and so are all of his modules; therefore, not removing the

user's name causes no problem other than the space used by the entry in

the List of users.

However, there is another esoteric problem that can arise. Since the

sLorage is freed for the deleted user, it might be used in the creation

of a new user. Thus, the new user might have the same address as the

o1d, and there is the potential Èhat Èhis new user could now impersonate

the o1d user. However, this is prevented because the TS of the new user

is always further in the future then al-l references to the old user and

hence aII old references wilI fail.
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Imolementation of Securitv
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will be performed

security check as

Because the secur ity
frequently. Hence, it
efficient as possible"

check is dynamic,

is desireabLe to make

it
the

5.3.5.1 Using ÀT Entries to Store Security Inforrnation

For each cluster definition
list of users grant,ed access to

that has perspectives, there can be a

an instance of the cluster def inition.
it is accessibl-e at execution time to
weIl, this l-isÈ must be protected so

through the proper security mechanism.

This list must be sÈored so that
perform the security check. As

that it cannot be nodified except

To satisfy these reguirements the granted users or passwords are
sÈored in the capsule that maps Èhe memory which .contains the cluster.
This list is then accessibl-e at execution time because the memory that
contains the capsule is made accessible incidentally Èo make the object
accessible. As well, the List that is being accessed is not part of the
cLuster or even the underl-ying memory v¡hich contains the cluster.
Hence, the user cannot get access to the granted user or password lisÈs"

The capsule for ä memory must hol-d and identify user and passvrord

information about alL instances contained in the overlying memory. For

example.

OBJECT Q {extern}
PERSPECTM pQ : (pr)

RECORD R
PERSPECTIVE
vÀR i {pi }

pR : (pi)
: TNT

END RECORD

VÀR r
END OBJECT

VARq:g
GRÀNT q{pr} to zarnke
GRANT q"r{piJ to zarnke

Here, the capsule underlying the memory for object "q" v¡ouLd contain
security inf ormation about both rrq't and "r". À díagram of this
situation looks l"ike the following:

{pr} 3 R
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capsule for memorY maPPing "q"

zarnke {p
zarnke {p

r
i

]
]

dr
dr, dz

memory that contains "q"

dr
J instance of "9"

dz
I instance of "rt'

Notice that extra information is needed in the capsure to identify which

cluster instance the perspective is actually associated with' This

extra information is just the displacement of the cluster within the

memory that contains it

5.3.5.2 Granting

The grant statement adds information into the capsule entry which

underliesÈhememorythatcontainsthec]usÈer.Àsdescribedsofar'
theon}yuserthatisa]-Iowedtograntaccesstoaclusterisits
creator.Whenanobjectisallocated,theaddressofthecurrent
securityDsisenteredintothecapsuleastheowner.Partofthe
execution of a grant statement is to verify that the grant statement is

executed by the ovtner of the object'

If it is desirable to have more than

object it would be necessary to introduCe

(similar to "NONE"). such as:

user grant access to an

new predef ined PersPective
one

a

r: GRÀNT fiÀLL] to zarnke

edding anott¡er owner would be inpLenented by adding another entry Èo

ovrner field in the capsufe. currently, the grant statemenÈ does

allow this type of modification' Àt Èhe moment' f am not convinced

multip]-eownersofanobjectarenecessary'andsolwi]-ldefer
issue until more knowledge about sectrrity can be acquired from

system imPlementation -

the

not

that
this

the
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The value for the perspective entered into the capsule by the GRANT

statement is not the perspective value, but rather a SET value derived

from the perspective. This SET value is a bit st,ring that is

constructed by the compiler during compilation of the GRÀNT statement.

The construction of the bit string begins by assigning a unique bit for

each perspective in Èhe perspective set. For perspectives Pi thís value

is:

B = (0 0 0)

where I'j' is the perspective value. The bit string is defined as the

logical OR of all the Bi which are descendents of the perspective in the

GRA¡{T statement including the perspective in the GRÀNT statement. Tt¡is

bit string describes al] the perspectives and hence aLl the components

accessibl-e by this user or wiÈh this password.

Compilation of the grant statement generates the necessary object

code to enter the constructed bít string and either the password(s) or

the address of the user(s) plus any additional displacemenÈs into the

capsule that underlies the memory containing the cluster. This means

that the grant staÈement is performing an operation at the capsule

leveL. In fact, each capsule could be required Èo provide a routine

that is call-ed, possibLy only by the system, to perforn this updating of

t.he security information in the capsuJ,e. Execution of the grant

statement causes the security information in the capsul-e to be searched

for the specified user. If the user is not found an entry is created

and the user and perspective are inserted. If the user is located, his

corresponding perspective is updated to the perspective specified Ín the

GRÀNT statement. This handles rescinding and augmenting of access. The

special case of associating perspective "NONE" with a user causes that

entry to be removed from the capsule security informaÈion.

5"3.5.3 Securíty Cheek

The dynamic check to verify that â user accesses only those

components that his granted perspective a1lows is called the E-ecur.!ll,

chec,h. This check is performed implicitly, and is conposed of two

parÈs: obtaining Èhe necessary information so that the check can be

1 0
I
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performed, called securitv extraction, and using this information to

validate references to components' ca1led securiÈv comparison' The

information necessary for the security . check are the user's ÞersÞective

and the comÞonent Þerspective val-ue. The userr s perspective is

extracted from the capsule underlying the memory containing the cluster

to be accessed and the component perspective vafue is obtained from the

modul-e's object code, which in turn is obtained from the perspective

field in the ST for tl¡e component-

As instances are accessed during MH address resolution, the security

check is performed. During MH address resolution, the ÀRR performs the

security check as part of making each object accessible. Às well' the

compiLer may have to generate some further final checks for those

instances that are contained in the last As of the MH address. These

are the instances whose security information is in the capsule for the

memory of the ]ast object accessed.

5.3.5.4 Security Extraction

Security extraction is done before each access. For an object like a

file this means only once per access. For simple variables the

extraction must occur for each reference. Hence, if a user's leve1 of

security changes which updates tt¡e information in the capsule it wiIl

not become effective until the next access to the entity.

Security extraction involves searching the capsule for all entries

that contain either a specified passvrord or the user that is currently

making the reference. If found, the displacement of the capsule

instance in the overlying memory must be checked with the next

displacement in the MH address of the reference. If they are the same,

the corresponding granted perspective is extracted from Èhe capsule for

use in the securitY comParison-

The extraction of the user's perspective from the capsule occurs ât

the point where the address is obtained. In the case of making an

instance accessible, such asa

E: VAR pf f . seqacc
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extraction of the perspective occurs as a normal part of the referencing
of "f". However, when an object is passed as an argument, such as:

r: p(f )

the extraction of the user's perspective must occur at the call site.
Here the MH address of I'f" is extracted froyn its containing DÀ at the
call site and passed to routine "p". This address is normaLly not used

until the file is accessed in the routine "p". However, it is necessary
to use it here to extract the perspective for the user from the capsule
underlying "f"" The perspecÈive must be extracted at the call site
since the security DS may change by the time "f" is actually accessed.
Also, if the routine is recursive the user at the original cal-l should
be Èhe same as the user at subsequent caLls. Thus, to insure that the
user that is making the request is the one that is used in the security
check, the user's perspective must be extracted at the call site"
Àlthough passwords are not sensitive to changes in active ASs and could
be passed along vrith the MH address they hre instead looked up at the
call site to be consistent vrith what is done for users.

5.3.5"5 SeeuriLy Comparison

Whenever a data item is declared yrith a perspective, a1l. subsequent

references to it wilL have security checks done. The security check

must be done for every access to an instance. For simple variables,
where access duration is noÈ explicitly specified, the access check

occurs for every reference. For instances whose access duration is
explicitly specified, the security check occurs at the beginning of
access and that level of security persists untiL that access terminates.
Thus, Èhe compiler must generate security checks at access points" In
the case of a simpl-e instances this may subst.ântiaIly increase execution
time as a security check must occur for every reference. Ho$rever, I
feeL that perspectives will normaLly noÈ be assocÍated with simpLe

instances" Security will normally be associated with objects and

objects must be made accessible. Since the security check is done

during MH address resol"ution it will not cause a substantial increase in
execution time to the process that must already occur.
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Once the two parts needed for the security comparison are extracted,
the security comparison is performed. This check is sirnply indexing
into the user's perspective for Èhe bit specified by the component's
perspective. If the bit is set, the component is a subset of the user's
perspective and hence execution can continuei otherwise an exception is
raised. Thus, the security check can be done efficiently.

The security check can now be illustrated with an example. In the
following example user "zarnke" is attempting to use file "buhr.f" by

passing it to an aLready compiled procedure "p" in environment "zarnke".

I: p(^sys.buhr.f)

In compiling this routine caII, the compiler must traverse the ST tree
struct,ure verifying the existence and correct type usage of all the
fields in the qualified variable. Once "f" is l-ocated in the ST of
"buhr" and the type is compatible with the type of the pararneter of "p".
the compiler generates the object code necessary to reference "f" from

"zarnke". The compiler generates as part of the code the perspective
val-ue for each appropriate field of the qualified variable.

Àt run-time, Èhe MH address of "sys" is extracted from the containing
pointer in "zarnke" and the capsule for it is accessed. The security
check rouÈine looks up the active DS ("zarnke") in the capsule of "sys",
finds it, and extracts perspective "pusêr". This is compared to the
perspective value in the object code from the perspective field of
"buhr". In this case, it is the granted perspective "puser", so the MH

address of "buhr" is now exÈracted from "sys" and the capsuLe for "buhr"
is accessed. The security check routine looks through the capsule of
"buhr" for "zarnke". The MH address for environment "zarnke" is found
there and the perspective "extrn" is extracted. This is compared with
the perspective field of "f" which is "extrn". The MH address for "f"
is extracted from "buhr" and the security check l-ooks up "zarnke" ín the
capsule for "f" and extracts perspective "pread". Fina1l-y, the MH

address for "f" and the perspective "pread" are passed to routine "p".
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Perspectives may be explicitly specified on a reference to indicate
the type of operations that will be performed on an instance. This
extra information is interpreted as Èhe minimum exposure necessary for
execution to proceed normalIy. For exampJ.e,

f {pupdate }

means that only the update operations of "f" wil-f be used. This
involves comparing the explicitly specified perspect.ive v¡ith the user's
or passltord's perspective to determine if the specified perspective is a

refinement of the user's perspective. This rel-ationship ís determined
from the hierarchical- structure of perspectives defined in the
perspective set. If the user does not have at least the specified
access, then an exception is raised.

when the compiler cannot check perspectives at compile time, it
inserts object code at the point of the specified perspective to verify
that the user of the object has at least the exposure indicated. For
example, in the decLaration:

E: VÀR pf f{pupdate}.seqacc

the user's perspecÈive is extracted from the capsure of "f", or if'f'ir
is a parameter Èhen the user's perspective v¡as extracted at the call
site and passed as part of the address of "f". As part of the
declaration, the granted perspective is compared with perspective
"pupdaÈe" to verify t,hat it is a subset of the granted perspective. Às

weIl, the specified perspective is nor¡ used as the granted perspective,
instead of Èhe user's perspective. This is because all code that uses

"pf" may be compired under the assumption Èhat the user has "pupdaÈe"
access or one of its descendents. rf "pf" vJas passed as a parameÈer

then the perspective "pupdate" would be passed along with it instead of
the granted perspective.

The comparison of the granted perspective and the specified
perspective invol-ves checking if the specified perspective is a

refinement of the perspective associated with the user. This comparison
is done in the same vray as for the security check.
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5.4 St rtMÀRY

Perspective definitions provide a powerful rnechanism for grouping

together components of an object and forming reLationships among the

groups. Since these groupings are stated in the OBJECT definition, they
provide a precise rnechanism for specifying what operations can be

performed by each group. The perspective is then available for use by

the compiler and by modules at execution time in order to check access

legitimacy. This information can be used in many ways by the compiler

and modules not all of which were enumerated in this chapter.

Representatives use Èhe perspective to infer the type of

modifications that r¡ilI be made to an object. This information is then

used to arbitrate among muLtiple concurrent accessors to an object,.

Àrbitration is done in the object representative because only it exists

for the proper duration and because its data area is transienÈIy

allocated.

The security mechanism uses perspectives to control which users can

access an object and what type of access they are alLowed. This is done

indirectly by controlling the groups of components t,o which a user has

access. Since perspectives are peculiar to each OBJECT definition, they
provide a specific and precise vray of controlJ"ing user access. This is

in contrast to security mechanisms provided by nosÈ operating systems

that define one general perspective for use with all entities.
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CONCT.USIOII

The most critical reader of all, mysel-f, now finds many defects,
minor and major, but beíng fortunately under no obligation

either to review the book or to write it again, he will pass over
these in silence, except one that has been noted by others:

the book is too short-

- J. R. R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings, Forvrard

while this concludes the vrritten discussion of the programming

system, this sinply marks the end of the beginning. The most important
phase of the thesis is about to begin: implementing the ideas. I. know

fulI well that ideas are cheap, but ideas written down and thought out
rnay have some value. Yet, as always, the proof is in the puddíng, not
in the idea for a pudding or the recipe for a pudding.

Due to the lack of implementation it is not possible to derive any

quantitative conclusions. Figures on the efficiency and usability of
the system will have to wait until after the forth-coming
implementation. Even then it wil-I be difficult to judge because of the
magnitude of t.he comparison. Holr does one compare t.wo entire
programming systems, and on what criteria does one decide whether one is
superior to anoÈher? Therefore the conclusions that are drawn are
subjective ones.

As welL, during implementation I am sure that some of the ideas
presented will require some modification. Some probJ-ems are difficult
to anticipate no matter how much foreÈhought is given. OnIy during the
forrnaLization of these ideas in a programming language may some of the
more subtl-e and intricate problems surface.

Finally, ttre implementation of the system will l-ikely have to be done

on hardware that does not provide the necessary addressing capabilities.
To the author's knowledge, no existing hardware system provides all
hardware requirements specified in chapter 4. Existing hardware systems

provide onLy some subset of the hardware requirements, and as a result

211
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some important part of the addressing mechanism may have to be simulated

by software, in particular, the ability to have multiple accessible ÀSs.

This software simulation may impose a lirnítation on the usefulness of

the system because of the overhead invofved.

6.1 RTVIEWING TIIE OBJ'ECTIVES

providing fiLe definition in the programming language was one of the

key issues that all-owed much of the integration of the programming

system. Fil,e definition aLlows movement of the conventionally

predefined fil-e organizations and fiLe hierarchy out of the operating

system. These facilities are no Ionger cast-in-st,one' but insÈead are

accessible via the programming language. It is not imagined that all

users wilL want to define new file organizations, but large Sca]e

application development may need to tailor their own file organizations-

This can be accomplished and the new tool that is produced will be

immediately accessible via the programming language-

This accessibiliÈy is multi-fo1d. The new file is accessible through

the sT hierarchy so Èhat all programmers can refer to it. The

programming language allows the declaration of the nev¡ file in both PDM

and in SEM. Finally, ít the nevr fil-e is based on an existing file

prototype, the new file can be used with any existing modules that

worked with that prototype.

The programming language used inÈeractively provides a high-Ievel,

powerful, and consistent interface between the machine and the user.

Coupled vrith the concept of an environment, the user is provided with a

powerful interactive type-safe mechanism for accompl-ishing work on the

machi ne.

The pE supplies a controlled and consistent mechanism for program

deveJ-opment. It provides a controlled interface betvteen the system and

the user that allows a structured method of module development and

detection of changes that affec! consistency-

The pE and the segment al-Iow separate compilation of modul-es in the

programming system. The user is allowed to choose the compilation

entity (down to the leve1 of the procedure). and hence controL the scope
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changes. Because the programrning language

language all parts of the sysÈem can be

The retention of all STs and the ST hierarchy provides the means to
allow type checking of all references in Èhe system. This includes
references to variabl-es, programs and files in the user's environment,

in another user's environment and in the syst,em.

The MH address provides a consistent approach to addressing data in
the system. By checking the TSs associated vrith the addresses it is
possibl,e to detect any address that is no longer consistent with the
entity it is referencing. This assures that type safety can never be

violated when separateJ-y compiled changes are made within a constantly
ehanging programming environment.

6.2 ADDITIONÀL WORK

There are several areas in tt¡e programming system that were not

specifically addressed due to the time constraints imposed in writing a

thesis. Two of the more importanÈ topics, which were briefly mentioned,

were versions of modules and the debugger. Both of these area are not

essential for the programming system to work, but are necessary to make

the programming system a truly comfortable place in whict¡ to do

development "

6.2.1 Versions

There are many different kinds of versions possible ITICHY82]:
versions of Source language for a moduLe on the same or different
machines or versions of object code for the same or different machines.

Providing tooLs to manage versions and to allow their specification in
conmands to edit or compile particular versions is complex. However,

thís programming system provides an ideal place to implement versions:
the PE. Eecause the PE hândles all access to STs and has some controL
over segment usage, the PE should be able to be augmented to provide

versions of source language and object code. The extra commands needed

to handLe versions and the extra information necessary in the ST and the
segments for them is best handled by the PE.
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6.2.2 Debuqqer

The debugger is expected to be an interactive tool that can be used

Èo aid module development by allowing a programmer to step through a

module and examine data areas, ot used afÈer an error has occurred Èo

examine daÈa areas to determine the cauSe of the error. With the
'avaiLability of the entire ST slrucÈure and data areas pointing to STs

for which they are instances, the debugger can dynamically map datâ

areas that are currently active. This alLows symbol-ic access to the

data areas in exactly the same vray as in normaf programming language

statements. The debugger would all-ow stepping through the executable

statements by allowing breakpoints to be specified at the source

language level by having a statement map created by the compiler. At

the breakpoint, the user could examine data items for all active

modules, and the user may be allowed to change the values of data items

which can be done safely because the debugger has access to the type of

each data item. As well, it will be necessary to alter control flow in

a structured way by escaping from controf structures or moduLes. This

woul-d aLlow normal block termination code to be executed and hence

mainÈain the integrity of the executing module.

. In the case of a module that is executing and encounters ãn error, it

is possible to inagine the system suspending the moduLe but retaining

all the active representatives associated vrith the module. This in

effect saves the complete environment that existed when the error

occurred. (This might cause problems if a user had write access to a

public file, as no further accesses to the file would be aflowed until

modul-e termination. ) The debugger is Èhen call-ed automatically. The

user can then examine and modify both data val-ues and control flow, and

subseguently allow the module to run until compfetion. In the case of

J-arge production runs, this might allow skipping a data value that

caused an error and continue processing htithout having to restart the

module.
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6.3 CONTRIBI,ITION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE

The programming system presented in this thesis is a forerunner of
programming system development to come. This programming syst,em is
aimed at a more general type of appl-ication than other currently
available programming systems. LISP ITEITE75] systems provide a single
programming system for ÀI development. ÀpL systems provide an

environment for mathematical development. While all of these systems
can perform equivalent tasks, each has its own forte.

This programming system is designed to handle large, complex

applications (including the programming system itself) such as specially
designed systems to handle particular application problems ( i.e.
accounting system, medical systems, etc.), programs developed to execute
quickJ-y and yet that do not change dramatíca]ly over short periods of
time. These programs are usually characterized by large development
time, and a long period of maintenance. This programming system

addresses some of the problems associated with both developing a large
appl-ication and maintaining it.

However, this system is intended not only for developing large
applications by an end user, but also for the subsequent use of these
applications by an end user. This type of user may never use any of the
program development facilities (programming language, program editor,
etc.) described ín this thesis. He rnight sinpry sign on and invoke a

single application. Hovrever, he may soon wish to use several
applications that inÈeract with one another. This system should a1low
such integration to be done sinpry and safely (as in uNrxa ). This
would then lead hirn to simpJ.e uses of the progran development system in
order to create programs in which several- applications interact. The

same level of integration that ¡ras achieved by the program development
facilities should be achievabLe for the appl-ication progràms that are
uftimately created on the system.

specificalJ.y, this programming system is intended to repJ.ace the
programming l-anguage(s)' operating system software, and interactive
command language provided in a conventional computer system. To

4 UNIX is a Trademark of ÀT&T Bell Laboratories.
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accompl i Sh thi s, mâny of the ideas presented have analogues in

conventional systems. This onLy makes sense as many of the ideas

necessary to achieve an operational system are the same in both cases.

These ideas have developed over many years as a result of sofving

difficult probl-ems. So in this regard some of the algorithms presented

are b¡idely known and used.

What is new is the way in which these ideas have been integrated.

The inÈegration of these ideas required a substantial amount of

engineering to ul-timately produce the designs presented in the thesis.

Many approaches were investigated and were rejected. This point was

afso made about the UNIX5 system:

The success of UNIX lies not so much in new
rather in the fuII exploitation of a carefully
fertile ideas, and especially in showing that
to the implementation of a small yet powerful
lRrrcsz¿ l.

It would be nice to say that the approach presented in this thesis is

the best approach, honever this remains to be seen. Whether it is the

best or not, what it does do is to open up a new approacbr in integrating

the many components necessary to form a programming system.

5 UNrx is a'Trademark of AT&T BelL LaboraÈories.

inventions but
selected set of

they can be keys
operating system



A[¡pendix A

PROGRÀMMING I.ÀNGUAGE SYNTAX

In this syst,em the programming language is processed by two different
programs. The PE is used to enter all declaration and to modify these
decl-arations. These declaration are parsed and executed to create or
nodify ST entries immediately. Hence, the PE has a grammar for these
declarations. While the PE is also used to enter the source Ìanguage

statement,s, the PE does not parse these. This is done by the compiler.
Hence, the compiler has a grammar for the executabl-e statements in the
programming language. Thus, there are tvro grammars: one for the PE and

one for the compiler.

When syntax is specified, the notation used is the following:

. quotes (' ) encl-ose a terminal symbol

r I x ] means that rrxtr is optional
. x l y indicates that "x" and "y" are alternatives

or "y" is chosen)
r { } is used to group al-ternatives within a single

(i.e. one of rrxtr

definitíon

The following is Èhe grammar used by the PE

:= cluster-defn compile-type
::= 'coPIED' segment-spec | 'S¡NGLE' segment-spec

::= segment-name I '*'
::= cluster-defn I positioning-information ] I

type-defn I positioning-information ] I

declaration I positioning-information ]

modul-e-defn 3

compi 1e-type
segmen t- spec

creation-cmnd

c lusÈ e r-de f n

'INLTNE'

'RECORD' [ 'PROTOTYPE'
'PROC' [ 'PROTOTYPE' ]
'CLÀSS' [ 'PROTOTVPE' ]
'ÀCCESS' [ 'PROTOTVPE'
'OBJECT' [ 'PROTOTYPE'
'ENVIR' [ 'PROTOTYPE' ]
'MEMORYI [ 'PROTOTYPE'

' PROCESS,
'PROCESS'
' PROCESS'

' PROCESS'
name

I name
name

l

l

name I

name
name

name I

type-defn ::= 'TYPE' name r=r type-constructor
type-constructor ::= type-name I

' (' ordered-set ')' Isubrange I

' [' type-Iist ' ]' type*name

type 3 3= type-constructor I cluster-type
type-1ist ::= type-list ' ,' type I type

cfuster-type !:= 'REcoRD' | 'Ct¡Ss' | 'oBJEcT' I

217
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declaration ::=

attribute ::=

initialization
statement-Iist

statement

expression_list :

prÍmary ::=

prinary-list
identifier

call !3='(' t

À Programming System

;99I:r' name_l-ist I arrribure'VAR'name-list
' EscApE;"';";å:i, l.'Tt'ibute l
::lItyErFR' ñ"rå_riåt [ { attr

iäruUp l¡i:'ir;i.i,å*iiilii
; Ipl¡gsery?ÀrrvE ; 

. n"rå - l-åi. J it
' ;ËfiËBÈä;, fËT";låit; i";., ;;"..
: 1: perspective-name , J, ltype l
, Í;' initiaLizarion lv comment_text ]

l
I

ibute
ute Iel I

ute l
l

':' tTypE'
:' 'TypE' l

l
I

t
I
I
I

positioning-information 
: :=,AFTER, name I 'gnnoRe, name

The executabre statements that the compirer processes are entered astext during program editing and the PE places them in the initiarizationcode associated with the rel,evant ST definition. Thus, the pE treatsthe "initialization" simply as a character string(s); but duringcompi'lation t,he compiler parses them according to the foll0wing grammar:

::= assign_statement 
IIIF' if 'uNo iË; I'CÀSE' case 'END ó¡Sn, I

+ff5;Fiiå*l 
"lÞÞ'l-iä"p',"'o Loop, 

I

: iiÈr;"Ëjs:i;"fiå i"3.;rH.if:Tiit"*"*o *,,,.,
assign-statement t t= Ptit:5y-I uir?ry-operatorI Prrmary-Iist 'J ' '._;assignment-expr ::= assignment_expr 

Iexpression binary_operatorexpres s i on
exPression ::= expression binarv

Yl:':;:i::: r å;'èíi:3::î:;' 
, 
nr i ma rY I

oit'Sil'"ssion ')
ca st

::= statement_list
::= statement_list

stâtement_l iststâ t emen t

express i on _1 i st

'i' stãtenent IEoLN-synbol ståtement

]..1:_: assisnment_expr
expres s i on

assignment-expr 
I

express i on I expression

pr imary

identifier I

i9:l:ifier éa11 I]g"nfi{i", subsciipt 
Ilî:!lifier qualiiiããti"n 

Irrteral
::= primary-list ,,, prinary

Ii!ii¡*lñ" I ¡'"';-n"'' I param"te::l?T: 
.l . keyword-name 

Iproceduiãli"ri."'eates-name I represenr"tr"ã:Äã^ä 
I

exPression-Iist J '),
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subscript ::= subscript '[' expression-list
qualification ::= qualification primary
cast ::= [ 'REF' 1 type-name '(' expression

type-cluster ' (' primary ' )' Irecord-name' (' expression-list' )

type-cluster ::= cl-ass-name I access-name I

memory-name

if ::= expression 'THENT statement-list
expression' THEN' statement-list

[ 'FoR' identifier
[ 'BY' expression
[ 'rO' expression

Syntax 219

' ]' | ' [' expression-list ' ]'

| ' .' primary

')' I

object-name I envir-name I

ELSE' statement-l-ist
expression 'THEN' statenent-1ist 'ELIF' if

case ::= primary case-list 'OTHERWISE' statement-list
case-Iist ::= case-list 'WHEN' chooser-l-ist 'DO' statement-list

'WHEN' chooser-list'DO' statement-1ist
chooser-l-ist : := chooser-list chooser I chooser

chooser ::= expression'..' expression I expression
loop-prefix ::= I I <-' express i on ] l

'FINI' stateinent-list I l

loop : := foop' i' loop-statement 
Iloop EolN-symbol loop-statement

Ioop-sta temen t
loop-statement ::= statement I until
until ::= 'UNTIL' expression [ 'THE¡¡' statement-list ] 'ExIt'
exception : := statement-l-ist escape-Iist
escape-list : := escape-list'ESCAPE' escape-name staÈement-list

' E.SCÀPE' escape-name statement-1 i st
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acce55 class, 18
active object tree
address resolution

143
address space (eS),
âddress table (¡t),
arbitration, '1 90

backing-store, 42

capsule, 43
cluster, 82
compi lat i on , 4
compile type, 107
component perspective va1ue,
cOmponenÈ val-ues, 137
components, 1

compressing,
consistency,
continue, 130
control intormation, 16

data area (DA), 74
data space (PS), 14
deferred reference, BB
detection information (Pr ),
DS hierarchy, 84

154

encoded, 1 38
environment, 75
environment hierarchy, 129
executed, 4
external change, 1 56
external symbol dictionary (ESD),

107
externalLy callable (XC), 123

inconsistency, 1 50
internal change, 156
interpretation, 4

loca1 sT (LsT), 82

representat ive , 61

security check, 2O5
security comparison, 206
security DS, 196
security extraction, 206
segment, 1 05
self-contained type, 86
sepârate compilatíon unit (SCU),

110
significantJ.y changed, 152
source language, 4
ST hierarchy, 83
ST management, 80
statement execution mode (SEM), 71
storage management levef, 14
structured addressing scheme, 134
subsystem, 142
subsystem entry, 142
suspend, 1 30
symbol tabLe (ST), 74

terminate, 130
transfer table (TT), 120
transient, 1 3

unif orm addressing scheme, '1 33
unsuccessf ul- recompilat ion

indicator, 169
user level, 14
user's perspective, 206

voLume tabl-e of contents (vfOC),
50

volumes, 42

(Aor) , 145
routine (enn),

13
114

206

5
114
150

memor
memor
MH ad

Y,
v
dr

29
hierarchy (t,lH), 134
ess, 1 35

MH address resolution, 143
module, 1 05
multiple active ÀSs (MAAS), 173

ob
ob
ob

ect, 1 5
ect code, 4
ect module (O¡¿),

open quali ficat ion,
108
86

packet, 100
pager, 60
paging, 60
persistent, '1 2
perspective, '1 84
perspective fÍeld,189
perspective set, 184
perspective vaLue, 189
program def inition mode
program editor (Ps), 79
programming sysÈem,3
prototype.26

( PDM) , 71

relocation dictionary (nr,u), 107
REPREF, 176
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